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ABSTRACT

In many medical imaging modalities, as photons travel from the emission source

to the detector, they are scattered by the biological tissue. Often this scatter is

viewed as a phenomenon that degrades image quality, and most research is focused

on designing methods for either discarding the scattered photons or correcting for

scatter. However, the scattered photons also carry information about the tissue that

they pass through, which can perhaps be extracted. In this research, we investigate

methods to retrieve information from the scattered photons in two specific medical

imaging modalities: diffuse optical tomography (DOT) and single photon emission

computed tomography (SPECT). To model the scattering of photons in biological

tissue, we investigate using the Neumann-series form of the radiative transport equa-

tion (RTE). Since the scattering phenomenon are different in DOT and SPECT, the

models are individually designed for each modality. In the DOT study, we use the

developed photon-propagation model to investigate signal detectability in tissue.

To study this detectability, we demonstrate the application of a surrogate figure of

merit, based on Fisher information, which approximates the Bayesian ideal observer

performance. In the SPECT study, our aim is to determine if only the SPECT emis-

sion data acquired in list-mode (LM) format, including the scattered-photon data,

can be used to compute the tissue-attenuation map. We first propose a path-based

formalism to process scattered photon data, and follow it with deriving expres-

sions for the Fisher information that help determine the information content of LM

data. We then derive a maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization algorithm

that can jointly reconstruct the activity and attenuation map using LM SPECT

emission data. While the DOT study can provide a boost in transition of DOT

to clinical imaging, the SPECT study will provide insights on whether it is worth

exposing the patient to extra X-ray radiation dose in order to obtain an attenuation
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map. Finally, although the RTE can be used to model light propagation in tissues,

it is computationally intensive and therefore time consuming. To increase the speed

of computation in the DOT study, we develop software to implement the RTE on

parallel computing architectures, specifically the NVIDIA graphics processing units

(GPUs).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In many medical imaging modalities, the photons that are transmitted through or

emitted from the patient body scatter in the biological tissue. In optical imaging

modalities like diffuse optical tomography (DOT) and fluorescence tomography, elas-

tic scattering is dominant. On the other hand, in nuclear imaging modalities such as

single-photon computed emission tomography (SPECT) [4] and positron emission

tomography (PET) [5], inelastic Compton scattering is dominant. Scattering also

occurs in X-Ray cone-beam computed tomography (CT) [6, 7]. The conventional

view, at least in nuclear and X-Ray imaging, is that scatter causes degradation of

image quality [5,8–11], and thus, it is best to try to discard scattered data [5,6,12]

or correct for scatter [12]. Even the methods that correct for scatter discard many

of the scattered photons. However, the scattered photons also contain information

about the tissue that they pass through. The main aim of this dissertation is to

investigate whether it is possible to use the data obtained from photons that scat-

ter within the tissue to infer information about the tissue. We will perform this

investigation in two diverse imaging modalities: DOT and SPECT. In the next sec-

tion, we present the introductory background, specific aims and the structure of the

dissertation.

1.1 Background, specific objectives and structure of the dissertation

We begin with giving a brief introduction to the physics and mathematics of scat-

tering in medical imaging in Chapter 2. We discuss the primary kinds of scattering

processes that photons undergo within the biological tissue in various medical imag-

ing modalities, with particular emphasis on the photon-scattering mechanisms in

DOT and SPECT. A few mathematical preliminaries to model scattering, and def-
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initions of some important radiometric quantities that will be used throughout this

dissertation, are also presented in this chapter.

DOT is an upcoming non-invasive bio-medical optical imaging technique. The

goal in DOT is to probe the tissue with near-infrared (NIR) light to determine its

absorption and scattering properties [1,13–15]. This imaging technique requires ac-

curate modeling of photon propagation in tissue. However, this task is complicated

due to the elastic scattering that photons suffer from within the tissue at optical

wavelengths. Unlike nuclear or X-ray imaging, the scattering that occurs in DOT is

significant, with the photon mean free path between two scattering events being as

low as a fraction of a millimeter [16]. Thus photons that pass through the tissue suf-

fer many scattering events. To model this photon transport, the radiative transport

equation (RTE) can be used. The RTE is a computationally intensive integro-

differentiable equation, due to which, the computationally less intensive diffusion

approximation is often instead used [1,16–23]. However, this approximation breaks

down near the tissue surface, in anisotropic tissues, and in regions of high absorption

or low scatter [13, 14, 24, 25]. Consequently it cannot describe light propagation in

many scenarios [24–29]. To overcome these issues, higher order approximations to

the RTE such as the discrete ordinates method (SN) [25, 28, 30–32] and spherical

harmonic equations (PN) [33–36] have been developed. However, these approaches

are still slow and require solving many coupled differential equations. Therefore,

there is a requirement in the DOT community for accurate and computationally-

efficient methods to solve the RTE in completely non-uniform media. While there

is considerable research in literature on using differential methods to solve the RTE

in DOT, research using integral methods has been limited. A potential advantage

with integral-based methods is that, unlike the differential methods, they do not

require solutions to many coupled differential equations. In Chapter 3, we study the

validity and performance of the integral form of the RTE for optical imaging, using

a Neumann-series formulation. We begin with studying the integral Neumann-series

form of the RTE. We then extend the Neumann-series approach for optical imag-

ing in uniform media, developing the mathematical methods and software for this
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purpose. We also perform an exhaustive study of the accuracy, convergence charac-

teristics, and computational efficiency of the Neumann-series method. This study

lays the foundation for a potential research activity that requires a knowledge of

the advantages and disadvantages of the Neumann-series form of the RTE to model

photon transport in optical imaging.

The study in Chapter 3 sheds light on the performance of the Neumann-series

RTE method for simulating photon transport in uniform media, but an equally

important problem in optical imaging is simulating light propagation in heteroge-

neous media. Chapter 4 is devoted to devising techniques and software to solve the

problem of light propagation in completely non-uniform media using the Neumann-

series approach. In this chapter, we first develop the mathematical methods of the

Neumann-series approach specific to non-uniform three dimensional(3D) media for

a DOT setup. Since the RTE is computationally intensive, implementation of the

Neumann-series approach on systems with sequential processing units takes consid-

erable time. However, since the RTE software is parallelizable, we implement the

RTE on graphics processing units (GPUs). This helps reduce the computational

requirements considerably, and improves the practical utility of the RTE. The study

in this chapter also demonstrates the utility of parallel computing in imaging.

After developing a computationally-efficient model to simulate photon transport,

in Chapter 5, we investigate the use of this model to investigate signal detectability

in DOT. Due to the large amount of scattering that occurs in DOT, signal detection

is a difficult task. The detectability changes rapidly as a function of depth of the

signal. Previous studies to evaluate signal detectability studies typically do not

use model observers [37–39]. An appropriate metric to measure signal detection

is the Bayesian ideal observer, but this observer is computationally intensive. We

attempt to develop a surrogate figure of merit for DOT, the Fisher information,

which approximates the performance of the Bayesian ideal observer on the signal-

detection task, and is also computationally faster than the ideal observer. In the

process, we present a framework to evaluate the gradient of the photon distribution

function with respect to the scattering and absorption coefficients. This framework
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can also be used to design a gradient-descent based image reconstruction mechanism

in DOT, as we describe in Chapter 7.

Apart from the specific objectives of the work presented in Chapters 3-5, the

research in these chapters can provide a boost towards clinical use of DOT. Cur-

rently there are not many DOT systems in the clinic, but many research groups are

designing novel DOT systems. Two important challenges in the clinical translation

of DOT are improving accuracy and speed of the reconstruction algorithms, and a

framework to evaluate DOT systems on clinically relevant tasks. The work in Chap-

ters 3-4 attempt to design a computationally fast and accurate light propagation

model, and in Chapter 5, we suggest a scheme that can be used to evaluate DOT

systems based on the signal detection task. Also, using the gradient-based scheme

presented in Chapter 7, we can also use the developed Neumann-series method to

perform image reconstruction in DOT. Therefore, these research works can help in

the clinical translation of DOT.

In Chapter 6, we turn our attention to retrieving information from scattered

photons in SPECT imaging. The dominant scattering process that the photons

suffer from in SPECT imaging as they traverse through biological tissue is the

inelastic Compton scattering. Although the amount of scattering in SPECT is

not as significant as in DOT, it does affect the final image quality [12, 40]. Thus,

various techniques have been devised to perform attenuation and scatter correction

in SPECT. However, most of these techniques require an attenuation map, for which,

an additional X Ray CT scan must be performed on the patient [11,12,40–46]. These

CT-based-attenuation-correction (CTAC) schemes result in increased radiation dose,

which is a cause of concern for the patients health [47–50]. Also, these schemes

suffer from multiple other disadvantages such as complicated hardware, complex

acquisition protocols and possibility of mis-registration [51,52]. Thus, the possibility

to perform attenuation and scatter correction without the need for transmission CT

data is important and can have significant and immediate clinical appeal [12].

There has been considerable research on this topic [46,52–66], but the developed

techniques are quite slow, have met with only limited success, and are not clinically
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used [12]. One of the main issue with these methods is that they have less infor-

mation to begin with, since either they don’t use the scattered photon data, or if

they do, then they “bin” it leading to loss of information. Our approach is that

the accuracy of scatter and attenuation correction in SPECT can be improved by

the approaches of using scattered-photon data, acquiring data in list-mode (LM)

format, and considering the statistics of the detector. In Chapter 6, as the first

step to utilize scattered photon data, we propose a path-based formalism to process

LM scattered-photon data. To investigate the information content of LM data for

reconstructing the activity and attenuation map, we derive expressions using which

we can obtain the Cramér Rao bound (CRB) of these estimates. We then describe

the algorithm we have designed to perform joint reconstruction of activity and at-

tenuation map in SPECT imaging using just the emission data. The solution that

we develop takes into account detector sensitivity and noise, along with the scatter

and attenuation phenomenon occurring within the patient. We also show the appli-

cation of the developed expressions for CRB to evaluate the information content of

the LM data, including scattered-photon data, in different kind of phantoms.

In the time spent while working on this dissertation, we were also working on a

project on modeling the response of Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) to scintillation

light. SiPMs are newly emerging devices which are finding usage in various medical

imaging systems that require detection of scintillation light, such as in PET sys-

tems [67–72], multi-modality PET and MRI systems [73, 74], SPECT systems [75].

However, the response of an SiPM is affected by the inherent non-proportionality

of the SiPM response. SiPMs suffer from non-linear effects, parameter variation

due to varying overvoltage, and noise phenomena such as optical crosstalk, after-

pulsing, and dark counts [76]. Scintillation light pulses are inhomogeneous-intensity

processes and can have a long decay time and/or high light yield. As a result, the be-

havior of the SiPM varies within the duration of the scintillation pulse itself, further

complicating this relationship [77]. To deal with this complexity, models that relate

the measured electronic signal with the input optical signal are required. There

has been significant research on developing such models [3,77–83], but these models
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focus on simulating some specific aspects of the SiPM response, or specific input

scintillation-light characteristics and thus, they do not model all the relevant SiPM

phenomena. Moreover, in these models, the effect of the different SiPM-circuit el-

ements on the single-photoelectron response and the voltage-drop across the SiPM

microcell is not explicitly considered. Therefore, the electrical characteristics of

the SiPM are not modeled accurately. Our intent is to develop a comprehensive

MC model to simulate SiPM response. In Appendix A, we describe our work on

developing this MC model, and discuss the performance of the model.

Finally, we have also worked on analytic LM reconstruction techniques. Since

LM data acquisition is in a continuous space, it does not suffer from information

loss due to discretization. However, the current methods to perform reconstruction

using LM data reconstruct a discretized version of the object [84–86]. The objects in

imaging are functions that are defined on a continuous domain, and reconstructing a

discrete representation of the object leads to information loss. It is ideal therefore to

be able to reconstruct the object as a function defined on a continuous domain. Much

of the literature on reconstruction in SPECT is based on a continuous-continuous

(CC) formulation of the SPECT imaging system [87]. However, since most SPECT

systems eventually bin the data, these analytic algorithms have to be discretized

[87–89]. In this context, LM data acquisition presents us with another distinct

advantage: It yields data that are defined on a continuous domain, and thus fits the

CC formulation of the SPECT imaging system. Our primary objective is to design

analytic algorithms that can exploit this advantage to reconstruct object functions

from LM data defined on a continuous domain. In Appendix B, we describe our

work on analytic LM reconstruction techniques.

1.2 Themes of the dissertation

There are many underlying themes that run through the various chapters in this

dissertation. The first, and the most obvious theme, is to develop methods for using

scattered-photon data to extract information about the object. This theme belongs
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to the school of thought that believes in using all available acquired data to extract

information about the object, instead of throwing away data. The same idea is

also our motivation behind working with LM data in SPECT imaging. Typically in

SPECT imaging systems, data is acquired in LM format, but then binned, which

leads to information loss. However, instead of binning this data, analyzing this data

in the raw format can potentially provide us with more information.

Extracting information from all available acquired data requires accurate de-

terministic and statistical modeling of the imaging system. This brings us to the

second theme of this dissertation: Modeling of the photon-transport component of

the imaging system physics using the Neumann-series form of the RTE. Since the

RTE allows us to model all relevant processes that occur in photon propagation,

it is a useful tool to model the imaging system. We develop the Neumann-series

RTE to model photon transport in optical imaging and SPECT imaging, but the

usage of this equation can be further explored in X-ray imaging, positron emission

tomography, and many other imaging modalities.

The third theme in this dissertation is the use of Fisher information to gain

knowledge about the information content of the data to perform specific tasks.

Before we investigate the problem of designing algorithms to extract information

from the data acquired by an imaging system, it is useful to study the information

content of this data for the various tasks that are required to be performed by the

imaging system. We show the application of Fisher information to the dual tasks

of detection and estimation, by demonstrating that Fisher information can be used

to evaluate signal detectability in DOT, and by evaluating the information content

of LM data for joint reconstruction of activity and attenuation map in SPECT

imaging.

The final theme of this dissertation is to study the application of high-

performance computing to retrieve information from images. A major difficulty

with using all the acquired data in the imaging system is that modeling the imag-

ing system becomes computationally intensive. Issues of computational complexity

also arise when implementing the inverse problems. Advances in high-performance
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computing can help us solve these issues and develop computationally efficient and

practical software that can then be used in medical imaging systems. In this disser-

tation, we demonstrate the application of high-performance computing to develop

computationally practical solutions for modeling light propagation in tissue and

studying signal detectability in DOT.

1.3 Dissemination of the work in this dissertation

All the advances made in this dissertation will be made widely available to other

researchers in medical imaging community, and in general to the whole world of im-

age science through publications and reports. The work on RTE for optical imaging

in Chapters 3 and 4 has been published as two separate publications in the Jour-

nal of Optical Society of America [90, 91], and the research on investigating signal

detectability in DOT has been submitted for publication [92]. The research on mod-

eling SiPMs presented in Chapter A has also been published in IEEE Transactions

on Nuclear Science [93]. Similarly, part of the work presented in Chapter 6 has been

published as a proceedings paper at SPIE Medical Imaging 2013 conference [84]. The

work in this dissertation has also been presented at premier conferences and work-

shops such as IEEE Symposium on Nuclear Science and Medical Imaging, SPIE

Medical Imaging, OSA conference on Biomedical Optics, and Pan-American Ad-

vanced Studies Institute (PASI) on Frontiers in Imaging Science [84, 94–97]. The

software solutions developed in this dissertation will be posted on the image quality

google group website. The software developed to model SiPM response has already

been used to model a novel PET imaging system [98]. The compact disk (CD) drive

along with this dissertation also contains all the developed software. The set of

tools and software developed in this project can hopefully help radiologists, physi-

cians and researchers in the field of medical imaging with more informed decision

making, and lead to improved patient health care.
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CHAPTER 2

SCATTERING IN MEDICAL IMAGING

In this chapter, we discuss the main kinds of scattering processes that photons un-

dergo within the biological tissue in various medical imaging modalities. As photons

travel from the emission source to the detector in different medical imaging modali-

ties, they interact with the biological tissue through the processes of absorption and

scattering. Our objective in this dissertation is to study how to retrieve information

from scattered photons, so in this chapter, we will focus on describing the scattering

processes that occur in medical imaging. We will also describe the mathematical

treatment of scattering, and introduce the radiative transport equation (RTE), that

describes the spatio-temporal propagation of photons through a medium.

2.1 Scattering mechanisms

The various kinds of scattering processes can be classified into elastic and inelastic

scattering [87]. In terms of photons, elastic scattering occurs when the scattered

photon has the same energy as the incident photon. On the other hand, inelastic

scattering is said to occur when the scattered photon has a different, usually lower,

energy than the incident photon. The classical way to visualize elastic scattering is

that as an incident electromagnetic (EM) wave interacts with the discrete scattering

object, it induces dipole moments in the scattering object, which then radiate at

same frequency as the original EM wave. When the size of the scattering particles

is much smaller than the wavelength of the EM wave, such as in an atom or a

molecule, then the scattering is described by Thompson or Rayleigh scattering. In

contrast, Mie scattering is a broad class of scattering of light by spherical particles

of any diameter [99]. For example, the blue color of the sky during daytime, and the

red/yellow color during sunrise and sunset results from Rayleigh scattering since the
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size of gas particles in the atmosphere is much smaller than visible light. Conversely,

the water droplets that make up the clouds have a size comparable to the wavelength

of visible light, and the scattering is described by Mie theory instead. According

to the Mie scattering theory, the water droplets in clouds scatter approximately all

wavelengths of visible light, due to which the cloud appears white or gray. It is worth

noting that Mie scattering theory may be used for describing Rayleigh scattering

[100], but due to the complexity of the Mie scattering theory, Rayleigh scattering

is preferred if applicable. In medical imaging, Mie scattering theory can be used

to describe scattering processes in many optical imaging modalities, including DOT

[1,13,14], optical fluorescence imaging [101], fluorescence tomography [102], optical

coherence tomography [103] and oblique incidence reflectometry [104]. Biological

media can often be modeled as ensembles of homogeneous spherical particles [105],

as many cells and microorganisms, particularly blood cells, are close in shape to

spheres or ellipsoids. A system of non-interacting spherical particles is the simplest

tissue model. Therefore, Mie scattering theory can rigorously describe the scattering

of visible and infrared light in tissue. There have also been studies on modeling the

scattering processes in neonatal skin using the Rayleigh scattering mechanism [99].

Another type of elastic scattering is Tyndall scattering, which is similar to Mie

scattering without the restriction to spherical geometry of the particles. Tyndall

scattering is particularly applicable to colloidal mixtures and suspensions. Under

the Tyndall effect, the longer wavelength light is more transmitted while the shorter

wavelength light is more reflected via scattering. Blue eyes, the subject of many

romantic poems, are actually the result of Tyndall scattering in a turbid layer in

the iris! Resonant fluorescence is another form of elastic scattering where the atom

absorbs a photon of certain energy from the field by a resonant transition and then

emits a photon of the same energy in a random direction by spontaneous emission.

In inelastic scattering, there is a transfer of energy from the incident photon to

some other particle or elementary excitation. For example, in Compton scattering,

which we detail on in the next section, the incident photon transfers part of its energy

and momentum to an electron, leading to a scattered photon of reduced energy in
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Figure 2.1: The percentage of Compton scatter and photoelectric absorption at
different gamma-ray energy values. We observe that at the SPECT imaging energy
of 140 keV, Compton scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism. Source:
http://www.sprawls.org/ppmi2/INTERACT/

different direction. Compton scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism in

SPECT, PET, and X-ray imaging, where it can occur either in the biological tissue,

or in the scintillation detector present in these imaging systems. In fact, at the

SPECT imaging energy of 140 keV, the other major mechanism of interaction, the

photoelectric interaction, is relatively much smaller in the human tissue, as shown

in Fig. 2.1.

Another inelastic scattering mechanism is Raman scattering. This scattering

process is similar to Compton scattering except that the energy is transferred to

vibrational modes in a molecule or solid. When the molecule relaxes, it emits a

photon and returns to a different vibrational mode. If the final vibrational mode

of the molecule is more energetic than the initial state, the emitted photon has a

lower energy so that the total energy of the system remains balanced. This shift in
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frequency is designated as a Stokes shift. In contrast, if the final vibrational mode

of the molecule is less energetic than the initial state, then the emitted photon

will be shifted to a higher frequency. This is designated as Anti-Stokes shift, and

thus, in Raman scattering, the emitted photon can have either higher or lower

energy compared to the incident photon. Raman scattering can be used to provide

valuable biochemical and molecular markers to study tissue composition, and has

been used for in-vivo clinical imaging [106–108]. Brillouin scattering is another

inelastic scattering mechanism that occurs due to the interaction of photons with

acoustic phonons in solids. The scattering results in a shift of energy by an amount

that corresponds to the energy of the elastic wave or phonon, and corresponds to

creation or annihilation of the phonon.

2.2 Mathematical treatment of scattering

The effect of scattering on photon propagation can be described using mathematical

operators, but to define these operators, we first have to define a few radiometric

quantities, and the concept of the scattering cross section.

2.2.1 Radiometric quantities

To mathematically formulate the effect of scattering, the first radiometric quantity

we define is the distribution function. LetQ, denote the radiant energy, and let V , Ω,

E and t denote the volume, solid angle, time, and energy of radiation, respectively.

Then the distribution function w(r, ŝ, E, t) is defined as

w =
1

E

∂3Q

∂V ∂Ω∂E
. (2.1)

In terms of photons, w(r, ŝ, E, t)∆V∆Ω∆E can be interpreted as the number of

photons contained in volume ∆V centered on r, traveling in solid angle ∆Ω about

direction ŝ, and having energies between E and E+∆E at time t. The distribution

function is a complete characterization of the position, direction, and energy of the

photons in a medium as a function of time. The units of the distribution function
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are m−3ster−1eV−1, if energy is expressed in eV. The distribution function can be

related to the more commonly known radiometric quantity, the radiance L, by the

simple relationship L = cmw, where cm denotes the speed of light in the medium.

Another important radiometric quantity is the source function Ξ(r, ŝ, E, t),

which describes the injection of photons into a medium. Let us denote the radi-

ant flux, which is the rate of emission of radiant energy Q, by Φ. Then the source

function is defined as

Ξ(r, ŝ, E, t) =
1

E

∂3Φ

∂V ∂Ω∂E
. (2.2)

Like the distribution function, Ξ(r, ŝ, E, t)∆V∆Ω∆E can be interpreted as the num-

ber of photons injected-per-second into volume ∆V in energy range ∆E, over solid

angle ∆Ω, and at time t. A difference between the photon distribution function

and the source function is that unlike the photon distribution function, the source

function describes the rate of photon transport. Although not fundamentally useful

to describe scattering, this definition will be required in the later chapters when we

describe light propagation through tissue.

2.2.2 Scattering cross section

The scattering cross section σsc is a hypothetical area that describes the likelihood of

radiation being scattered by a particle, or alternatively, the effective area for collision

of the incident radiation with the scattering particle. Consider a beam of radiation

incident on a scattering entity, such as an atom, molecule, or dielectric sphere,

yielding a certain scattered flux. Then the scattering cross section is a measure of

the scattered flux per unit irradiance. Let us denote the normal irradiance on the

surface by I0. Also let us denote the scattered flux by Φ. Then, for elastic scattering,

the scattering cross section is defined as [87]

σsc =
Φ

I0
. (2.3)

In inelastic scattering, we recognize that the incident and scattered photons have

different energies. Thus, instead of defining σsc in terms of energies, we define it in

terms of the number of photons. Let us define the normal photon irradiance I0,p
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as the normal irradiance divided by the incident photon energy, and the scattered

photon flux Φp as the scattered flux divided by the energy of the scattered photon.

Thus, we define the scattering cross section is defined as

σsc =
Φp

I0,p
. (2.4)

From this definition emerges a simple geometric interpretation of the scattering cross

section. The cross section is the effective area that when multiplied by the number

of photons incident per unit surface area of the scattering particle gives the number

of scattered photons. There is no simple relationship between the scattering cross

section and the actual size of the particle, since the scattering cross section depends

on the wavelength of the incident radiation. To exemplify this point, when driving

in foggy weather, while one can observe the rear red lights of a vehicle, but the

white headlights of an approaching vehicle are hard to observe. This is because

the droplets of water that form the fog scatter red light less than they scatter the

shorter wavelengths present in white light, since the scattering cross section for red

light is smaller than the cross section for shorter wavelength components of white

light, even though the size of the scattering particle is the same.

The SI units of scattering cross section are m2, although smaller units are used in

practice. For example, in optical imaging, the scattering cross section is expressed in

cm2, while the conventional unit of cross section for nuclear scattering interactions

is barn, defined as 10−28 m2. One barn is the typical size of heavy element nuclei.

Often we are interested in the angular distribution of the scattered light, espe-

cially in anisotropic-scattering media. For this purpose, we define the differential

scattering cross section. Let us denote the scattered photon intensity, i.e. the scat-

tered photon flux per unit solid angle Ω, by Γp. Then the differential scattering

cross section is defined as the ratio of the scattered photon intensity to the normal

photon irradiance I0,p, i.e.
∂σsc
∂Ω

=
I0,p
Γp

. (2.5)

Differential cross sections can often depend on the direction and energy of the in-

cident radiation. The dependence of the cross section on the direction of incident
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radiation can get quite complicated due to the random orientation of the scattering

centers in the particle. However, averaged over orientations, the differential scatter-

ing cross section can be a function of only the deflection angle ŝ · ŝ′, where ŝ is the

direction of the incident radiation, and ŝ′ is the direction of the scattered radiation.

In some cases, the scattering cross section also depends on the energy of the incident

radiation. To describe this dependence, we can use the differential scattering cross

section per unit energy, ∂2σsc/∂Ω∂E, where E refers to the energy of the incident

radiation.

2.2.3 Effect of scattering on the distribution function

We will study the effect of the scattering operation on the change of the distribution

function with time. Let us consider a group of ∆N photons traveling in a a small

solid angle ∆Ω around a direction ŝ, in a small volume element ∆V centered around

r, and having energies in the range (E,E+∆E), in a scattering medium. Scattering

processes occurring in this small volume element can either increase or decrease the

number of photons in this group. The decrease in photon number can occur due to

photons in this group changing their direction, energy, or both due to scattering.

Similarly, the increase in photon number can occur as a result of photons not being

part of group scattering into the angular range ∆Ω and the energy band ∆E. Thus,

scattering has two effects on the distribution function. We present the mathematical

formulation to describe both of these effects now.

Scattering out of the group

The irradiance due to the group of photons on a plane normal to ŝ can be computed

using Eq. (2.1) and is given by

I0 = cmwE∆E∆Ω. (2.6)

Using Eq. (2.3), (2.6), and the definition of flux, the total amount of energy scattered

out of the group in time ∆t is given by

Q = I0σsc∆N∆t = cmw∆NE∆E∆Ωσsc∆t. (2.7)
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Using the definition of the distribution function given by Eq. (2.1), we obtain that

the corresponding change in w due to this loss of scattered photon flux is

∆w = −cmσscw∆t
∆N

∆V
. (2.8)

As the volume element tends to zero, we replace ∆N/∆V by the number of scatterers

per unit volume at location r, which we denote by nsc(r). Thus, the change in the

distribution function with time due to the scattering out of the group at location r

is given by
∂w

∂t
= −cmσscnsc(r)w. (2.9)

Defining the scattering coefficient at location r, µsc(r) as

µsc(r) = σscnsc(r), (2.10)

we can rewrite Eq. (2.9) as
∂w

∂t
= −cmµsc(r)w. (2.11)

The scattering coefficient can vary with position, photon energy, time, and even the

direction of the incoming photons ŝ. We thus obtain the effect of scattering out of

the group on the distribution function. It is worth noting that the processes of scat-

tering out of the group and absorption can be described by the same mathematical

formulation [87]. This is because the net effect of these two processes on a given

group of photons is the same, i.e. loss of photons from the group.

Scattering into the group

To describe the scattering of the photons into the group, we recognize that photons

of any energy or direction can contribute to this process. Thus, we require an integral

transform to describe this process which relates w(r, ŝ, E, t) to w(r, ŝ′, E ′, t), where

(ŝ′, E ′) and (ŝ, E) denote the direction and energy of the incoming and scattered

photons, respectively. Since scattering is a spatial local process and occurs at a

definite time, no integral over position or time is required. Let K(ŝ, E; ŝ′, E ′|r, t)
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denote the kernel for this integral transform. Thus, the general form of the operator

K that describes scattering into the group of interest is given by

[Kw](r, ŝ, E, t) =
∂

∂t
w(r, ŝ, E, t) =

∫

4π

dΩ′

∫ ∞

0

dE ′K(ŝ, E; ŝ′, E ′|r, t)w(r, ŝ′, E, t).
(2.12)

While the scattering kernel can depend on the initial and final direction in anyway,

often it is reasonable to assume that the scatterers are randomly oriented, so that

the dependence on ŝ and ŝ′ is through the scalar product ŝ · ŝ′. If we can assume

that each scatterer in the scattering medium is described by a different scattering

cross section per unit energy ∂2σsc/∂Ω∂E, the scattering kernel is given by [87]

K(ŝ, E; ŝ′, E ′|r, t) = cmnsc
∂2σsc
∂Ω∂E

. (2.13)

Often for a medium where we have elastic scattering, and where there is no change

in the scattering kernel with time, the scattering kernel is often written as

K(ŝ, E; ŝ′, E ′|r, t) = 4πcmµsc(r)p(ŝ, ŝ
′)δ(E − E ′), (2.14)

where p(ŝ, ŝ′) is known as the scattering phase function. In this case, the effect of

the scattering operator is given by

[Kw](r, ŝ, t) = 4πcmµsc(r)

∫

4π

dΩ′p(ŝ, ŝ′). (2.15)

2.2.4 Scattering kernel in DOT

Biological media can often be modeled as ensembles of homogeneous spherical par-

ticles [105]. This is because many cells and microorganisms, particularly blood cells,

are close in shape to spheres or ellipsoids. A system of non-interacting spherical par-

ticles is the simplest tissue model. Therefore, Mie scattering theory can rigorously

describe the scattering of visible and infrared light in tissue. Since this is an elastic

scattering mechanism, thus the scattering kernel is given by Eq. (2.15), where the

scattering phase function is given by the Henyey-Greenstein function [29,109]. The

form of this phase function is

p(ŝ, ŝ′) =
1

4π

1− g2

1 + g2 − 2g cos(ŝ · ŝ′)3/2
, (2.16)
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Figure 2.2: The Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function plotted for different
values of anisotropy factor g.

where g is scattering anisotropy parameter. We observe that the scattering phase

function is dependent only on the scalar product ŝ · ŝ′. The value of g varies from

−1 to 1, where g = 0 corresponds to isotropic scattering, g = 1 to total forward

scattering, and g = −1 to total backward scattering. Fig. 2.2 shows the scattering

phase function for different values of θ = arccos(ŝ · ŝ)′ and g. Thus, the scattering

kernel in DOT is given by

K(ŝ, ŝ′|r) = cmµs(r)

4π

{

1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2g(ŝ · ŝ′)]3/2

}

. (2.17)

2.2.5 Scattering kernel in SPECT

As defined above, a Compton interaction is an inelastic scattering mechanism in

which the incident photon interacts with an electron in the medium. The photon

changes direction and the electron recoils, gaining some energy and momentum from

the photon in the process. Thus, the scattered photon has lesser energy than the

original photon. The Compton scattering process is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Assuming

that the electron is initially at rest, its kinetic energy after the interaction is equal
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of the Compton scattering process. Source:
http://www.physics.hku.hk/ phys0607/images/compton.jpg

to the loss of energy of the photon. Let us denote the energy of the incident photon

by E0, the rest mass of the electron by m, and the speed of light in vacuum by c.

Applying principle of conservation of energy and momentum, we can show that the

scattered photon has an energy E given by

1

E
=

1

E0

+
1

mc2
(1− cosθsc), (2.18)

where θsc is the scattering angle, i.e. the angle between the incident and scattered

photon.

The differential cross section for Compton scattering is given by the Klein-

Nishina formula:

∂σsc
∂Ω

=
r2e
2
(1+cos2 θsc)

[

1

1 + α(1− cos θsc)

]2 [

1 +
α2(1− cos θsc)

2

[1 + α(1− cos θsc)](1 + cos2 θsc)

]

,

(2.19)

where re is the classical radius of the electron and if we denote the energy of the

photon by E, then α = E/m0c
2. We see that the differential scattering cross section

is dependent on the direction of the incident and scattered photon, i.e. ŝ and ŝ′,
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Figure 2.4: The differential cross section in Compton scattering over a range of
commonly encountered energy values

through the dot product ŝ · ŝ′, or cos θsc as defined earlier. The differential cross

section for Compton scattering for a range of commonly encountered energy values,

including the SPECT imaging energy of 140 keV, is shown in Fig. 2.4.

To derive the form of the scattering kernel for Compton scattering, we use

Eq. (2.13), and the relation between the scattering angle and the energy of the

emitted photon, given by Eq. (2.18). The latter implies that once we know the scat-

tering angle, the energy of the scattered photon is completely determined, leading

to a delta function in the scattering kernel to specify the energy dependence. This

yields the form for the scattering kernel as

K(ŝ, E; ŝ′, E ′|r) = cmnsc
∂σsc
∂Ω

δ

{

E −
[

1

E ′
+

1

mc2
(1− cos ŝ · ŝ′)

]−1
}

. (2.20)
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2.3 Radiative transport equation

The radiative transport equation, also known as the Boltzmann’s equation, describes

the spatio-temporal propagation of photons through a medium. The RTE describes

the time derivative of the photon distribution function defined w(r, ŝ, E, t), or w for

short, and is given, very generally as [87]

dw

dt
=

[

∂w

∂t

]

abs

+

[

∂w

∂t

]

em

+

[

∂w

∂t

]

prop

+

[

∂w

∂t

]

sc

. (2.21)

In the above equation, the time derivative of the distribution function has contri-

butions from absorption, emission, propagation, and scatter, respectively. We now

examine each of these terms in detail.

We can describe the time-derivative of the distribution function due to absorption

as
[

∂w

∂t

]

abs

= −cmµa(r, E)w(r, ŝ, E, t), (2.22)

where µa(r, E) is the absorption coefficient of the medium as a function of position

and energy, and cm is the speed of light in the medium. In this study, we assume

that the speed of light does not change within the medium.

The emission of light is fully described by the source function, so that

[

∂w

∂t

]

em

= Ξ(r, ŝ, E, t). (2.23)

The propagation term in Eq. (2.21) describes the movement of photons from one

location to another and is given by

[

∂w

∂t

]

prop

= −cmŝ · ∇w(r, ŝ, E, t). (2.24)

Finally, to describe scattering, we must consider the scattering of photons out of a

location and the scattering of photon in from another location. Using Eqs. (2.9)

and (2.12), this process is described by

[

∂w

∂t

]

sc

= −cmµs(r)w(r, ŝ, t) +

∫

4π

dΩ′

∫

dE ′K(ŝ, ŝ′|E, r)w(r, ŝ′, E, t). (2.25)
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Collecting together Eqs. (2.22)-(2.25) in Eq. (2.21)

dw

dt
= −cmµtot(r, E)w(r, ŝ, E, t)+Ξ(r, ŝ, E, t)−cmŝ ·∇w(r, ŝ, E, t)+Kw(r, ŝ, E, t),

(2.26)

where µtot(r, E) = µa(r, E) + µs(r, E). We transform Eq. (2.26) to the Fourier

domain. After rearranging some terms, the equation can be written in the frequency

domain at frequency ν as

ŝ · ∇w(r, ŝ, E, ν) +
[

µtot +
iν

cm

]

w(r, ŝ, E, ν) =
1

cm
[Ξ(r, ŝ, E, ν) +Kw(r, ŝ, E, ν)] .

(2.27)

In this treatment, we focus on the solution of the RTE for a source that is time-

independent, so that the source function, and consequently the distribution function,

exist only at ν = 0 frequency. We observe from Eq. (2.27) that the implemen-

tation of the RTE for a time-independent source can be used easily for a time-

dependent source once we replace µtot with µtot +
iν
cm
. Dropping the dependence on

ν in Eq. (2.27), we get

ŝ · ∇w(r, ŝ, E) + µtotw(r, ŝ, E) =
1

cm
[Ξ(r, ŝ) +Kw(r, ŝ, E)]. (2.28)

On integrating Eq. (2.28) along ŝ, we arrive at the integral-form of the RTE for

a time-independent source

w(r, ŝ, E) =
1

cm

∫ ∞

0

dt Ξ(r − ŝt, ŝ, E) exp

[

−
∫ t

0

dt′ µtot(r − ŝt′, E)

]

+

1

cm

∫ ∞

0

dt [Kw](r − ŝt, ŝ, E) exp

[

−
∫ t

0

dt′ µtot(r − ŝt′, E)

]

. (2.29)

In operator notation, this is given by

w = XΞ +XKw, (2.30)

where X is an integral transform, known as the attenuated x-ray transform. This

transform describes the propagation of photons interrupted by absorption and out-

scatter. We refer to X as the attenuation operator and the effect it has on the

distribution function is given by

Xw(r, ŝ, E) =
1

cm

∫ ∞

0

dt w(r − ŝt, ŝ, E) exp

[

−
∫ t

0

dt′ µtot(r − ŝt′, E)

]

. (2.31)
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After some rearranging, Eq. (2.30) can be written as

[I −XK]w = XΞ. (2.32)

A solution to the above equation is given by the Neumann series [87]

w = XΞ +XKXΞ +XKXKXΞ + . . . (2.33)

The first term represents the direct propagation of photons through a medium with-

out scatter. Subsequent terms with the operator [KX ]n represent the contribution

from photons that scatter n times. The effect of the various terms in the RTE is

schematically shown in Fig. 2.5.

Figure 2.5: A schematic illustrating the effect of the various terms of the Neumann
series as light propagation occurs through the biological tissue.

In this chapter, we have described the described the processes that lead to gener-

ation of scattered photons in medical imaging, and presented the scattering kernels

specifically for DOT and SPECT. We have also developed a general form of the RTE

required to describe these processes while modeling photon propagation through tis-

sue. The next few chapters will study the RTE specifically for the imaging modalities

of DOT and SPECT. We will also investigate simulating photon transport and de-

signing methods to study and retrieve information from scattered photons in these

two imaging modalities.
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CHAPTER 3

SIMULATING PHOTON TRANSPORT IN DOT USING THE

NEUMANN-SERIES RTE

3.1 Introduction

With the development of many optical imaging modalities, simulating light prop-

agation in tissue at optical wavelengths has gained increasing importance as a re-

search problem. Various optical imaging modalities like diffuse optical tomography

(DOT) [1,13,14], optical fluorescence imaging [101], fluorescence tomography [102],

optical coherence tomography [103] and oblique incidence reflectometry [104] require

modeling of light transfer in biological tissue at optical wavelengths. The radiative

transport equation (RTE) is a well-known method for modeling this light propa-

gation [87]. However, the RTE is a computationally-intensive integro-differential

equation. Therefore, research is being pursued to develop computationally-efficient

and accurate methods to solve the RTE.

In order to reduce the computational complexity of the RTE, an approximation

to this equation, known as the diffusion approximation, is commonly used. The

diffusion approximation has been implemented with finite element methods [18–21]

and boundary element methods [22, 23]. This approximation assumes that light

propagates diffusely in tissues. However, this assumption breaks down near tissue

surface, in anisotropic tissues, and in regions of high absorption or low scatter [13,

14, 24, 25]. Consequently, the diffusion approximation cannot accurately describe

light propagation in highly absorbing regions such as haematomas, and void-like

spaces such as ventricles and the subarachnoid-space [25–29]. The diffusion model

is also not accurate when imaging small tissue geometries, e.g. whole-body imaging

of small animals [24].

To overcome these issues, higher-order approximations to the RTE such as the
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discrete ordinates method (SN) [30] and spherical harmonic equations (PN) [33,

34] have been developed. The discrete ordinates method has been implemented

with finite difference [25, 28, 31] and boundary element [32] methods. Also, the

spherical harmonics method has been used along with finite element methods [35,36].

These approximations lead to exact solutions as N → ∞. However, the number

of PN equations grows as (N + 1)2 for a three-dimensional (3-D) medium, where

N is the number of Legendre polynomials. Similarly the SN method, which uses

discrete ordinates, solves a system of N(N + 2) coupled equations [24]. Therefore,

these methods are still computationally expensive. To illustrate their computational

requirement, a full 3-D image reconstruction of mouse model for recovering the

fluorescent-probe-distribution can take up to several hours or days of computation

time using these methods [24]. To improve the computational efficiency, a simplified

spherical harmonics (SPN) approximation has been validated [24, 29]. Although

the method is asymptotic, it can model light propagation with small error, and is

computationally less expensive.

While there has thus been significant research on using the RTE to model light

propagation in biological tissue for optical imaging, these approaches have mostly

focused on differential methods to solve the RTE. The differential methods require

solutions to many coupled differential equations to determine the RTE solution.

Conversely, in nuclear imaging, it is common to use approximations of the integral

form of the RTE to model photon propagation [4, 12, 110]. The advantage with

integral-based methods is that, unlike the differential methods, they do not require

solutions to many coupled equations. Also, the emission source in DOT are typ-

ically collimated, and it is easier to model such sources using the integral-based

methods. However, in nuclear imaging, photon propagation occurs in the forward

direction, and scattering effects are minimal. Therefore, using integral methods is

more convenient in nuclear imaging, than in optical imaging where scattering ef-

fects are dominant. However, even in optical imaging, the scattering phenomenon is

strongly forward biased [24,111–113]. Therefore, it was of interest for us to study the

validity and performance of the integral form of the RTE, using a Neumann-series
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formulation, for an optical imaging modality.

This chapter is an outcome of this study, where we develop the Neumann-series

form of the RTE for optical imaging applications, and then test its performance

exhaustively for different kinds of medium. While the framework that we propose is

general, every imaging modality has certain details specific to itself. Therefore, in

this study, we focus on implementing and testing the Neumann-series RTE for one

particular imaging modality: diffuse optical tomography.

DOT has attracted significant attention over the past decade as a non-invasive

biomedical-imaging technique. The goal in DOT is to probe the tissue with near-

infrared (NIR) light to determine its absorption and scattering properties [1,13–15].

These absorption and scattering properties can be used by physicians to determine

the absence or presence of various diseases. For example, the absorption varies

greatly between water, deoxygenated-hemoglobin, and oxygenated-hemoglobin as

shown in Fig. 3.1 [1]. DOT can also be used in breast-imaging applications to

study areas of increased vascularization that are indicative of cancer. This imaging

modality has been applied in breast-cancer detection and characterization [114,115],

in functional brain imaging [116, 117], in imaging of small joints for early diagnosis

of rheumatoid arthritis [118] and in small-animal imaging for studying physiological

processes and pathologies [119]. However, DOT is a model-based imaging modality,

which implies that to perform the task of image reconstruction, the DOT system

should be modeled accurately. An important part of modeling the DOT system is

to simulate light propagation through biological tissue accurately. Therefore, we

are interested in investigating the accuracy and performance of the Neumann-series

form of the RTE for this task.

The Neumann-series formulation of the RTE has been explored for various other

tasks that require simulating photon propagation, such as modeling scattering effects

in nuclear imaging [110, 120, 121], retrieving atmospheric properties from remotely-

sensed microwave observations [122], modeling the scatter of sun light in the at-

mosphere [123], and solving neutron-transport equations [124]. However, in opti-

cal imaging, the scattering function, emission source, geometry of the experimental
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Figure 3.1: The absorption coefficient of water, oxygenated blood, and deoxygenated
blood. At NIR wavelengths, there is a large variation in the absorption coefficients.
Thus, NIR DOT is ideally suited to distinguish between these types of regions in
the body. Source: [1]

setup and some other factors are very different from the above cases. In this chapter,

we develop the mathematical methods and the software to implement the Neumann

series for a DOT setup. We then study the performance of the Neumann-series

solution of the RTE for optical imaging. We validate whether the Neumann-series

form for the RTE can be used to model light propagation in tissue at optical wave-

lengths. The convergence characteristics of the developed algorithm are also studied.

We investigate the practical limitations and the computational requirements of the

implementation. Since this is one of the first studies in this direction, for the pur-

poses of simplicity, we assume that the medium through which light propagation

occurs is homogeneous. This assumption help to simplify the computational task

considerably, as we elaborate on in the later sections.
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3.2 Neumann-series RTE in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis

We describe the photon propagation through the DOT system using the Neumann-

series form of the RTE. We have developed the general form of this equation earlier

in Sec 2.3. For the diffuse-optical-imaging implementation, we assume a mono-

energetic emission source. Thus, the source function can be written without any

dependence on energy as Ξ(r, ŝ, t). In addition, in optical imaging, the dominant

scattering mechanism is elastic scattering. This assumption implies that a scattered

photon does not lose any energy. Since there are no energy-loss mechanisms for

the photons, the dependence on energy in the distribution function can be dropped

completely, which allows us to write the distribution function as w(r, ŝ, t). Also,

there is no energy dependence in the scattering and absorption kernels.

When implementing the RTE for DOT systems, we find that the memory require-

ments for storing the distribution function are very high. The distribution function

w(r, ŝ) is a function of five variables r = (x, y, z) and ŝ = (θ, φ). If we store a sam-

pled distribution function in a computer using 100 samples for each variable, then

assuming we store the distribution function as a complex double data structure, we

could require up to 149 gigabytes (GB) of storage. Therefore, the implementation of

the RTE becomes very difficult. To solve this issue, we represent the directional por-

tion of the distribution function in a spherical harmonic basis [125]. The spherical

harmonic functions are a complete and orthonormal basis for functions of ŝ. The

first few lower-order spherical harmonic basis functions are as shown in Fig. 3.2.

This basis is a natural way of splitting up the spatial and directional portions of

a distribution function. Moreover, since the scattering kernel depends only on the

angle between the direction of entrance and exit of the photons (Eq. (2.17)), the

representation of the scattering kernel in spherical harmonics is easy and efficient.

Using spherical harmonics, we can represent the distribution function as

w(r, ŝ) =
∞
∑

l=0

l
∑

m=−l

Wlm(r)Ylm(ŝ), (3.1)

where Ylm(ŝ) are the spherical harmonic functions and Wlm(r) are the spatially-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the first few lower-order spherical harmonic basis func-
tions. Source: [2]

dependent coefficients given by

Wlm(r) =

∫

4π

dΩY ∗
lm(ŝ)w(r, ŝ). (3.2)

To illustrate the reduction in memory requirements using spherical harmonics, if we

truncate the infinite series in Eq. 3.1 at l = L, then using 100 samples for x, y, and

z and using L = 4, we require only 380 megabytes (MB) of storage for the entire

distribution function, as opposed to the 149 GB memory that was required earlier.

For ease of notation, we represent all the spherical harmonic coefficients Wlm(r)

as a vector W .

3.2.1 The scattering operator in spherical harmonics

Since the scattering operator K depends only on the cosine of the angle between the

direction of entrance and exit of the photon, it is easy to represent in the spherical

harmonic basis. Let us denote the scattering operator in spherical harmonics by

D. The effect of this operator on the distribution function in spherical harmonics
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is given by

[Dw]lm(r) =
∑

l′,m′

Dlm,l′m′(r)wl′m′(r), (3.3)

where Dlm,l′m′(r) denotes the kernel of the scattering operator in spherical harmon-

ics. Using Eqs. (2.17) and (2.12), we can derive the expression for the kernel of D

to be [87]

Dlm,l′m′(r) =
4π

2l + 1
kl(r)δll′δmm′ , (3.4)

where kl(r) is the scattering probability kernel represented in Legendre polynomials

and δij is the Kronecker delta function [126]. Using Eq. (2.17), we derive that [24]

kl(r) =
cmµs(r)

4π
(2l + 1)gl. (3.5)

In a homogeneous medium, µs(r) is independent of position, and therefore, we can

drop the dependence on r in the above equation.

3.2.2 The attenuation operator in spherical harmonics

The attenuation operator X is much more difficult to represent in the spherical

harmonic basis. We denote the attenuation operator in spherical harmonic basis by

A. The operator A acting on a distribution function is given by

[AW ]lm (r) =
∑

l′m′

∫

∞

d3r′Alm,l′m′(r, r′)Wl′m′(r′). (3.6)

where, using Eq. (2.31), the kernel of A can be derived to be

Alm,l′m′(r, r′) =
1

cm

1

|r − r′|2×

Y ∗
lm

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

Yl′m′

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

exp

[

−
∫ |r−r′|

0

dt′ µtot

(

r − t′
r − r′

|r − r′|

)

]

. (3.7)

This operator requires an integral over all space and a sum over all spherical har-

monic coefficients to compute just one spherical harmonic coefficient in the output

distribution function. Due to this reason, this operator takes the most time and

memory requirements in the Neumann-series implementation, as we detail later on.
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In the spherical harmonics basis, using Eq. (2.33), the RTE can be derived to

be [87]

W = Aξ +ADAξ +ADADAξ + . . . (3.8)

where ξ represents the emission term (Eq. (2.23)) in the spherical harmonic basis.

3.2.3 Voxelization

The distribution function in spherical harmonics Wlm(r) is still a function of the

continuous vector r. To discretize along the spatial coordinates, we use the voxel

basis. We define the voxel basis function φi(r) to be 0 outside the ith voxel and 1

inside that voxel. In this basis, we represent the distribution function as

Wlm(r) =
∑

i

Wlmiφi(r). (3.9)

The coefficients Wlmi can be evaluated from Wlm(r) as,

Wlmi =
1

∆V

∫

Si

d3r Wlm(r), (3.10)

where ∆V is the volume of the voxel and Si is the support of the voxel function

φi(r).

The scattering operator is spatially localized and also has no spatial dependence

for a homogeneous medium. Therefore, using Eq. (3.4), (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10),

we derive that the scattering operator under the voxelized representation of the

distribution function is a diagonal matrix D with elements

Dlm,l′m′ = cmµsg
lδll′δmm′ . (3.11)

The attenuation kernel in spherical harmonics Alm,l′m′(r, r′) maps from a space

of functions defined in the continuous domain r′ to a space of functions defined

in another continuous domain r. Let ul′m′i′ denote an input distribution function

represented using voxels and spherical harmonics and let vlmi denote the output

distribution function under the same representation after the attenuation operator

has acted on ul′m′i′ . Then using Eqs. (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10), we derive that

vlmi =
1

∆V

∑

l′m′i′

ul′m′i′

∫

Si

d3r

∫

Si′

d3r′Alm,l′m′(r, r′). (3.12)
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Therefore, we deduce that the attenuation operator in the spherical harmonic and

voxel basis is a matrix operator A with elements

Alm,l′m′(i, i′) =
1

∆V

∫

Si

d3r

∫

Si′

d3r′Alm,l′m′(r, r′). (3.13)

Using Eq. (3.7) and Eq. (3.13), we derive the matrix elements for the attenuation

kernel.

[A]lm,l′m′ (i, i
′) =

∆V

cm

1

|ri − r′
i|2
Y ∗
lm

(

ri − r′
i

|ri − r′
i|

)

×

Yl′m′

(

ri − r′
i

|ri − r′
i|

)

exp



−
|ri−ri′ |/∆t′

∑

q=0

∆t′ µtot

(

r − q∆t′
r − r′

|r − r′|

)





(3.14)

Using this expression, we can evaluate the effect that photons in different voxels

have on each other. The photons in the same voxel also have effect on each other

due to the attenuation operation. This effect cannot be computed using the above

expression, due to the 1
|ri−r′

i|
2 term, which is zero when i = i′. Therefore, we consider

a different approach in this case. Let us consider that we wish to evaluate the effect

that the photons in the (i)th voxel have on each other. We then require a method to

determine the attenuation kernel element Alm,l′m′(i, i), which we henceforth denote

by Alm,l′m′(i) for ease of notation. We could consider determining this quantity

by performing a numerical integration of the expression for Alm,l′m′(r, r′), given by

Eq. (3.7), over the space of the (i)th voxel in Cartesian coordinates. However, this

is difficult due to the 1/|r − r′|2 term in this expression, which becomes very high

for locations r and r′ within the same voxel. To solve this issue, we evaluate the

attenuation operation (Eq. (3.6)) for this case in spherical coordinates instead. Let

us denote the vector r − r′ by Ru, so that we can replace d3r′ by R2dRdΩu in

Eq. (4.7), where dΩu corresponds to the infinitesimally small solid angle around the

unit vector u. Further, substituting the expression for Alm,l′m′(r, r′) from Eq. (4.8)
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into Eq. (4.7), we get

[AW ]lm(r) =

1

cm

∑

l′m′

∫

4π

dΩu Y
∗
lm(u)Yl′m′(u)

∫ ∞

0

dR Wl′m′(r′) exp

[

−
∫ R

λ′=0

dλ′µtot (r − uλ′)

]

,

(3.15)

so that the 1/|r − r′|2 term cancels out. We next use Eq. (4.3) in the above ex-

pression to evaluate the effect of the photons over the ith voxel. We find that since

we are integrating only over the volume of the ith voxel, µtot(r−uλ′) and Wl′m′(r′)

are constant over this volume in the voxel basis and equal to µtot(i) and Wl′m′(i),

respectively. Therefore, these terms come out of the integral over λ′ and R, respec-

tively. The exponential integral is then simply equal to exp[−µtot(i, j, k)R]. Also,

for a particular direction u = (θu, φu), the integral over R varies only from 0 to

β(θu, φu), where β(θu, φu) is the distance from the center of the voxel to the face of

the voxel for a particular direction. Thus, using Eq. (3.10) on Eq. (3.15) yields

[ADWd]lm(i, j, k) =
1

cm

∑

l′m′

Wl′m′(i, j, k)×
∫ π

θ=0

dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

φ=0

dφ Y ∗
lm(û)Yl′m′(û)

{

1− exp[−µtot(i, j, k)β(θu, φu)]

µtot(i, j, k)

}

. (3.16)

where AD is a diagonal matrix in the voxel basis that describes the effect that pho-

tons in a voxel have on each other. We evaluate the integral over (θu, φu) numerically

by sampling the angular coordinates at discrete values, and determining β(θu, φu)

for each value. To determine β(θu, φu), we inscribe the voxel with a sphere. We find

the coordinates at which the ray from the center of the voxel at an angle (θu, φu)

intersects the sphere. From these coordinates, we determine the coordinate of in-

tersection of the ray with the planes corresponding to the voxel faces that lie in the

path of the ray. The distance of the closest intersection gives β(θu, φu). Therefore,

the effect that photons in the same voxel have on each other is evaluated.

In the spherical harmonic and voxel basis, let ξd and Wd be the vectors that

represent the emission term (Eq. (2.23)) and distribution function, respectively.
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Then, from Eq. (3.8), it follows that the Neumann-series form of the RTE in the

spherical harmonic and voxel basis is given by

Wd = Aξd +ADAξd +ADADAξd + . . . (3.17)

In the next section, we illustrate the procedure to implement the Neumann series

for a specific DOT setup using the above matrix operators.

3.3 Evaluating the RTE for a DOT setup

3.3.1 Computing the Neumann-series terms

In our DOT set up, similar to the setup shown in Fig. 3.3, the source outputs a

unidirectional beam along the optical axis, which we refer to as the z axis. The

beam has uniform radiant exitance α in the x-y plane. We denote the 2-D profile

of this beam by the function h(x, y). For example, for a source emitting a uniform

circular beam of diameter D, h(x, y) is the cylinder function cyl( r
D
), where r =

√

x2 + y2 [126]. The beam is incident normally on a homogeneous medium with

certain scattering and absorption coefficients. The emission function in the RTE is

thus given by

Ξ(r, ŝ) = αδ(z)h(x, y)δ(ŝ− ẑ). (3.18)

The delta function on z indicates that the photons are incident only at one z-plane.

Figure 3.3: The setup for diffuse optical imaging. The defined coordinate-system is
shown on the top-right corner.
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To solve the RTE in the spherical harmonic basis, we have to represent the

source term in the same basis. However, to represent a collimated source in the

spherical harmonic basis requires an infinite number of coefficients. To get around

this difficulty, we evaluate the first term of the Neumann series numerically, and for

the subsequent terms, the effect of the source is evaluated analytically. The first

term XΞ(r, ŝ) is derived by substituting the expression for the source, given by

Eq. (3.18), in Eq. (2.31) and using the fact that the medium is homogeneous. This

leads to

[XΞ](r, ŝ) =
α

cm
h(x, y)δ(ŝ− ẑ) exp(−µtotz). (3.19)

This term is evaluated numerically. To account for the effect of the source term in

the other terms of the Neumann series, we realize that in the Neumann series in the

spherical harmonic basis (Eq. 3.17), except for the first term, ξd is always preceded

by DA. In fact, it follows from Eq. (3.17) that an alternative way to rewrite the

RTE in spherical harmonic and voxel basis is

Wd = Aξd +A

[

∞
∑

n=0

(DA)n

]

(DAξd). (3.20)

The representation of DAξd is feasible in the spherical harmonic basis since the

scattering causes the collimated beam to spread out. Therefore we compute the

spherical harmonic coefficients for DAξd instead. To begin with, using Eq. (2.12)

and Eq. (3.19), the term KXΞ(r, ŝ) is derived as

[KXΞ](r, ŝ) = K(ŝ · ẑ) α
cm
h(x, y) exp(−µtotz). (3.21)

Inserting the expression for K(ŝ · ẑ) from Eq. (2.17) in the above equation, we get

[KXΞ](r, ŝ) =
µsα

4π

{

1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2g(ŝ · ẑ)]3/2

}

h(x, y) exp(−µtotz). (3.22)

In our coordinate system, θ is the angle that ŝ makes with the z axis , so we replace

ŝ · ẑ by cos(θ). To convert the distribution function [KXΞ](r, ŝ) to a spherical

harmonic representation, we use Eq. (3.2). This leads to

[DAξ]lm (r) =
µsα

4π
h(x, y) exp(−µtotz)

∫

4π

dΩ
1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2g cos θ]3/2
Y ∗
lm(ŝ). (3.23)
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Using the generating function for Legendre polynomials, we expand the expression

in g in the integrand of the above expression in terms of Legendre polynomials

Pl′(cos θ) as [24]

1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2g cos θ]3/2
=

∞
∑

l′=0

(2l′ + 1)gl
′

Pl′(cos θ). (3.24)

Also, the spherical harmonics are given in terms of the associated Legendre polyno-

mials as

Ylm(ŝ) = (−1)m

√

2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
Pm
l (cos θ) exp(imφ). (3.25)

Using Eqs. (3.24) and (3.25) in Eq. (3.23), writing the integral over Ω in terms of

(θ, φ) and rearranging the terms, we get

[DAξ]lm (r) =
µsα

4π
h(x, y) exp(−µtotz)(−1)m

√

2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
×

∞
∑

l′=0

(2l′ + 1)gl
′

∫ π

θ=0

dθPl′(cos θ)P
m
l (cos θ) sin θ

∫ 2π

φ=0

exp(imφ)dφ.

(3.26)

Now it can be easily shown that

∫ 2π

φ=0

exp(imφ)dφ =











2π, if m = 0.

0, if m 6= 0.
(3.27)

Therefore, [DAξ]lm (r) exists only for m = 0. To further evaluate the integral over

θ for m = 0, we use the orthogonality relation of Legendre Polynomials [126], which

leads to

[DAξ]lm (r) = µsαh(x, y) exp(−µtotz)

√

2l + 1

4π

∞
∑

l′=0

gl
′

δll′

= µsαh(x, y) exp(−µtotz)

√

2l + 1

4π
gl. (3.28)

Finally, using Eq. (3.10) to discretize the above equation along the spatial coordi-

nates, we obtain the distribution function due to the DAξ term in the different
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voxels to be

[W ]lmi = gl
√

2l + 1

4π

αµs

∆V µtot

h(xi, yi) {exp[−µtot(zi +∆z)]− exp[−µtotzi]} , (3.29)

when m = 0. When m 6= 0, then the value of this term is 0. After this term is

determined, we start computing the different Neumann-series terms. To evaluate

these terms, in accordance with Eq. (3.20), we perform multiple iterations, in each

of which we first apply the attenuation operation (Eq. (3.13)), followed by the

scattering operation (Eq. (3.4)) in the spherical harmonic basis. At the end of

each iteration, the computed distribution function is added to the Neumann series,

and also used as the source for the next iteration. The iterations are applied until

convergence is achieved. To evaluate whether convergence has been achieved, we

use a convergence criterion that we elaborate on now.

3.3.2 Convergence criterion

To evaluate convergence, we can consider the convergence of the distribution func-

tion either at the reflected plane (the plane at which the light enters into the

medium), the transmitted plane (the plane opposite to the reflected plane, also

referred to as the exit face of the medium) or the total distribution function through-

out the medium. We observe in simulations that the distribution function at the

transmitted plane is the slowest to converge, so we evaluate the convergence of

Neumann-series at this plane. To explain the criterion for convergence, we define

the term ηp, which gives a measure of the photon distribution function at the trans-

mission plane due to the pth term of the Neumann series. This term is defined

as

ηp =
∑

k,l,m

[(DA)p−1ξd]lmk, (3.30)

so that the summation over k is a summation over the voxels in the transmission

plane. The actual convergence criterion can be given by the contribution of the p

terms of the Neumann-series to the total photon distribution function. This can be
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measured by defining the discrete function βp as

βp =

∑p
j=1 ηj

∑∞
j=1 ηj

. (3.31)

However, while performing the Neumann-series iterations, we do not know the value

of the denominator in the above expression. Therefore, we need a different conver-

gence criterion. One might think a good idea would be to evaluate the relative

contribution of the pth term of the Neumann series to the total photon distribution

function that has been computed till the pth iteration. This relative contribution

can be measured using the discrete function γp as

γp =
ηp

∑p
j=1 ηj

. (3.32)

We performed some experiments to validate γp as a convergence criterion, and found

that this results in an issue, especially for high-scattering medium. The issue is that

in a high-scattering medium, while the higher-order Neumann-series terms can be

quite small, leading to a small value of γp, the sum of these higher-order terms

eventually contributes significantly to the final distribution function. Therefore, we

cannot set a threshold on γp to define the convergence criterion, since this threshold

depends on the scattering coefficient of the medium.

The difficulty with designing the convergence criteria is that after, say the P th

iteration, we do not know the values of γp for p > P , so we cannot determine the

relative contribution of the terms computed after the P th iteration to the total pho-

ton distribution function. To get around this issue, we use the empirical observation

from our experiments that γp decreases almost linearly in logarithmic scale after a

certain point and the ratio r = γp
γp−1

tends to a constant. As a result, the sum of the

terms following γp is approximately γp
1−r

. Thus, we define our convergence criteria

using the function λp that is defined as

λp = 1− γp
1− r

. (3.33)

This function can be used to predict convergence. As an example, we show the

results obtained with an experiment, where the medium size is 4× 4× 4 cm3, µa is
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0.01 cm−1 and g is 0. Fig. 3.4a shows the convergence of γp while Fig. 3.4b shows

a comparison between the actual convergence curve obtained using the variable βp

and the predicted convergence curve using λp. We observe that the function γp

starts to decrease almost linearly in log scale from a certain point and its slope

depends on the scattering coefficient of the medium. Also, we see that the predicted

convergence given by the function λp matches well with the actual convergence given

by the function βp. We found this trend to be true with other experimental setups as

well. Therefore, this method enables us to estimate the current convergence status

and successfully stop the Neumann-series iteration when the function λp reaches a

certain threshold. In our simulation, we set this threshold to a value of 0.9999.
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Figure 3.4: (a)The function γp decreases as Neumann-series iteration advances. (b)
Comparison between the actual convergence curve βp and the predicted convergence
curve λp evaluated by the distribution function at transmitted plane.

After convergence is achieved, we apply the attenuation kernel for the last time.

Subsequently, the distribution function at the different exit faces is determined. The

procedure to obtain the flux from the distribution function is elaborated in the next

section.
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3.3.3 Computing the output flux

To compute the flux at the exit or the entrance face, we must integrate the distri-

bution function over space and angles. In this section, we describe the procedure

to compute the transmitted flux. The theory for computing the reflected flux is

similar. The radiant energy measured by the ith pixel of the detector is given by

Qi =

∫

P

d2r

∫

2π

dΩ

∫ τ

0

dt di(r, ŝ, t)w(r, ŝ, t)(n̂ · ŝ), (3.34)

where di denotes the detector sensitivity for the i
th pixel and n̂ is the normal outward

vector at the detector plane. In this study, we consider a contact detector with

the detector plane parallel to the transmitted face of the medium, or alternatively

normal to the source, so that n̂ = ẑ . The detector is also assumed to have uniform

sensitivity over the whole pixel and has the same x-y pixelization as the distribution

function. We consider a time interval of one second, since we are interested in

determining the flux in units of watts. For this case, the transmitted flux is given

by

Φi = c∆x∆y

∫

2π

dΩ (ẑ · ŝ)w(xi, yi, H, ŝ), (3.35)

where (xi, yi) denote the x and y coordinates of the center of the ith detector pixel

and z = H corresponds to the detector plane. In this expression, the integral is

over the 2π steradians since we only consider photons that are traveling in the

direction of the detector. The speed of light appears in this equation to determine

the number of photons crossing the detector plane in a one-second interval. Writing

the distribution function w(xi, yi, H, ŝ) in spherical harmonics:

Φi = c∆x∆y

∫ π/2

0

dθ sin θ cos θ

∫ 2π

0

dφ
∑

lm

WlmiYlm(θ, φ). (3.36)

Using Eq. (3.25) and Eq. (3.27), the integral over φ is non-zero only for m = 0, for

which case, it is equal to 2π. Thus, the above equation simplifies to

Φi = 2πc∆x∆y
∑

l

Wl0i

√

2l + 1

4π

∫ π/2

0

dθ sin θ cos θPl(cos θ), (3.37)
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where we have also replaced the spherical harmonic function Ylm(θ, φ) with its form

in Legendre polynomials. Making a change of variables we arrive at the final ex-

pression for the transmitted flux as

Φi = 2πc∆x∆y
∑

l

Wl0i

√

2l + 1

4π

∫ 1

0

du Pl(u)u. (3.38)

There are closed-form solutions for the integral in Eq. (3.38). Using these equa-

tions, we determine the transmitted flux from the distribution function in spherical

harmonics. The reflected flux can also be computed similarly. The fluxes due to

all terms of the Neumann series except for the XE term are computed this way.

The flux due to the XE term at the transmitted face in the (i, j)th voxel, which

we denote by Φij,XE is derived by substituting the expression for [XE](r, ŝ) from

Eq. (4.15) in Eq. (4.19). This yields

Φij,XE = αAph(xi, yj) exp

[

−
K
∑

k′=1

∆zµtot(i, j, k
′)

]

. (3.39)

This flux is added to the flux computed from the rest of the terms to obtain the

total flux at the transmitted face.

In this section, we have established the theoretical foundations to simulate light

propagation in optical imaging using the Neumann-series version of the RTE. We

now discuss the implementation of the algorithm.

3.4 Implementation

The software to implement the Neumann-series algorithm is developed in the C

programming language on a 2.26 GHz Intel Quad core system running 64-bit Linux.

The flowchart of our implementation is shown in Fig 3.5. In the software, after

reading the input-phantom specifications, the XΞ and DAξd terms are computed

using Eq. (3.19) and Eq. (3.29) respectively. Subsequently, in each iteration of the

Neumann series, the attenuation kernel is applied followed by the scattering kernel.

While the scattering kernel is easy to apply since it is a diagonal operator, the

attenuation kernel is considerably difficult to apply. This is due to two reasons: first
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that the attenuation kernel itself is computationally very intensive, and second that

its implementation requires the distribution function values of all the voxels that

surround it.

There are two methods to implement the attenuation operation. The first

method is to apply the attenuation operator in every iteration of the Neumann

series. However, such an implementation requires considerable execution time, to

the order of days, even for simple phantoms, since for every voxel, we have to carry

out the computationally-intensive operation of accounting for the effect due to all

the other voxels. If there are N voxels, the amount of time required is proportional

to N2. The second approach is to pre-compute and store the terms Alm,l′m′(i, i′),

for each pair of voxels i and i′, since the same terms are required in each Neumann-

series iteration. However, this requires considerable amount of memory even for

small phantoms. The attenuation kernel is stored as a complex-double data struc-

ture, which implies that every element of this kernel typically requires 32 bytes of

memory. Consider the value of l varying from 0 to L, so that, for each voxel, the

number of spherical harmonic coefficients required is (L+1)2. If there are N voxels,

then the amount of memory required to store the elements of the attenuation kernel

is 32 × N2(L + 1)2 bytes of memory. Even for a 20 × 20 × 20 phantom, consider-

ing the value of L to be 1, this translates to about 8 GB of memory requirement.

Furthermore, the memory requirements scale as the square of the number of voxels.

These factors increase the memory requirements of the software significantly.

However, a very useful simplification of the attenuation kernel occurs in uniform

media. Since the attenuation coefficient is a constant in uniform media, in Eq. (3.7),

the exponential factor becomes equal to exp(−µtot|r− r′|), so that the terms of the

attenuation kernel simplify to

Alm,l′m′(r, r′) =

1

cm

1

|r − r′|2Y
∗
lm

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

Yl′m′

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

exp (−µtot|r − r′|) . (3.40)

Thus the elements Alm,l′m′(r, r′) are functions of only r − r′, or alternatively the

operator A is shift invariant for a uniform medium. Due to this simplification,
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we need to store the attenuation kernel elements only as a function of the vectors

that join two voxels. Consequently, the memory requirements scale linearly as the

number of voxels and not exponentially. As an illustration of the reduction in

memory requirements, in the example that we cited above with N = 203 and L = 1,

the memory required to store the terms of the A matrix reduces from 8 GB to 2

MB, and thus this matrix can be easily stored in the main memory of the computing

system.

In our implementation of the Neumann-series RTE for uniform media, we use the

above simplification and pre-compute and store the terms of the attenuation kernel

as a function of the vector joining these voxels. After this, in accordance with

Eq. (3.20), in every iteration of the Neumann series, the attenuation operator is

applied (Eq. (3.13)), followed by the scattering operator (Eq. (3.11)). The resulting

term is added to the total distribution function, and also used as the source for

the next iteration. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved, based on

the criterion defined in Eq. (3.33). Once convergence is achieved, the attenuation

operator is applied again. Finally the output fluxes are computed using Eq. (3.38)

and displayed to the user.

Another simplification arises when we simulate the RTE for an isotropic medium,

i.e. the medium for which g = 0. From Eq. (3.4), for g = 0, the elements of

the scattering operator D become 0 whenever l > 0. Therefore, the scattering

operation zeros out all the spherical harmonic coefficients of the distribution function

with l > 0. Consequently, in all the attenuation operations that are followed by a

scattering operation, we do not evaluate the distribution function for l > 0. This

also reduces the computational requirements significantly, since we do not evaluate

a number of distribution function coefficients.

3.5 Experiments and results

We assess the performance of the Neumann-series RTE approach by comparing the

output obtained using the Neumann-series algorithm with the output obtained using
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Figure 3.5: The flowchart of our implementation for the Neumann-series form of the
RTE.

Monte Carlo (MC) simulations. MC results are considered as the gold standard

output to study the propagation of photons in scattering medium in biomedical

optics. We obtained the MC results using a software that we developed based on

the MC multi-layered (MCML) tissue package [127]. In our MC experiments, the

number of photons was 108.
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3.5.1 Experiment 1: Scattering medium with µsH = 1

The objective of this experiment is to evaluate the accuracy of the Neumann-series

form of the RTE. The simulation setup is similar to the experimental setup in Chai

et al. [128]. The scattering medium is a cube as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The entire

top surface is subjected to a normal collimated incident beam and the other walls

are non-reflective boundaries. The medium is non-absorptive, isotropic and has a

scattering coefficient µs and length H such that µsH = 1.

Figure 3.6: Illustration of the setup for Experiment 1.

From our initial experiments, we found that the accuracy of the RTE imple-

mentation is dependent on the length of the voxel, also referred to as the grid size,

and its relation to the mean free path (mfp). The mfp is the mean distance that a

photon travels before being scattered, and is equal to the inverse of the scattering

coefficient of the medium. To study this dependence further, in the Neumann-series

simulation, we change the spatial grid size ∆x from 0.04 to 0.2 mfp. For this experi-

ment, we measure a normalized dimensionless flux qi for each pixel, which is defined

as

qi =
Φi

α∆x∆y
, (3.41)

where α is the radiant exitance of the beam as defined earlier, and the flux Φi is

computed using Eq. (3.38). In Fig. 3.7a-3.7d, we present the linear intensity profile

from the line passing through the center of the output image, determined using RTE

and MC for this experimental setup for different values of grid sizes ∆x. The value
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of L, the maximum value of l in the spherical harmonic expansion, is kept as 3.

As we observe, there is a very good agreement between the MC and RTE outputs

for transmitted, reflected and side-wall fluxes, especially when the grid size ∆x is

small. A slight discrepancy is visible in the reflected flux when the grid size is larger

than 0.1 mfp. The transmitted and side wall fluxes show very good match with MC

results even when the grid size is 0.2 mfp.

To quantify the accuracy of the RTE, we define the percent error ǫRTE,MC between

the RTE and the MC results as

ǫRTE,MC =
∑

i

|Φi,RTE − Φi,MC|
Φi,MC

× 100, (3.42)

where Φi,RTE and Φi,MC denote the computed flux for the ith pixel using the RTE and

MC simulations respectively, and the summation is over the pixels of the detector.

Fig. 3.8 shows the error as a function of spatial grid size ∆x, where ∆x is expressed

in terms of mfp. We also present the error for the flux transmitted through the

side-walls of the medium. The error is less than 1 % for the transmitted, reflected

and side-wall fluxes, if the condition ∆x = 0.05 mfp is satisfied. The error increases

with the grid size significantly in reflected flux. However, the increase in error of

transmitted and side wall fluxes is minor and the error is still around 1.0 % even

when the grid size is 0.2 mfp.

3.5.2 Experiment 2: Ability to handle collimated source

To further confirm the accuracy of the RTE for medium with higher values of µsH,

and to study its advantages compared to using the diffusion approximation, we per-

form another experiment. In this experiment, the scattering medium is an isotropic

medium, shaped as a cube, with a length of 5 mfp. The medium is irradiated by a

collimated pencil beam incident on the medium, illuminating only the center of its

top surface. The spatial grid size ∆x is kept as 0.1 mfp and the number of spherical

harmonic coefficients is kept as L = 1 and L = 3 for the two experiments, respec-

tively. In addition to the MC simulation, the output fluxes are also obtained using

the diffusion equation (DE). To compute the result using the DE, commercial finite
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Figure 3.7: Comparison results between the RTE solver and MC simulation with
different spatial grid size ∆x: (a) ∆x = 0.04 mfp, (b) ∆x = 0.05 mfp, (c) ∆x = 0.1
mfp, (d) ∆x = 0.2 mfp.
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Figure 3.8: Average percent error of the RTE solver with respect to MC as a function
of grid size ∆x.

element software called COMSOL MultiphysicsTM 1 is used. With the diffusion

approximation, it is very complicated to model a collimated source, especially for

the thin media in our experiment [129–131]. Therefore, for the DE-based method,

we model our source as a diffuse boundary source with a Robin boundary condition

that no reflection occurs at the surface [20, 130].

The results for the transmitted and reflected fluxes are shown in Fig. 3.9. We

observe from the figure that the RTE (L = 3) and MC results are almost identical

but the DE result deviates from the MC result. Moreover, the DE result does not

exhibit the peak in the transmitted profile that appears in both the RTE and MC

results. While the RTE solution with L = 1 is not very accurate, it is still better

than the DE solution and exhibits the peaky-profile in the transmitted flux.

This result highlights some important points of the Neumann-series implemen-

tation. The first point this result illustrates is the ability of the RTE to handle colli-

mated sources. A well-known issue with the standard-diffusion-approximation-based

1www.comsol.com
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methods is their inability to model collimated light sources accurately [129,131]. As

the results of this experiment show, the Neumann-series implementation can easily

handle collimated sources and produce more accurate output than the DE, even with

the simple L = 1 approximation. The second point this result highlights is the ac-

curacy that the Neumann-series implementation achieves due to way it handles the

different components of light. The scattered component is treated differently from

the non-scattered component. The latter is evaluated numerically in the normal

(r, ŝ) basis, and subsequently added to the output. Therefore, the non-scattered

component is computed very accurately. This accuracy is not possible if we evaluate

the non-scattered component of light in a spherical harmonics basis. Finally, this

result also shows that using the RTE, we can model light propagation in a relatively

thicker medium where µsH = 5 .
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between the results from the RTE, MC and DE in (a)
transmitted flux and (b) reflected flux. The optical parameters are µa = 0.1 cm−1,
µsH = 5.0, g = 0. The voxel size ∆x is 0.1 mfp. The fluxes are plotted in arbitrary
units (a.u.).

3.5.3 Experiment 3: Convergence with increasing number of Neumann-series terms

We find in all our experiments that the RTE solution converges with an increase in

the number of terms in the Neumann series. As an illustrative example, we consider
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an experimental setup as in Fig. 3.6 with a cube-shaped medium of dimensions

4 × 4 × 4cm3 that has optical properties as µs = 10 cm−1, µa = 0.01 cm−1 and

g = 0. The number of terms in the Neumann series is increased and the transmitted

and reflected fluxes are determined. The linear profiles of these fluxes are shown in

Fig. 3.10. We observe that both the transmitted and reflected fluxes converge with

an increase in the number of Neumann-series terms, and the speed of convergence

is much slower for the transmitted flux as compared to the reflected flux.
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Figure 3.10: The computed (a) transmitted flux and (b) reflected flux shown as a
function of the number of Neumann-series terms. We observe that these flux values
converge as the number of Neumann-series terms increases.

3.5.4 Experiment 4: Convergence with increasing number of spherical harmonics

The objective of this set of experiments is to confirm the convergence of the

Neumann-series method as the number of spherical harmonics is increased. We

also compare the results of the RTE with MC results to confirm whether the con-

vergence is towards the correct solution. While convergence towards the MC results

would help validate the Neumann-series form of the RTE, the results would also pro-

vide insights on the number of spherical harmonic coefficients required to achieve

convergence for different kinds of scattering media.
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The requirement for many spherical harmonics to represent the distribution

function emerges when the scattering is anisotropic, since in that case, the pho-

ton propagation is more directional. Therefore, for this study, we experiment with

two different types of medium: the first is an isotropic-scattering medium (g = 0)

and the second is an anisotropic-scattering medium with g = 0.8. The medium

has a cubic shape, non-reflective boundaries, and an optical length µsH of unity.

A collimated pencil beam is incident on a cubic-shaped scattering medium, illumi-

nating only the center of the top surface. The results are shown in Fig. 3.11. In

the isotropic-scattering medium, the linear profile of the transmitted flux obtained

with L = 1 matches well with MC results as shown in Fig. 3.11a. Increasing the

value of L to 3, and then to 5 does not cause any change in the result, indicating

convergence of the RTE.

The results for the anisotropic-scattering medium are shown in Fig. 3.11b. We

observe that the L = 1 approximation is not accurate for this scenario. This is

expected since as the value of g increases, the scattering becomes more forward-

biased. Consequently, many spherical harmonic coefficients are required to represent

the distribution function. We observe that as the value of L increases, the solution

of the RTE implementation converges toward the MC result. When L = 9, we see

a very good match between the MC and the RTE result. Thus, although the RTE

result does eventually converge to the MC result for media with high values of g,

this requires a large number of spherical harmonic coefficients. This in turn requires

significant memory and computational resources.

3.5.5 Experiment 5: Performance of RTE with increasing value of µsH

We perform this set of experiments to test the performance of the RTE as the

number of scattering events in the medium, or alternatively the value of µsH of the

medium is increased. We have seen earlier in Sec. 3.5.2 that with a µsH of 5, the

RTE can model photon propagation accurately. Therefore, in this experiment, we

increase the length of the medium such that the value of µsH changes from 5 to 10.

The voxel size is kept as ∆x = 0.2 mfp. The experimental setup consists of a laser
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Figure 3.11: Convergence of the Neumann-series RTE with spherical harmonics: (a)
transmitted flux with g = 0 and (b) transmitted flux with g = 0.8. In each figure,
the MC result is also plotted.

source with a circular beam profile illuminating only the center of the top surface

of the medium. The diameter of the incident beam is the same as the voxel size,

and therefore, varies depending on the scattering coefficient of the medium. The

absorption coefficient of the medium is µa = 0.1 cm−1. As in the previous test cases,

the boundaries of the medium are non-reflective.

The result from the RTE implementation and MC are shown in Fig. 3.12. It is

seen that the RTE result deviates from the MC result as the value of µsH increases.

This deviation is quite significant for the transmitted flux. We believe that this

deviation is due to the small errors in the computation of the Neumann-series terms

arising as a result of insufficient discretization of the medium. The errors continu-

ously propagate in the computation of the higher-order Neumann-series terms, due

to the way the algorithm is implemented. These errors are not apparent when the

value of µsH is small, since then, the number of Neumann-series terms required to

compute the distribution function is also small. However, the errors start appearing

when the number of Neumann-series terms is high. This happens in medium with a

high value of µsH, since in such a medium, the number of scattering events is large.

The spatial discretization of ∆x = 0.2 mfp may be insufficient in a medium with
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large value of µsH and we believe that this issue will not appear if the grid size is

made sufficiently small. Due to memory limitations, we cannot decrease the spatial

grid size any further, so we cannot confirm this hypothesis currently. However, with

the increase in memory capacity of computational systems, such a confirmation will

be possible in the near future.

We also quantitatively measure the error in the RTE result with respect to the

MC result using Eq. (3.42). As shown in Fig. 3.13, the error increases linearly

with the value of µsH. Since the number of terms in the Neumann series increases

approximately linearly with the value of µsH, this supports our earlier hypothesis

regarding the error being due to propagation of the inaccuracies in the computation

of the Neumann-series terms. The rise in error in reflected flux is quite slow com-

pared to transmitted flux and the error in transmitted flux surpasses the error in

reflected flux at µsH = 6.0. A possible reason for this can be that the reflected flux

converges faster, i.e. within a smaller number of Neumann-series terms, in contrast

to the transmitted flux. Therefore, the computational error does not propagate

significantly while computing the reflected flux.

3.5.6 Computational requirements

In this section, we discuss the performance of the Neumann-series RTE in terms

of the computational-time requirements for the simulation studies that we have

performed above. These simulation studies were done on a Linux server with 20 Intel

Xeon 2.4 gigahertz (GHz) processors and 256 GB RAM. The 20 available processors

were used through the open multi-processing (OpenMP) application programming

interface. In addition, except for the Neumann-series iterations, the rest of the

computations were performed on just the main processor. Table 3.1 summarizes

the computation time of our implementation for the different experiments that we

performed.

We plot the computation time as the number of voxels is increased for the test

cases in the experiment corresponding to Fig. 3.7 (a)-(e). The plot is on a loga-

rithmic scale and is shown in Fig. 3.14a. We observe that the computation time
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Figure 3.12
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of the Neumann-series RTE (L = 3) and MC results for
the transmitted and reflected fluxes, respectively, with different values of µsH. The
different cases are (a-b) µsH = 5, (c-d) µsH = 6, (e-f) µsH = 8, (g-h) µsH = 9,
(i-j) µsH = 10. The value of ∆x is 0.2 mfp for these experiments, and the optical
parameters of the medium are µa = 0.1 cm−1 and g = 0.
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Figure 3.13: Error between the RTE and MC results as a function of the optical
length of the medium. The L = 3 approximation and ∆x = 0.2 mfp are used in
the simulation. The dotted lines are superimposed on the errors to demonstrate the
observation that the error varies approximately linearly with the optical length.

increases rather linearly with the number of voxels in the medium. In fact, the

slope of the logarithmic curve is less than unity. However, the plot also shows that

the computational time requirements become significantly high when the number

of voxels is high. As we have seen in the previous experiments, to achieve accurate

RTE output, it is necessary to have small voxel sizes. An increase in the phantom

size corresponds to a substantial increase in the number of voxels. With the require-

ment of higher number of voxels, achieving good computational efficiency becomes

difficult.

We also plot the computation time as the number of spherical harmonic coeffi-

cients is increased, for the test cases in the experiment corresponding to Fig. 3.11. In

this set of experiments, the value of L for the spherical harmonic basis was increased

from 1 to 9, which in turn corresponded to the total number of spherical harmonic

coefficients increasing from 4 to 100. The plot is shown in Fig. 3.14b. We observe
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Table 3.1: The computation time required by the RTE implementation for the
various simulations performed in this chapter. In the table headings, nX, nY and
nZ correspond to the number of voxels along the x,y and z axis respectively, L
corresponds to the maximum value of l in the spherical harmonic expansion, nTerms
is the Number of Neumann-series terms, MFP refers to the mean free path, g is the
anisotropy factor and the computation time is measured in seconds.

Test Case (nX × nY × nZ) L nTerms µsH MFP g Time in s
Fig. 3.7a 25 x 25 x 25 3 10 1 0.04 0 414
Fig. 3.7b 20 x 20 x 20 3 10 1 0.05 0 136
Fig. 3.7c 10 x 10 x 10 3 10 1 0.10 0 27
Fig. 3.7d 5 x 5 x 5 3 10 1 0.20 0 9
Fig. 3.9 50 x 50 x 50 3 46 5 0.10 0 70584
Fig. 3.11a 20 x 20 x 20 1 11 1 0.05 0 24
Fig. 3.11a 20 x 20 x 20 3 11 1 0.05 0 131
Fig. 3.11b 20 x 20 x 10 1 13 1 0.05 0.8 15
Fig. 3.11b 20 x 20 x 10 3 9 1 0.05 0.8 117
Fig. 3.11b 20 x 20 x 10 5 9 1 0.05 0.8 651
Fig. 3.11b 20 x 20 x 10 7 9 1 0.05 0.8 2440
Fig. 3.11b 20 x 20 x 10 9 10 1 0.05 0.8 9423
Fig. 3.12a 25 x 25 x 25 3 46 5 0.20 0 467
Fig. 3.12c 30 x 30 x 30 3 58 6 0.20 0 1308
Fig. 3.12e 40 x 40 x 40 3 86 8 0.20 0 12749
Fig. 3.12g 45 x 45 x 45 3 101 9 0.20 0 30948
Fig. 3.12i 50 x 50 x 50 3 116 10 0.20 0 72118

that as the number of spherical harmonic coefficients increase, the computational

time of the code increases quite significantly. For an anisotropic-scattering medium,

as we have seen from the experiments in Sec. 3.5.4, the number of spherical har-

monic coefficients required is quite large. Thus, in such a medium, achieving good

computational efficiency is time consuming.

3.6 Discussion and conclusions

In this chapter, we suggest an implementation of the Neumann-series form of the

RTE for optical imaging. The mathematical methods are developed and the soft-

ware is designed to implement the RTE for a diffuse-optical-imaging setup. We then

perform a exhaustive analysis of the accuracy, speed and convergence characteristics
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Figure 3.14: (a) Plot of computation time vs number of voxels based on Fig. 3.7
simulations. (b) Plot of computation time vs number of spherical harmonics based
on Fig. 3.11 simulations.

of the RTE implementation for this setup. We evaluate the accuracy of the imple-

mentation by comparing its results to MC outputs for different kinds of media. We

also verify the convergence of the RTE as the number of Neumann-series terms, and

the number of spherical harmonic coefficients are increased. Finally, we also present

an analysis of the computational requirements of the RTE. We observe that as the

number of voxels or spherical harmonics increases, the computational time required

by the RTE increases to very high values.

From our results, we also show that the Neumann-series form of the RTE can

model collimated laser sources, which is very complicated to perform using methods

based on the standard diffusion approximation. This is very important since in

various DOT setups, the source is either a single or a combination of laser-beam-

like collimated sources. Also, the RTE can easily simulate light propagation in a

medium with small values of µsH, where the diffusion approximation fails. Another

issue with the diffusion approximation is that it breaks down when the absorption

coefficient is close to the scattering coefficient. We found from experiments that

the RTE can also model photon propagation accurately in this scenario, with very

good computational efficiency [91]. Therefore, the Neumann-series RTE can handle
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many such situations easily where the diffusion-approximation-based methods do

not work.

The simulated results also show that the Neumann-series implementation gener-

ates accurate results until the spatial grid size is small. A medium that has a high

value of µsH requires many voxels. For example, for µsH equal to 10, the number of

voxels required along each dimension in a cube-shaped medium is about 100. There-

fore, the discretization requires 1003 voxels, which increases the computational time

significantly, and also requires large memory. Since the computational time and the

memory requirement of the RTE increases to high values as the number of voxels

is increased, this places a limitation on the Neumann-series approach. However, for

this high a value of µsH, the diffusion approximation gives accurate results. The

advantage of the Neumann-series method is that it works in many cases where the

methods using diffusion approximation fail. Therefore, based on our study, it will

perhaps be useful to develop a scheme that uses the methods based on diffusion

approximation or the Neumann-series method, based on the type of medium being

investigated. Another advantage of the Neumann-series method, as opposed to the

differential methods to solve the RTE, is that instead of requiring the solution of a

number of coupled differential equations, the Neumann-series method just requires

the solution of one equation. This framework might prove to be useful in some

applications. Also, with increase in computational capability, the time required by

the integral version of the RTE will continue to decrease.

In general however, we can infer from our research that the Neumann-series RTE

algorithm is computationally quite intensive. For a non-uniform medium, the com-

putational requirements increase even further, since for a non-uniform medium, the

attenuation kernel is no longer shift-invariant. In many cases, the various medium

through which we are interested in simulating light propagation in optical imaging

are heterogeneous. Therefore, we have, in parallel, been working on developing the

Neumann-series form of the RTE for non-uniform media. The initial implementa-

tion that we programmed on sequential processing architectures takes considerable

execution time. Therefore, we have worked on developing this algorithm on the
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NVIDIAs graphics processing units (GPUs). This implementation has helped us

gain significant speedups. We will discuss this implementation in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

A GPU IMPLEMENTATION TO MODEL PHOTON TRANSPORT IN DOT

IMAGING SYSTEMS

4.1 Introduction

In optical imaging, the problem of simulating light propagation in non-uniform tissue

is important since many bio-medical imaging scenarios involve heterogeneous media.

In chapter 3, we described the mathematical methods and software to implement the

Neumann-series RTE for uniform media [90]. The experiments with the uniform-

medium software provide us with numerous insights into the feasibility, convergence

characteristics and computational requirements of the Neumann-series approach, as

we outlined in that chapter. However, the developed software cannot be used for

non-uniform media. Thus, we attempt to solve the more general problem of light

propagation in heterogeneous media. In a preliminary study, we have shown that

the RTE in integral form can model photon propagation in simple heterogeneous

media [94]. In this chapter, we present an approach to model light propagation in

completely non-uniform 3-D media. We express the RTE as a Neumann series and

solve it in the spherical harmonic basis. Implementation of this method on com-

puting systems with only sequential processing units takes considerable execution

time. However, the method is parallelizable, and to reduce the computational time,

we implement it on parallel processing architectures, more specifically the NVIDIA

graphics processing units (GPUs).

In this chapter, our main objectives are the following: To present the theory

and implementation details of the Neumann-series approach specific to non-uniform

medium, to describe the implementation of the algorithm for NVIDIA GPUs, to

demonstrate that the method computes accurate results with small-phantom ge-

ometry for non-uniform medium, and and to show the computational speedup ob-
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tained with our GPU implementation. We begin with developing the mathematical

methods to model light propagation using the Neumann-series RTE specifically for

non-uniform media.

4.2 Theory

4.2.1 Neumann-series in discrete basis for non-uniform media

Let w(r, ŝ) denote the distribution function at location r in direction ŝ. We have

shown that the RTE for a mono-energetic time-independent source Ξ(r, ŝ) can be

written as a Neumann series (Eq. (2.33))

w(r, ŝ) = XΞ +XKXΞ +XKXKXΞ + . . . (4.1)

whereX andK are the attenuation and scattering operators given by Eqs. (2.12) and

(2.31), and the scattering kernel is given by Eq. (2.17). We express the distribution

function in a spherical harmonic basis to exploit the fact that the scattering kernel is

only a function of the dot product of the directions of the entrance and exit photons.

w(r, ŝ) =
∞
∑

l=0

l
∑

m=−1

Wlm(r)Ylm(ŝ) (4.2)

where the spherical harmonic basis functions are denoted by Ylm(ŝ), and the distri-

bution function in spherical harmonics are denoted byWlm(r). For ease of notation,

we denote all the spherical harmonic coefficients Wlm(r) by W .

To discretize the spatial variable r, we use a voxel basis, but unlike in the

previous chapter, we now have a 3D-voxel index. We consider the domain over

which we model photon propagation to be divided into voxels of size ∆x,∆y, and

∆z along the x, y, and z directions, respectively. The number of voxels along the x,

y, and z dimensions are denoted by I, J , and K, respectively. We define the voxel

basis function ψijk(r) to be 0 outside the (i, j, k)th voxel and 1 inside that voxel,

where (i, j, k) denote the 3-D index of the voxel along the x, y, and z dimensions,

respectively. The center of the (i, j, k)th voxel is denoted by rijk = (xi, yj, zk). The

voxel basis is an orthogonal basis, so the coefficients in this basis are obtained by a
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simple integration of the distribution function inside the volume. For the (i, j, k)th

voxel, let us denote the (l,m)th spherical harmonic coefficient of the distribution

function by Wlm(i, j, k). Then, we can obtain Wlm(i, j, k) from Wlm(r) as

Wlm(i, j, k) =
1

∆V

∫

Sijk

d3r Wlm(r), (4.3)

where Sijk denotes the support of the voxel function ψijk(r) and ∆V = ∆x∆y∆z

is the volume of the voxel. The distribution function is then represented in the

spherical harmonic and voxel basis as

w(r, ŝ) =

I,J,K
∑

i,j,k=1

L
∑

l=0

l
∑

m=−l

Wlm(i, j, k)ψijk(r)Ylm(ŝ). (4.4)

where we truncate the spherical harmonic expansion at l = L. For ease of notation,

we denote the distribution function represented in the spherical harmonic and voxel

basis by Wd. The absorption and scattering coefficients are also discretized in the

voxel basis. For the (i, j, k)th voxel, the absorption and scattering coefficients are

denoted by µa(i, j, k) and µs(i, j, k), respectively.

We denote the scattering operator in the spherical harmonics and voxel basis

by the discrete-discrete operator D. The effect of this operator on the distribution

function in a spherical harmonic and voxel basis is given by

[DWd]lm(i, j, k) =
∑

l′m′

Wl′m′(i, j, k)Dlm,l′m′(i, j, k) (4.5)

where Dlm,l′m′(i, j, k) denotes the kernel of the scattering operator in the spherical

harmonic and voxel basis. As we mentioned earlier, since the scattering operator K

depends only on the cosine of the angle between the entrance and exit direction of

the photons, using Eqs. (2.12), (2.17) and (4.2) and following a similar approach as

in the previous chapter, we can derive that the operator D is just a diagonal matrix

with elements given by

Dlm,l′m′(i, j, k) = cmµs(r)g
lδll′δmm′ (4.6)

where δll′ is the Kronecker delta.
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Let us denote the attenuation operators in the spherical harmonic basis, and the

spherical harmonic and voxel basis, by A and A, respectively. The effect of the

attenuation operator A on the distribution function in spherical harmonic basis is

given by

[AW ]lm(r) =
∞
∑

l′=0

l
∑

m′=−l

∫

∞

d3r′Wl′m′(r′)Alm,l′m′(r, r′). (4.7)

where the elements of the attenuation kernel are given by

Alm,l′m′(r, r′) =
1

cm|r − r′|2×

Y ∗
lm

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

Yl′m′

(

r − r′

|r − r′|

)

exp

[

−
∫ |r−r′|

λ′=0

dλ′µtot

(

r − λ′
r − r′

|r − r′|

)

]

. (4.8)

The effect of the attenuation operator on the distribution function in the spherical

harmonic and voxel basis is given by

[AWd]lm(i, j, k) =

I,J,K
∑

i′,j′,k′=1

L
∑

l′=0

l′
∑

m′=−l′

Alm,l′,m′(i, j, k, i′, j′, k′)Wl′m′(i′, j′, k′). (4.9)

Thus the attenuation operator A accounts for the effect that the distribution func-

tion at the (i′, j′, k′), or the v′th voxel has on the distribution function at the (i, j, k),

or the vth voxel. This effect depends on the location of both the voxels and the path

between them. Let us denote the vector that joins the center of these two voxels

by Rv,v′ûv,v′ . While Rvv′ denotes the magnitude of the vector, and therefore, is the

distance between the two voxel midpoints, ûvv′ denotes the unit vector joining the

two voxel midpoints. Let ûvv′ = uxx̂+uyŷ+uzẑ, where x̂, ŷ and ẑ denote the unit

vectors along the x, y and z axis respectively. Then, using Eqs. (4.3),(4.7), (4.8)

and (4.9) we get the elements of the attenuation operator in matrix form as

Alm,l′m′(i, j, k, i′, j′, k′) =
∆V

cmR2
vv′

Y ∗
lm(ûvv′)Yl′m′(ûvv′)×

exp



−
R

vv
′/∆λ′

∑

q=0

∆λ′µtot

(

i− qux∆λ
′

∆x
, j − quy∆λ

′

∆y
, k − quz∆λ

′

∆z

)



 . (4.10)

Using this expression, we can evaluate the effect due to the attenuation operation

between photons present in two different voxels. To evaluate the effect that the pho-

tons in the (i, j, k)th voxel have on each other, we need to determine the attenuation
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kernel element Alm,l′m′(i, j, k, i, j, k), which we denote by Alm,l′m′(i, j, k) for ease of

notation. Following the same approach as Chapter 3, and essentially just rewriting

Eq. (3.16) with a 3D voxel index, we get

[ADWd]lm(i, j, k) =
1

cm

∑

l′m′

Wl′m′(i, j, k)×
∫ π

θ=0

dθ sin θ

∫ 2π

φ=0

dφ Y ∗
lm(û)Yl′m′(û)

{

1− exp[−µtot(i, j, k)β(θu, φu)]

µtot(i, j, k)

}

. (4.11)

where AD is a diagonal matrix in the voxel basis that describes the effect that

photons in a voxel have on each other. We write this equation in short-hand notation

as

[ADWd]lm(i, j, k) =
∑

l′m′

Wl′m′(i, j, k)Alm,l′m′(i, j, k), (4.12)

Finally, the RTE in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis is given by

Wd = Aξd +ADAξd +ADADAξd + ... (4.13)

where ξd denotes the source function in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis.

4.2.2 Evaluating the RTE for a DOT setup with non-uniform media

Our diffuse-optical-imaging set up is the same as in the previous chapter and is

represented as

Ξ(r, ŝ) = αδ(ŝ− ẑ)h(x, y)δ(z), (4.14)

where h(x, y) denotes the 2-D profile of the beam and α denotes it radiant exitance.

The setup is as shown in Fig. 4.1.

As in the previous chapter, due to the difficulties involved with representing the

source function in the spherical harmonic basis, the XΞ term is computed in the

normal (r, ŝ) basis and the DAξd term is analytically evaluated in the spherical

harmonic basis. Substituting Eq. (4.14) into Eq. (2.31), we can derive that in our

experimental setup, the distribution function due to the XΞ term is given by

[XΞ](r, ŝ) =
α

cm

∫ ∞

0

dλδ(ŝ− ẑ)h (x, y) δ(z − ẑλ) exp

[

−
∫ λ

0

dλ′µtot(r − ŝλ′)

]

=
α

cm
δ(ŝ− ẑ)h (x, y) exp

[

−
∫ z

0

dλ′µtot(r − ẑλ′)

]

. (4.15)
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Figure 4.1: The DOT setup: A 3-D cuboid phantom with a laser source along the
optical axis. The figure also shows the effect of different terms of the Neumann
series.

where we have used the sifting property of the delta function. Using

Eqs. (2.12),(2.17) and (4.15), the term [KXΞ](r, ŝ) is derived to be

[KXΞ](r, ŝ) =

αµs(r)

4π
h (x, y)

{

1− g2

[1 + g2 − 2gcos(ŝ · ẑ)]3/2

}

exp

[

−
∫ z

0

dλ′µtot(r − ẑλ′)

]

. (4.16)

Following a similar treatment as in Chapter 3 leads to the spherical harmonic coef-

ficients due to the KXΞ term to be

[W ]lm(r) = αµs(r)h (x, y) g
l

√

2l + 1

4π
exp

[

−
∫ z

0

dλ′µtot(r − ẑλ′)

]

. (4.17)

Using Eq. (4.3) to represent the above distribution function in the voxel basis, we

obtain the (l,m)th spherical harmonic coefficient of the distribution function due to

the DAξd term in the (i, j, k)th voxel to be

Wlm(i, j, k) = h(xi, yj)
gl

∆V

√

2l + 1

4π
×

K
∑

k′=1

µs(i, j, k
′)

µtot(i, j, k′)
exp[−µtot(i, j, k

′)zk′ ] {1− exp[−µtot(i, j, k
′)∆z)]} . (4.18)

where (xi, yj) denote the x and y coordinates of the center of the (i, j, k)th voxel.

After evaluating the DAξd term in the spherical harmonic basis, we solve the RTE
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using an iterative approach based on Eq. (3.20). In each iteration, we apply the

attenuation operator, and then the scattering operator, on an effective source term.

We then add the resulting distribution function to the Neumann series, and also use

it as the source for the next iteration. To illustrate our procedure, we first apply

the attenuation and scattering operators on DAξd . We thus obtain DADAξd,

which is added to the Neumann series, and also used as the source term in the next

iteration. We run the iterations until convergence is achieved using the convergence

criteria developed in the previous chapter. After that, we apply the attenuation

operator on all the computed Neumann-series terms. To compute the flux at the

transmitted face of the medium due to all the terms except the XΞ term, we then

integrate the computed distribution function in spherical harmonic and voxel basis

over space and angles. In this study, we consider a pixellated contact detector with

the detector plane parallel to the transmitted face of the medium. Assuming that

the detector has uniform sensitivity over a given pixel, the flux measured by the

(i, j)th pixel of the detector is then computed in units of Watts as [90]

Φij = cmAp

∫

2π

dΩ ẑ.ŝ w(xi, yj , H, ŝ), (4.19)

where (xi, yj) denote the x and y coordinates of the center of the (i, j)th detector

pixel, H is the size of the medium along the z axis so that z = H corresponds to

the detector plane, and Ap is the area of a pixel. This flux can be directly obtained

from the distribution function represented in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis

using Eq. (3.38). Similarly, the flux due to the XΞ term can be obtained using

Eq. (3.39) This flux is added to the flux computed from the rest of the terms to

obtain the total flux at the transmitted face.

4.3 GPU implementation of the algorithm

We initially implement the algorithm to solve the Neumann-series RTE for non-

uniform media described in the previous section, first without using any GPU

hardware, which we refer to as the central processing unit (CPU) implementa-

tion. However, we found that this implementation was very slow. To increase
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the computational speed, we then implemented the RTE on a system consisting of

graphics processing units (GPUs). This was quite challenging due to the high mem-

ory requirements of the algorithm, and we had to implement many optimization

techniques to solve this issue. We begin this section discussing the issues we faced

while performing the CPU implementation. We then describe the GPU implemen-

tation, and also mention the various optimizations we performed to account for the

high-memory requirements of the RTE.

4.3.1 CPU implementation

The software to solve the Neumann-series form of the RTE in non-uniform media is

developed using the C programming language on a computing system with a 2.27

GHz Intel Xeon quad core E5520 processor as the CPU running a 64-bit Linux oper-

ating system. The software reads the input-phantom specifications and follows the

procedure described in Sec. 4.2.2 to evaluate the Neumann series. However, perform-

ing the attenuation operation in this procedure is a computationally-challenging and

memory-intensive task. As evident from Eq. (4.9), to evaluate the distribution func-

tion in a voxel after the attenuation operation, we need the contribution from all the

other voxels in the medium. We also require the corresponding terms of the A ma-

trix given by Eq. (4.10). Since we need the terms of the matrix A in every iteration

of the Neumann series, if the size of A is not very large, we can pre-compute and

store these elements. For a homogeneous medium, we exploit the shift-invariant

nature of the attenuation operator, which reduces the size of the A matrix and

therefore allows its storage. However, in a heterogeneous medium, this operator is

no longer shift-invariant, and storing the elements of the A matrix requires more

memory than is typically available. To get around this issue, in a previous work [94],

we devised a pattern-based scheme for simple heterogeneous phantoms. However,

for more complicated heterogeneous phantoms, the pattern-based method is very

difficult to implement. Due to the large memory requirements, it is instead more

pragmatic to compute the elements of A in each iteration of the Neumann series.

This implies that in a medium consisting of N voxels, since for each voxel, we have
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to compute the effect due to all the other voxels, even when L = 0, we need to

perform N operations for each voxel. Thus, to compute the distribution function

for all the N voxels, we must perform N2 operations. In each of these operations,

we have to compute an element of the matrix A using Eq. (4.10). When the num-

ber of spherical harmonic coefficient is higher, such as when L = L0, then we need

to perform N2(L0 + 1)4 operations. Furthermore, we have to perform these many

operations in every iteration of the Neumann series.

To add to the computational requirement, computing every element of the ma-

trix A requires determining the exponential attenuation factor present in Eq. (4.10).

We refer to the negative of the exponent of this exponential as the radiological

path between the voxels. To compute the radiological path, we use an improved

version of the Siddon’s algorithm [132]. We implement this algorithm for a 3-D

medium. We further modify this improved algorithm for rays completely enclosed

inside the medium. This modification is required since the original Siddon’s algo-

rithm [132, 133] is designed for computed-tomography applications. Thus, in the

original algorithm, all the rays start from and end outside the medium. In contrast,

in our algorithm, the rays start and end at the midpoints of the different voxels of

the medium, and are thus completely enclosed within the medium. To briefly sum-

marize the scheme, we first define a grid consisting of multiple planes along the x, y

and z axis, based on the voxel basis representation. To determine the voxels that a

ray starting from a certain voxel passes through till it reaches the destination voxel,

we trace a line between the midpoint of these voxels. Using a parametrized form for

this line, we determine the locations at which the line intersects the different planes

in the grid, using which, on the fly, we determine the voxels that the ray passes

through and the distance that it covers in those voxels. This is a computationally

intensive set of operations.

To reduce the computational requirements of the attenuation operation, we im-

plement a numerical approximation in our code. From the expression of the at-

tenuation operation (Eq. (3.15)), it is evident that due to the exponential term in

the attenuation kernel, voxels that are far away from a given voxel have very lit-
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tle effect on the distribution function of that voxel. Thus, the effect of the voxels

that are beyond a certain threshold distance can be approximately neglected. This

threshold is determined by computing the average value of the attenuation coeffi-

cient in the medium, and using this value to determine the distance |r−r′| = Rthresh

at which the exponential attenuation term becomes almost negligible in Eq. (4.8).

Also, when g = 0, we use a simplification described in the previous chapter, which

helps simplify the computational requirements considerably. To further increase the

computational efficiency, we parallelize the execution of the attenuation kernel on

the Intel E5520 CPU, a processor that consists of four cores and eight threads, using

the open multi-processing (OpenMP) application programming interface. In spite

of these procedures, the execution of the Neumann-series RTE still takes consider-

able time, to the order of hours. We profile this code using the GNU profiler, and

find that the attenuation operation takes more than 95% of the execution time for

almost all phantom configurations.

Due to the excessive time taken by the attenuation operation, and the fact that

the implementation of this operation can be parallelized, we studied the use of GPUs

for this task.

4.3.2 Introduction to GPU implementation

In each term of the Neumann series, the scattering and attenuation operations are

executed for every voxel. Therefore, for every voxel, the same code is executed,

albeit on different data. Assigning the code that is executed for different voxels to

different parallel processing elements can therefore increase the speed of the code

significantly. This parallelization scheme, also known as data-level parallelism, can

be implemented on the GPUs.

GPUs are rapidly emerging as an excellent platform to provide parallel comput-

ing solutions, due to their efficient design features such as deeply optimized process-

ing pipelines, hierarchical thread structures and high memory bandwidth. With the

advent of compute unified device architecture (CUDA) as an extension of the C lan-

guage for general purpose GPU (GPGPU) computing, GPUs are being extensively
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used for scientific computing. Even in the field of simulating photon propagation in

tissue, significant speedups have been achieved using GPUs. Alerstam et al. [134]

have shown that using GPUs to perform Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of photon

migration in a homogeneous medium can increase the speed by a factor of 1000.

Similarly, for heterogeneous media, Fang et al. [135] have shown that the speed of

MC simulations can be increased by about 300 times by using GPUs. Huang et

al. [47] have developed a radiative transfer model on GPUs for satellite-observed

radiance. Gong et al. [136] and Szirmay-Kalos et al. [137] have also implemented

the RTE on GPUs using a discrete-ordinates approach.

While GPUs are suitable for parallelizing our code, a constraint with the GPU

is the limited global and on-chip memory available on these devices. The Neumann-

series algorithm implementation requires significant memory. In particular, applying

the attenuation operator is both computationally and memory-wise intensive. As

evident from Eq. (4.10) and Eq. (4.9), for a single computation using the attenuation

operator, the code should have access to the distribution function values of all the

voxels in the phantom, the attenuation coefficients of all the voxels and finally the

spherical harmonic values for all the angles and (l,m) values. This can translate

to megabytes of memory requirement even in simple cases. Therefore, our code

design should be optimized memory-wise to exploit the benefits of parallelization.

Another issue is that for an efficient GPU implementation, the code that runs on

different parallel processing units should ideally require little storage memory for

its local variables. This is because the number of registers on the GPU is limited,

and if each threads memory requirements are high, this would lead to few number

of threads running in parallel. Moreover, if each kernels local memory requirements

are high, then the code will be inefficient. However, the attenuation operation code

requires many local variables. In the next few sections, we describe how we handle

these issues.
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4.3.3 Device and programming tools

We implement the Neumann-series algorithm on a 2.26 GHz Intel quad core system

running 64 bit Linux and consisting of four NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPUs. These

GPUs are based on the Fermi architecture, which apart from its other advantages,

is very efficient for double-precision computations. The Tesla C2050 is a device of

compute capability 2.0. Each C2050 card consists of 14 multiprocessors, 448 CUDA

cores, dedicated global memory of 3 GB, and single and double precision floating

point performances of 1.03 Tflops and 515 Gflops, respectively [138]. For other

specifications, the reader is referred to the C2050 datasheet [138].

To implement the RTE on our GPU system, we use POSIX thread (pthread)

libraries [139] and NVIDIA CUDA [140]. While pthread libraries are used to split

the programming task onto the multiple GPUs, CUDA is used to implement our

algorithm on the individual GPUs. Pthread libraries are a computationally efficient,

standards-based thread application programming interface (API) for C/C++ that

allows the programmer to spawn a new concurrent process flow. CUDA is a general

purpose parallel computing architecture, with a parallel programming model and

instruction set architecture to harness the computing power of NVIDIA GPUs for

general purpose programming [140,141]. A CUDA application consists of two parts:

a serial program that runs on the CPU and a parallel program, referred to as the

kernel, that runs on the GPU [142]. A CUDA C program distributes a number

of copies of the kernel to the available multiprocessors, where they are executed

simultaneously. The kernel executes in parallel as a set of threads. The threads are

grouped into blocks, where the threads within a block can concurrently execute and

cooperate among themselves through barrier synchronization and shared memory

access to a memory space that is private to that block. A grid is one level higher

in the hierarchy and is a set of blocks that can be executed independently and

in parallel. To summarize, the threads are grouped into blocks, which are further

grouped into grids. On devices of compute capability 2.0 (like the Tesla C2050), the

maximum number of threads per block can be 1024, and the maximum number of
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blocks per multiprocessor can be 8. When invoking a thread using CUDA, we can

specify the number of threads per block and the number of blocks. The memory

requirements of the kernel often restrict the number of threads that are executed

together.

CUDA-enabled devices also adhere to a common memory management scheme.

Each GPU device possesses a global random access memory (RAM), called the global

memory, which can be accessed by all the multiprocessors on the GPU. In addition,

each multiprocessor has its own on-chip memory that is accessible only to the cores

on that multiprocessor. The on-chip memory of the GPU consists of registers, shared

memory and the L1 cache [143]. The shared memory is shared among the threads

in a block. The shared and register memory available with each multiprocessor

are typically 48 kB and 16 kB respectively and can be configured. The shared

memory has higher bandwidth compared to the global memory. There are also

two additional read-only memory spaces accessible by all threads: the constant

and texture memory spaces [138], which are cached onto the on-chip memory of the

GPU. The constant memory is efficient to use if different threads in a multiprocessor

access the same memory location. The size of the constant memory is 64 kB. As for

texture memory, for applications that do not benefit from using texture memory, its

usage can be counterproductive on devices with compute capability 2.x, since global

memory loads are cached in the L1 cache, and the L1 cache has higher bandwidth

than texture cache [144].

4.3.4 Parallelization scheme and software design

The flowchart of the software implementation is shown in Fig. 4.2. The basic pro-

cedure is similar to the procedure outlined in Sec. 4.2.2, but we incorporate many

computational and memory optimizations. The distribution function due to DAξd

terms is computed on the CPU using Eq. (4.18). Similarly, the spherical harmonic

coefficient values Yl,m(ŝ) for different angles are computed on the CPU. The distri-

bution function due to theDAξd term and the spherical harmonic coefficient values,

due to their large memory requirement, are transferred to the global memory of the
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GPU using CUDA memory allocation techniques. Since the constant memory on

the GPU is very efficient for storing data that all the threads access simultaneously,

we store such data in our software, such as the geometric configuration and the prop-

erties of the phantom that are the same for all the voxels, in the constant memory.

Storing the scattering and absorption coefficients for each voxel requires consider-

able memory. To reduce this memory requirement, we use the fact that although

the number of voxels in the phantom is high, the number of tissue types, i.e. tissues

with different absorption or scattering coefficients, is quite lower in most cases. For

more efficient memory use, we instead store a tissue map, which is a data structure

that stores the tissue type of the different voxels. In this scheme, only one-byte

storage space is required for each voxel. The absorption and scattering coefficients

of the different tissue types are stored in the constant memory, while the tissue map

is stored in the global memory. Also the terms of matrix AD i.e. Alm,l′m′(i, j, k) are

the same for voxels with the same tissue type, as evident from Eqs. (3.16) and (4.12).

Therefore instead of evaluating and storing these terms for each voxel, we instead

just compute it for the different tissue types. We store these terms in the constant

memory of the GPU since often, many threads would be accessing these terms at

the same time. This is because voxels with similar tissue-type are generally close

to each other, and in our parallelization scheme, voxels that are close to each other

have a high probability of being in the same block. The Neumann series iteration

procedure is then executed, which begins with applying the attenuation operator to

the distribution function.

As mentioned in Sec. 4.3.1, the attenuation operation, given by Eq. (4.10), takes

the most computation time. Therefore our main objective is to parallelize the

attenuation-kernel execution. To achieve this objective, we divide the voxelized

phantom into four layers along the z dimension and each layer is allotted to one

of the four GPUs using pthreads. On the GPU, the allotted layer is further split

along the z dimension into sub-layers. Each sub-layer is assigned to one grid, and

the grid is further divided into blocks. The number of threads in a block is user-

configurable. The basic idea can be to assign the attenuation operation code for one
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Figure 4.2: The flowchart of our algorithm implementation on the GPU. Blue boxes
(filled with dotted pattern) denote the code running on the CPU, orange boxes
(filled with solid pattern) denote code running on the GPU, and green boxes (filled
with vertical-line pattern) are the interface routines between CPU and GPU.

voxel to one thread. However, the attenuation operation code performs a number of

computations including computing the radiological path. Thus, this code requires

many local variables, which can lead to inefficient implementation as described ear-

lier. To solve this issue, the attenuation operation code for each voxel is split into

two separate kernels that execute one after the other. Splitting the attenuation

operation code into two kernels results in each thread having smaller number of

register requirements. The first kernel evaluates the effect that the voxel has on

itself using Eq. (4.12). This kernel has to access only the distribution function in its

own voxel, and the rest of the data it requires is available in the constant memory

or registers. The second kernel evaluates the effect that the other voxels have on the

distribution function in a given voxel by computing the elements of the attenuation

kernel Alm(i, j, k, i
′, j′, k′) using Eq. (4.10), followed by evaluating the attenuation
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operation using Eq. (4.9). In this kernel, the radiological path between two voxels is

also computed using the Siddons algorithm. The parallelization scheme is illustrated

in Fig. 4.3.

Figure 4.3: A summary of the parallelization scheme to implement the RTE

The attenuation kernel is evaluated on the GPUs with the parallelization scheme

mentioned above. The scattering operation, given by Eq. (4.18) is then performed on

the GPU by allotting one thread to each voxel. The computed distribution function

as a result of the attenuation and the scattering operation is now transferred to

the host memory from the global memories of the four GPUs. This distribution

function is added to the Neumann series on the host memory and is also used as

the source for the next iteration. The Neumann series iterations are performed until

convergence is achieved, following which, the attenuation operation is applied for

one last time. Using the computed distribution function in spherical harmonics, the

transmitted flux at the exit face is computed. The flux due to the XΞ term, given

by Eq. (3.39) is added to the computed transmitted flux at the exit face. Finally,

the computed output image is displayed.
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4.3.5 Other optimizations for efficient memory-usage

We experiment with various mechanisms such as coalesced global memory access,

on-chip shared memory use, thread block synchronization, constant memory use

and minimum-memory assignment for the different local variables to achieve efficient

GPU implementation of the algorithm. The various local variables that are required

in the kernel code are stored in as little memory as possible, which helps minimize

GPU register usage. We try to perform less global memory access, but once the data

from global memory is accessed, it is stored in the L1 cache for a small duration.

We make use of this caching mechanism also while implementing the kernel. Also,

threads that are part of the same block correspond to voxels that are near each other

in a three dimensional sense. Therefore, the data required by the threads along one

of these dimensions lie in memory locations that are close to each other, so we can

take advantage of coalesced global memory access to a certain extent.

We were very keen to use the on-chip shared memory and experimented various

configurations for its usage. However, the use of shared memory results in compu-

tationally inefficient code, due to the limited size of shared memory and the high

memory requirements of the Neumann-series algorithm. Although threads in a block

share data such as the source distribution function, in most of the computations, the

memory required by such data exceeds the available shared memory. The shared

memory is not used, since although threads share data such as the source distri-

bution function, in most of the computations, the amount of memory required by

such data exceeds the amount of available shared memory. We experimented with

considering only a subset of the required data that could fit into the shared memory,

at the cost of accuracy in the computation. However, not only is this restrictive, but

also not very useful for our case. Each multiprocessor only has a certain amount of

shared memory to assign to the blocks, due to which, high shared-memory require-

ments for each block leads to lesser number of blocks executing in parallel, leading

to computational inefficiency. Therefore, we instead configure the GPU before each

kernel call so that most of the on-chip memory is allotted to the L1 cache instead
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of the shared memory. Also, since we did not find any specific advantage in us-

ing the texture memory, we prefer the global memory to texture memory for our

application.

Due to the multiple kinds of optimization mechanisms [143], each with its own

trade-offs, we perform a number of experiments with different mechanisms to achieve

a computationally efficient code. To help with the optimization of the code, we use

various methods such as inspecting the assembly level file, using the CUDA Occu-

pancy Calculator, and compiling with specific flags to study the usage of different

memories [143]. We also develop a complex-arithmetic library of functions for the

GPU that performs some specific complex number computations that our code re-

quires.

4.4 Experiments and results

In this section, we compare results obtained using our Neumann-series approach with

the results obtained using a MC approach to model photon propagation [145]. It has

been shown that the diffusion approximation is valid in optically-thick media and

in cases where scattering dominates absorption [19]. In our experiments, we study

different cases where the standard diffusion approximation breaks down, such as

media illuminated by collimated light sources [129, 131], optically-thin media [146],

media with low-scattering void-like regions [36] and media where the absorption

coefficient is similar to the scattering coefficient [24, 147].

The simulation setup is shown in Fig. 4.1, where the scattering medium is a

3-D slab, characterized by a reduced-scattering coefficient µ′
s = µs(1 − g). The

collimated source emits NIR light with a transverse circular profile. The beam is

incident on the center of the entrance face of the scattering medium. The boundary-

transmittance measurements are made at the exit face of the scattering medium.

All the experiments are carried out for non-reentry boundary conditions, so that the

refractive index of the medium is equal to one. In the Neumann-series method, for

all the experiments, we choose the number of spherical harmonic coefficients to be
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such that L = 3. In the GPU simulation, the number of threads per block is kept

as 10× 10 5 along the x,y and z dimensions, respectively. The MC simulations are

performed using the tMCimg software [145]. The number of simulated photons in

each MC simulation is 1× 107. The simulation results shown in all the cases denote

the linear profile of the transmitted image. The linear profile is taken along the line

passing through the center of the transmitted image.

4.4.1 Homogeneous medium

We first validate our code on homogeneous scattering media. In our first experiment,

the homogeneous medium has optical properties µa = 0.01 cm−1, µ′
s = 1 cm−1 and

g = 0. The medium has a size of 2× 2× 2 cm3 and is discretized into 20× 20× 20

voxels. We know that the standard diffusion approximation does not yield good

results when the medium is optically thin [146], although it can be used with several

modifications [148]. The Neumann-series method accurately models this situation

as shown in Fig. 4.4a.

Another issue with the diffusion approximation is that it breaks down when µa ∼
µ′
s [147]. To verify the performance of the Neumann-series method in this regime,

we perform another experiment in which the absorption and scattering coefficients

in an isotropic medium are both equal to 1 cm−1. As the results in Fig. 4.4b show,

using the Neumann-series approach, we can model light propagation accurately in

this scenario.

We next consider a mid-scattering medium with µ′
s = 4 cm−1, of size 1 × 1 ×

1 cm3 with µa = 0.01 cm−1 and g = 0. Since this medium has a higher scattering

coefficient and thus a smaller mean-free-path for the photon, for accurate spatial

discretization of the distribution function, we need to have smaller-sized voxels.

From the analysis performed in Chapter 3, we know that the voxel size should be

0.1 times the mean free path of the photon to obtain an accurate output using the

Neumann-series approach. The medium is thus divided into 40×40×40 voxels. The

results comparing the MC and the Neumann-series outputs are shown in Fig. 4.5a,

and we see a very good match between the two. In another experiment, we increase
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Figure 4.4: The Neumann-series and MC transmittance outputs in a homogeneous
low-scattering medium (µ′

s = 1 cm−1) with (a) low absorption coefficient (µa =
0.01 cm−1) (b) high absorption coefficient (µa = 1 cm−1).

the absorption coefficient of this medium by 100 times, so that µa = 1 cm−1, which

leads to µa being close to µ′
s. The Neumann-series approach is accurate in this

scenario as confirmed by the result shown in Fig. 4.5b.
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Figure 4.5: The Neumann-series and MC transmittance outputs in a mid-scattering
medium (µ′

s = 4 cm−1) with (a) low absorption coefficient (µa = 0.01 cm−1) and (b)
high absorption coefficient (µa = 1 cm−1).
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4.4.2 Heterogeneous medium

To validate the performance of the Neumann-series approach for non-uniform mid-

scattering medium, we consider a 1×1×1 cm3 sized-phantom with different kinds of

heterogeneity models as shown in Fig. 4.6. The first experiment is with a phantom

that has three different tissue types scattered randomly, as shown in Fig. 4.6a.

The three tissue types have their reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients,

(µ′
s, µa), equal to (4 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), (4 cm−1, 1 cm−1), and (2 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1),

respectively. The anisotropy factor g is zero for all the tissue types. As shown in

Fig. 4.7a, for this particular case, the Neumann-series results are in agreement with

the MC results.

In the next experiment, we place a high-absorption spherical inclusion (µ′
s =

4 cm−1, µa = 1 cm−1) of diameter 0.67 cm at the center of an otherwise homogeneous

isotropic medium with µ′
s = 4 cm−1 and µa = 0.01 cm−1, as shown in Fig. 4.6b.

As we observe from the output shown in Fig. 4.7b, the Neumann-series output

matches well with the MC output. To study the performance of the Neumann-series

approach when a very low-scattering inclusion is present in the medium, we consider

a low-scattering spherical inclusion with diameter 0.67 cm and optical properties of

µ′
s = 0.1 cm−1, µa = 0.001 cm−1, and g = 0, placed in an isotropic medium with

µ′
s = 4 cm−1 and µa = 0.01 cm−1. The geometry of the scattering medium is shown

in Fig. 4.6b. The reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients of the low-scattering

region mimic the cerebro-spinal-fluid [147]. We find that the Neumann-series results

match with the MC results, as shown in Fig. 4.7c.

Finally, we consider a layered phantom model as shown in Fig. 4.6c, where each

of the layers has different optical properties. The three layers have thickness of

2.5 mm, 2.5 mm, and 5 mm, respectively. The reduced-scattering and absorp-

tion coefficients, (µ′
s, µa), of the media in the three layers from top to bottom are

(2 cm−1, 0.001 cm−1), (3 cm−1, 0.001 cm−1), and (4 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), respectively.

The Neumann-series and MC results match well for this layered phantom, as shown

in Fig. 4.7d.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4.6: The different heterogeneous tissue geometries: (a) Three different tissue
types scattered randomly (b) A spherical inclusion in the center of the medium (c)
Medium consisting of three layers.

A similar set of experiments is repeated with a low-scattering heterogeneous

medium of size 2 × 2 × 2 cm3. The first experiment has three different isotropic

tissue types scattered randomly (Fig. 4.6a), with reduced-scattering and absorp-

tion coefficients (µ′
s, µa) equal to (1 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), (1 cm−1, 1 cm−1), and

(0.5 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), respectively. The second experiment is with a phantom con-

sisting of a high absorption spherical inclusion (µ′
s = 1 cm−1, µa = 1 cm−1, g = 0) of

diameter 0.67 cm placed at the center of a homogeneous isotropic medium with

µ′
s = 1 cm−1 and µa = 0.01 cm−1 (Fig. 4.6b). In the third experiment, we

have a isotropic medium with µ′
s = 1cm−1, µa = 0.01 cm−1, that has a 0.67 cm

diameter low-scattering spherical inclusion at the center, as shown in Fig. 4.6b.

The optical properties of the low-scattering inclusion are µ′
s = 0.1 cm−1, µa =

0.001 cm−1, and g = 0. The fourth experiment is with a isotropic medium con-

sisting of three layers (Fig. 4.6c) of thickness 5 mm, 5 mm, and 10 mm, re-

spectively and the reduced-scattering and absorption coefficients (µ′
s, µa) equal to

(1 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), (0.5 cm−1, 0.1 cm−1) and (0.5 cm−1, 0.01 cm−1), respectively.

The results for these four types of low-scattering heterogeneous media are shown

in Fig. 4.8a-4.8d. We see that in all the cases, the Neumann-series output is in

agreement with the MC output.
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Figure 4.7: The Neumann-series and MC transmittance outputs in a mid-scattering
heterogeneous medium with (a) three different tissue types scattered randomly (b)
a high-absorption spherical inclusion at the center of the medium (c) a very-low
scattering inclusion at the center of the medium (d) layered medium.

4.4.3 Computational requirements

In this section, we first show the speedup obtained with the GPU-based implemen-

tation of the code. As mentioned earlier, the CPU-version of the code is executed

on a Intel quad core E5520 2.65 GHz processor, which has four cores and eight

threads, so the execution on this system is not really single-threaded. To evaluate

the timing improvements, we performed multiple experiments, in which we vary the
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Figure 4.8: The Neumann-series and MC transmittance outputs in a low-scattering
heterogeneous medium with (a) three different tissue types scattered randomly (b)
a high-absorption spherical inclusion at the center of the medium (c) a very-low
scattering inclusion at the center of the medium (d) layered medium.

number of voxels in the medium, the scattering and absorption coefficients and the

number of spherical harmonics. The results are shown in Table A.4, where in the

final column, we show the speedup with the GPU implementation. The speedup

obtained for one execution of the attenuation kernel is presented. In the table, nVox

denotes the number of voxels in the phantom. We find that even in simple cases,

there is up to two orders of speed improvement when using the GPU as compared

to a state-of-the-art but non-GPU hardware.
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The GPU implementation leads to good computational efficiency for the code.

For example, all the simulations executed for the low-scattering isotropic medium

in Sec. 4.4.1 and Sec. 4.4.2 require less than a minute. However, the computation

time increases significantly for medium and high-scattering media, since such media

require higher number of voxels for accurate discretization, and the execution of

a larger number of Neumann-series terms. Also, the computation time increases

significantly as the number of spherical harmonic coefficients required to represent

the distribution function increase. Theoretically, the timing requirements increase

almost linearly with the value of (L+1)2. For anisotropic-scattering media (g 6= 0),

the number of spherical harmonics required to represent the distribution function

accurately is high. Therefore, for such media, the computational time required will

be considerably higher.

Table 4.1: Speedup with GPU implementation

Configuration CPU (in sec) GPU (in sec) Speedup
nVox=203, L=0 59 1.3 45X

nVox=203, L=1 237 3.3 72X

nVox=203, L=2 674 7.2 94X

nVox=203, L=3 1578 14.2 111X

nVox=403, L=0 5614 35.4 159X

nVox=403, L=1 22764 134.2 170X

4.5 Discussions and conclusions

In this chapter, we have presented the mathematical methods and the software to im-

plement the integral form of the RTE for modeling light propagation in non-uniform

media for a diffuse optical imaging setup. Using the Neumann-series approach, the

RTE is solved for a completely heterogeneous 3-D media. The method is paralleliz-

able and, with the implementation on the GPU, the computational efficiency of the
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method is also very good, and up to two orders of magnitude higher than a non-GPU

implementation. As part of this software, we have also implemented the Siddon’s

algorithm on the GPU. We demonstrate the accuracy of the Neumann-series method

in simulating light propagation in small-geometry heterogeneous phantoms with dif-

ferent kinds of models.

We observe that the Neumann-series RTE algorithm simulates photon propaga-

tion accurately in scenarios where the diffusion approximation is inaccurate. For

example, it can handle pencil-beam-like sources as the emission source, unlike the

diffusion approximation [129,131]. Also, the Neumann-series approach can simulate

photon propagation accurately when the absorption coefficient is close to the scat-

tering coefficient. The Neumann-series method works well in these scenarios since it

handles the effect due to the absorption event accurately. This is possible due to the

mathematical formalism of the Neumann series, and our implementation procedure,

where we evaluate the effect of the XΞ term separately and in the normal (r, ŝ)

basis instead of the spherical harmonic basis. We also see that the Neumann-series

method can simulate photon propagation even when the scattering and absorption

coefficients are extremely small, which is true in void-like spaces such as ventri-

cles and the sub-arachnoid space. Our method can also simulate light propagation

through optically-thin regions, which can be useful in many studies [146, 149]. We

also show that the Neumann-series approach can simulate light propagation in thin

layered media, where the diffusion approximation is not applicable [150]. Therefore,

there are many advantages to the Neumann-series implementation as compared to

the diffusion approximation.

While the Neumann-series method is completely general and can be used to

model light propagation in any medium, it is computationally very intensive for

optically-thick media. We have observed that the Neumann-series approach is prac-

tical to use for media that have the product of their scattering coefficient and length,

i.e. µsH less than 4. However, for media with greater optical thickness, increase in

computational capacity will lead to the method being more practical. In contrast,

the diffusion-approximation is very effective for optically-thick media. Thus, the
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Neumann-series method can be used to complement the diffusion-approximation-

based methods in many cases. The usage of the Neumann-series method for mod-

eling light propagation through optically thin media such as skin, and in imaging

techniques like window-chamber imaging [101] can also be explored. Also, with

the increase in computing technology, the Neumann-series approach can be imple-

mented in lesser time in future. NVIDIA plans to release the Maxwell generation

of GPU architecture in 2013, which is predicted to perform about 16 times faster

than the current GPU architectures [151]. Similarly, there are significant advances

occurring in the fields of multiprocessor, multicore and cluster computing [152,153],

all of which will lead to higher computational capacity. A single-equation framework

to simulate light propagation can be advantageous when the computational power

increases.

In the proposed Neumann-series implementation, we have two variable simu-

lation parameters, namely the number of spherical harmonic coefficients, and the

number of voxels used to discretize the medium. To determine an appropriate value

for these parameters, we execute the Neumann-series algorithm with increasing val-

ues for these parameters. We have verified the convergence of the Neumann-series

approach to the correct solution as the value of these parameters is increased, in

Chapter 3. Therefore, the value at which the output of the Neumann-series approach

converges approximately gives us a good value for these simulation parameters. We

have also added another feature in our software that can help determine suitable

values for these parameters. This feature computes the number of photons that

are output from all the faces of the medium. For a non-absorbing medium, by the

principle of photon conversation, the number of photons that enter and exit the

medium should be equal. Let us consider a medium that has its scattering coeffi-

cient much greater than the absorption coefficient. For this medium, we execute the

Neumann-series simulations with the absorption coefficient set to zero and find out

those values of spherical harmonic coefficients and number of voxels at which the

number of output photons is approximately equal to the number of input photons.

The values thus determined give us an approximate number for the two simulation
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parameters for this media. Since scattering is often the dominant photon-interaction

mechanism at optical wavelengths, this feature can be used in many scenarios.

We would also like to discuss the performance of the Neumann-series method

with MC-based methods for simulating photon propagation. We find that for low-

scattering media, the time required by the GPU implementation of the Neumann-

series method and CPU-based MC simulation are similar. However, for high-

scattering media, the time required by the CPU-based MC method is smaller. Based

on these comparisons, we believe that the GPU-based MC method would outperform

the Neumann-series method in terms of computational time requirements. However,

the MC method is a stochastic approach to model photon simulation, which can lead

to uncertainty in the computed output. The Neumann-series method is an analytic

deterministic approach and thus, the output computed using this method is exact

and does not suffer from issues due to randomness. The Neumann-series method can

have errors due to finite discretization, but these errors can be reduced by increasing

the number of voxels or the number of spherical harmonics.

Another advantage of the Neumann-series method compared to the MC method

is with regard to the reconstruction task in DOT. As we had mentioned earlier,

the forward modeling of photon propagation in DOT is mainly required to perform

the reconstruction task, i.e. to determine the optical properties of the tissue. The

image reconstruction approaches are often based on some kind of gradient-descent

mechanism, where the gradient of some distance measure between the experimen-

tally determined output image and the simulated output with respect to the optical

properties of the medium is evaluated [15]. The value of this gradient is then used

to update the optical properties of the medium. Therefore, it is essential in these

gradient-descent schemes that the gradient be computed accurately. In a MC-based

scheme, this gradient can be computed only as a numerical approximation, i.e. we

evaluate the output image at two nearby values of the optical properties of the tissue,

compute the distance between these output images and divide it by the difference

between the optical properties of the tissue. The computed gradient can also be

erroneous due to the uncertainty in the output obtained using MC-based schemes.
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In contrast, the Neumann-series approach, due to its analytic nature, provides us

with an avenue to evaluate the gradient analytically. We present this gradient-

descent-based image reconstruction approach in Chapter 7. Thus, there are some

advantages of the Neumann-series method as compared to the MC-based method,

in spite of the high computational requirements of the former.

We would like to highlight that in the Neumann-series RTE formulation, the

number of terms in the series is equal to the number of scattering events. Therefore,

our method can be used to separate the measured output light in an experiment

into components with different number of scattering events, as has previously been

attempted [154, 155]. Also, using the Neumann-series method, we can separate

the scattered light from the measured light distribution in a DOT imaging system.

This information can be used to design reconstruction algorithms to obtain optical

properties of the media. Another important application for the Neumann-series

method is in the field of computer graphics, where the suggested software can be

used either for rendering or to estimate the scattering properties of the media [149].

A limitation of the suggested method is the zero-reflection boundary conditions.

While this condition can be partially met in some experimental setups with non-

reflective boundaries, in a tissue, it is unlikely that no reflection will occur at the

surfaces. Based on our initial studies, incorporating the boundary conditions will

require a fundamental change in the Neumann-series form of the RTE and we are

currently investigating this. Another improvement in the suggested approach is to

use block structured grids that are adaptively discretized, similar to the approach

suggested by Montejo et al. [31]. This can also improve the computational efficiency

of the method.

To summarize, we have developed software to simulate light propagation through

completely non-uniform 3-D media using the Neumann-series form of the RTE. The

method is completely general and gives very accurate results in cases where the

diffusion approximation breaks down, but is computationally intensive for optically-

thick media. With further mathematical and algorithmic research in optimizing the

Neumann-series algorithm and with the advances in parallel computing hardware,
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we believe that the Neumann-series approach can produce accurate results for many

types of medium in reasonable times. With the advances in technology, an inter-

disciplinary research in this field by scientists in the fields of physics, mathematics,

computer science and medicine can lead to important advances and has exciting

prospects.
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CHAPTER 5

INVESTIGATING SIGNAL DETECTION IN DIFFUSE OPTICAL

TOMOGRAPHY

In the previous two chapters, we have discussed the potential of diffuse optical

tomography (DOT) as a non-invasive medical imaging modality. Many research

groups are engaged in designing novel DOT imaging systems [156–159], and evalu-

ation of these systems is required to assess their performance in clinically relevant

tasks [160, 161]. An important task in DOT is the detection of absorptive signals

in tissue. In DOT, typically the anomalous regions in tissue are distinguished by a

higher absorption coefficient as compared to the rest of the medium [37, 38]. How-

ever, the sensitivity of diffuse-light measurements drops off quickly with penetration

depth in the tissue, leading to poor depth resolution in DOT [39, 162]. Since the

scattering coefficients are generally up to two orders of magnitude higher than the

absorption coefficient in tissues, the task of detecting a signal with a small change

in absorption coefficient, or estimating the absorption coefficient of the anomalous

region is very difficult. However, one of the main advantages of DOT is its potential

to probe deeper into the tissue as compared to some of the other optical imaging

modalities such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) or endoscopy. Thus, an

important design parameter for any DOT system is the signal detectability pro-

vided by the system at larger penetration depth. Similarly, the variation in signal

detectability as a function of the signal size and contrast are also important design

parameters.

To investigate the variation in detectability as a function of signal depth, an

appropriate study would be to compute the performance of the Bayesian ideal ob-

server on the task of detecting the signal in the background [87]. The Bayesian ideal

observer uses the likelihood ratio to compute a test statistic from the image data

and computes it against a threshold. This observer uses all information available to
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make decisions, and is optimized by several criteria, one of them being that it max-

imizes the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, a quantity

also known as the area under curve (AUC). Moreover, the ideal observer uses the

raw data, and does not suffer from the issue of information loss arising due to the

reconstruction algorithm. However, the AUC of an ideal observer is computationally

very intensive to compute. Often Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods are required

to implement an observer study using the ideal observer. The computational com-

plexity often discourages the usage of ideal observer. Thus, an approximation to

the AUC of the ideal observer that is faster to compute can be very useful.

The use of Fisher information to determine the information content of measured

data when performing an estimation task is quite well established [87]. For a given

estimation task, the inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) gives the Cramér

Rao bound (CRB), which is a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased esti-

mator that processes the measured data. However, more recently, it has been also

shown that when we are trying to detect a small change in the vector parameter of a

parametrized family of probability distribution functions (PDFs), there is a connec-

tion between the Fisher information matrix (FIM) and the performance of the ideal

observer on a detection task, as measured by the AUC [163, 164]. Therefore, the

FIM can serve as a useful surrogate figure of merit that approximates ideal observer

performance in detection tasks. In this chapter, our objective is to demonstrate the

usage of the FIM as a surrogate figure of merit for performing detection tasks in

DOT. Since in DOT, typically the signal consists of a region with a higher absorp-

tion coefficient as compared to the rest of the background, we will determine the

Fisher information with respect to the absorption coefficients. In the process, we

will also present mathematical derivations that are required to evaluate the FIM.

An important quantity required to evaluate the FIM is the gradient of the photon

distribution function with respect to the absorption coefficient. We will derive an

analytic expression for this, along with an analytic expression for the gradient of

the photon distribution function with respect to the scattering coefficient. These

derived analytic expressions can also be used to perform image reconstruction in
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DOT using gradient-based schemes.

Currently most methods to evaluate DOT systems or investigate signal de-

tectability in DOT systems do not use observer studies [161]. Metrics such as

contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) and positional errors (PE) [37–39,165] have been used

to evaluate the performance of depth resolution provided by DOT reconstruction

algorithms. The PE metric quantifies the error in locating a signal, while the CNR

gives a measure of the whether the object can be detected from the background.

These metrics are not ideal to evaluate DOT systems since they require a recon-

struction step, which can lead to information loss about the data. Moreover, the

CNR metric does not really correlate very well with detection performance, and fails

especially when we have correlation noise, which is often the case in DOT, where

we have structured objects and Poisson noise is the dominant noise source. Ziegler

et al. [166, 167] have devised a statistical method to use raw data to evaluate DOT

systems. However, their method essentially just gives us one point on the ROC

curve, and therefore is not comprehensive. A probabilistic detection theory has

been devised by Morgan et al. [168], which evaluates the detection performance of

a system based on the area of overlap of the signal present and signal absent PDFs

of the data. However, this approach is not suitable for multidimensional data, since

it is very complicated to compute area under multidimensional PDFs, and often,

different components of the data vector contribute different weights to the final test

statistic that is used to make a decision about the presence of the signal. There

have been previous studies on using Hotelling observers to evaluate various DOT

system configurations [95,169]. However, a framework to evaluate signal detectabil-

ity in DOT systems using ideal observers has not been proposed. It is the objective

of this chapter to demonstrate the use of ideal observer, using a easier-to-compute

surrogate figure of merit, to evaluate detectability in DOT as a function of depth.

We first derive the framework to evaluate detectability for a general DOT setup,

and present its implementation on NVIDIA graphics processing units (GPUs) for a

specific DOT system. We then demonstrate the application of the derived frame-

work to investigate signal detectability in this DOT system for some simple signal
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known exactly/background known exactly (SKE/BKE) tasks.

5.1 Relation between signal detectability and Fisher information in DOT

In this section, we will analyze the relation between signal detectability and Fisher

information for a general diffuse optical imaging setup. Let us denote the image data

obtained using a general DOT setup by g, which we assume to be anM -dimensional

vector. Let us also denote the signal absent and the signal present hypothesis by H0

and H1, respectively. The objective in the detection task is to determine if g is a

sample from the signal-absent PDF, denoted by pr(g|H0), or the signal-present PDF,

denoted by pr(g|H1). The Bayesian ideal observer performs this task by evaluating

the likelihood ratio t(g) and comparing it to a threshold. The likelihood ratio t(g)

is given by

t(g) =
pr(g|H1)

pr(g|H0)
. (5.1)

To use this observer in the DOT context, let us first define a coefficient function

µ(r), which denotes the scattering/absorption coefficient at location r. Let us also

denote the absorption and scattering coefficients at location r by µa(r) and µs(r),

respectively. Let us discretize the general function µ(r) using a certain spatial basis

with basis functions given by φn(r). The representation of the coefficient function

in this basis is given by

µ(r) =
N
∑

n=1

µnφn(r). (5.2)

Note that we are not placing any restriction on the support of these basis functions,

and thus they do not specifically need to be the commonly used voxel basis func-

tions. The basis function could in fact represent the support of different anatomical

structures in the tissue, which have similar absorption or scattering coefficients.

Let us denote the N -dimensional vector of the absorption coefficients by µa and

the vector of scattering coefficients by µs. For notational simplicity, let us denote

µ = {µa,µs}.
The detection task we consider is when the signal-present hypothesis is distin-

guished from the signal-absent hypothesis by a small change in the parameter vector
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µ. The signal-present hypothesis H1 and signal-absent hypothesis H0 are when the

parameter vector has value µ and µ0, respectively. Thus, the likelihood ratio for

this case is given by

tµ(g) =
pr(g|µ)
pr(g|µ0)

. (5.3)

To relate the ideal-observer AUC with the Fisher information, we introduce an

auxiliary variable x with a normally distributed PDF

pr(x|Hi) =
1

2πσ2
exp

[−(x− x̄i)
2

2σ2

]

, (5.4)

where we consider the random variable x as an additional source of information

about the signal that is statistically independent from our image data vector. The

amount of this additional information is parametrized by σ, and as σ tends to

infinity, the value of x gives no additional information about the signal. Using this

variable x, we define an augmented likelihood ratio

tµ,σ(g, x) =
pr(g|µ)pr(x|H1)

pr(g|µ0)pr(x|H0)
. (5.5)

For this augmented likelihood ratio, the detectability d(µ, σ) is defined by the rela-

tion

AUC(µ, σ) =
1

2

[

1 + erf

(

d(µ, σ)

2

)]

. (5.6)

We note that as σ → ∞, d2(µ, σ) → d2(µ). Also, when σ → ∞, since the variable

x provides no information, AUC(µ, σ) → AUC(µ). Using the definition of the

augmented likelihood ratio, it has been shown in Clarkson et al. [164] that

d2(µ) ∼= (µ− µ0)
†F (µ0)(µ− µ0). (5.7)

Therefore, the detectability, and thus the AUC for an ideal observer trying to detect

a small change to µ, is directly related to the Fisher information matrix evaluated

at µ0.

5.2 Evaluating the Fisher information matrix

Let us consider the same DOT setup as considered in the previous two chapters, and

as shown in Fig. 3.3. Let there beM detector elements, and let the flux measured by
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the mth detector element be denoted by gm. Let us also denote the image acquired

by the detector at the different faces by the vector g. The photon-starved nature of

DOT acquisition leads to the Poisson-distributed shot noise being the major noise

source. We assume our noise model to be Poisson distributed and given by

pr(g|ḡ) =
M
∏

m=1

(ḡm)
gm exp(−ḡm)
gm!

, (5.8)

where ḡm is the true noiseless mean image data, and where we have used the fact

that the Poisson noise in individual detector elements are independent of each other.

Taking the logarithm on both sides, we get the log-likelihood of the image data as

L(ḡ|g) = log pr(g|ḡ) =
M
∑

m=1

gm log ḡm − ḡm − log(gm!). (5.9)

The elements of the FIM are then given by

Fij = −
〈

∂2L
∂µj∂µi

〉

g|µi,µj

. (5.10)

To obtain the elements of the FIM, we take the derivative of the log-likelihood

(Eq. (5.9) with respect to coefficient µi. This leads to

∂L
∂µi

=
M
∑

m=1

(

gm
ḡm

− 1

)

∂ḡm
∂µi

. (5.11)

Taking the derivative of the above with respect to µj, we get

∂2L
∂µj∂µi

=
M
∑

m=1

(

−gm
ḡ2m

∂ḡm
∂µj

)

∂ḡm
∂µi

+

(

gm
ḡm

− 1

)

∂2ḡm
∂µj∂µi

. (5.12)

Averaging the above expression over g for a certain value of µ, we obtain

〈

∂2L
∂µj∂µi

〉

g|µ

= −
M
∑

m=1

1

ḡm

∂ḡm
∂µj

∂ḡm
∂µi

, (5.13)

since 〈gm〉g|µ = ḡm. Thus, to evaluate the elements of the FIM, we have to evalu-

ate the gradient of the mean image data with respect to the absorption/scattering

coefficients. This is the topic of the next section.
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5.3 Evaluating the gradient of the mean image data

We begin with writing the RTE in an alternative form, as given by Eq. (2.30), for

a monoenergetic time-independent source:

w = XΞ +XKw, (5.14)

where, as in the previous chapters, w, which is the short-hand notation for w(r, ŝ),

denotes the distribution function at at the 3-D location r in direction ŝ, and Ξ(r, ŝ)

denotes a mono-energetic time-independent source. The attenuation and scattering

transforms are denoted by the operators X and K, respectively. These effect of

these operators is given by Eqs. (2.31) and (2.12), and the scattering kernel is given

by Eq. (2.17). We note that Eq. (5.14) leads to the Neumann-series representation

of the RTE when we take the XKw term on the left hand side of the equation,

following which, to evaluate w, we use the Neumann-series expansion.

To evaluate the gradient of the mean image ḡ with respect to the nth coefficient

µn, we note that the mth element of the mean image data vector can be written in

the form:

ḡm = (hm, w), (5.15)

where hm denotes the sensitivity of the mth detector pixel to the distribution func-

tion. Therefore, we can write

∂ḡm
∂µn

=

(

hm,
∂w

∂µn

)

. (5.16)

Thus, we have to evaluate the gradient of the distribution function with respect to

µn. Using Eq. (5.14), we can write the expression for this gradient as

∂w

∂µn

=
∂X

∂µn

Ξ +
∂X

∂µn

Kw +X
∂K

∂µn

w +XK
∂w

∂µn

. (5.17)

Of the four terms in the above equation, the first two terms can be considered as

a new operator ∂X
∂µn

on another distribution function. Let us begin with evaluating

the first term. We know from Eq. (2.31) that the effect of the attenuated X-ray

transform is given by

[XΞ](r, ŝ) =
1

cm

∫ ∞

0

Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l

0

µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′
]

dl. (5.18)
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Taking the derivative of this equation with respect to µn, we get

∂X

∂µn

Ξ(r, ŝ) =

− 1

cm

∫ ∞

0

Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l

0

µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′
] [

∫ l

0

φn(r − ŝl′′)dl′′
]

dl. (5.19)

Interchanging the order of integration, we obtain

∂X

∂µn

Ξ(r, ŝ) =

− 1

cm

∫ ∞

0

φn(r − ŝl′′)

∫ ∞

l′′
Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l

0

µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′
]

dldl′′. (5.20)

Splitting the exponential integral into two parts, we get

∂X

∂µn

Ξ(r, ŝ) =

− 1

cm

∫ ∞

0

φn(r − ŝl′′) exp

[

−
∫ l′′

0

µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

∫ ∞

l′′
Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ)×

exp

[

−
∫ l

l′′
µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

dldl′′. (5.21)

We note that this is now starting to resemble like another attenuation transform,

except for the inner integral over l. We now attempt to simplify this integral further.

Performing a change of variables by replacing l − l′′ by l̃, we get

∫ ∞

l′′
Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l

l′′
µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

dl

=

∫ ∞

0

Ξ(r − ŝl̃ − ŝl′′, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l′′+l̃

l′′
µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

dl̃

=

∫ ∞

0

Ξ(r − ŝl̃ − ŝl′′, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l̃

0

µtot(r − ŝl′′ − ŝl̂)dl̂

]

dl̃, (5.22)

where in the last step, we had done another change of variables in the integral over l′

by replacing l′−l′′ by l̂. We recognize that this term is very similar to the attenuated

X-ray transform with the source Ξ(r − ŝl′′). More precisely

∫ ∞

l′′
Ξ(r − ŝl, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l

l′′
µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

dl = cmXΞ(r − ŝl′′, ŝ). (5.23)
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Substituting this in Eq. (5.21), we get

∂X

∂µn

Ξ(r, ŝ) =

− 1

cm

∫ ∞

0

φn(r − ŝl′′)cmXΞ(r − ŝl′′, ŝ) exp

[

−
∫ l′′

0

µtot(r − ŝl′)dl′

]

dl′′. (5.24)

Therefore, in operator notation, we can write

∂X

∂µn

Ξ = −cmX (φnXΞ), (5.25)

and hence, the first two terms in Eq. (5.17) are given by

∂X

∂µn

Ξ +
∂X

∂µn

Kw = −cmX [φn(XΞ +XKw)]

= −cmX (φnw), (5.26)

where in the second step, we have used Eq. (5.14). The third term in Eq. (5.17)

involves a gradient of the scattering operator. Evaluating this gradient is very easy,

since the scattering kernel, given by Eq. (2.17), is linear in µs. Let us denote the

scattering phase function by p(ŝ, ŝ′) for notational simplicity, as in Chapter 2. The

gradient of the scattering operator is given by

∂K

∂µn

w =
∂

∂µn

cmµs(r)

∫

p(ŝ, ŝ′)w(r, ŝ′)dŝ′

= ǫcmφn(r)

∫

p(ŝ, ŝ′)w(r, ŝ′)dŝ′

= ǫφnK1w, (5.27)

where ǫ = 0 when µ = µa, and 1 when µ = µs. Also the effect of the operator K1

on the distribution function is given by

[K1w](r, ŝ) = cm

∫

p(ŝ, ŝ′)w(r, ŝ′)dŝ′. (5.28)

Therefore, the third term in Eq. (5.17) is given by

X
∂K

∂µn

w = X (ǫφnK1w). (5.29)
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Substituting Eq. (5.26) and (5.29) in Eq. (5.17), we get

∂w

∂µn

= X (−cmφnw + ǫφnK1w) +XK
∂w

∂µn

. (5.30)

Comparing with Eq. (5.14), we realize that the above equation is just the RTE, with

the source term given by

Sn = −cmφnw + ǫφnK1w. (5.31)

Thus, to evaluate the gradient with respect to µn, we just have to evaluate each

term of the RTE with the source term as −φncw + ǫφnK1w, i.e. the distribution

function (−cw+ǫK1w) that exists over the spatial support of the n
th basis function.

To summarize, to evaluate the detectability of the signal at a certain location,

we use the relationship developed in Eq. (5.7). The expression for the Fisher in-

formation is determined using Eq. (5.10) and (5.13). Evaluating this expression in

turn requires us to evaluate the gradient of the photon distribution function, which

can be computed by executing the RTE with a source term that is dependent on the

spatial support of the signal. This framework will become clearer as we describe the

implementation of this scheme for a particular SKE/BKE task in the next section.

5.3.1 Implementation

We implement the proposed framework to investigate signal detectability in DOT

using the C programming language on a computing system with a 2.27 GHz Intel

Xeon quad core E5520 processor as the central processing unit (CPU) running a 64-

bit Linux operating system, and consisting of four NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPUs. To

evaluate the detectability, we must compute the mean image data and its gradient.

Computing these quantities requires solving the RTE. The Neumann-series RTE

software, developed as described in Chapter 4, is used to solve the RTE with a laser

beam as the source term, and execution of this software computes the mean image

data for the DOT setup. Using this software, the distribution function in all the

voxels is also computed. This quantity is stored, since it is required to compute the
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source term (Eq. (7.41)) for the RTE to compute the gradient of the mean image

data.

To evaluate the gradient of the mean image data, we first note that the RTE for

the gradient of the photon distribution function given by Eq. (5.30) can be written

in the following form as a Neumann series [90]:

∂w

∂µn

= XSn +XKXSn +XKXSn + . . . (5.32)

where Sn is the source term as given by Eq. (7.41). To implement this equation,

we further rewrite the equation in a spherical harmonic and voxel basis as below,

following the same procedure as outlined in Chapter 3:

Wd
′ = ASn +ADASn +ADADASn + . . . (5.33)

where A and D denote the attenuation and scatter operators in voxel and spherical

harmonic basis respectively, and Sn and Wd
′ are the source term and the deriva-

tive of the photon distribution function in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis,

respectively. We have derived the expressions for these operators and also imple-

mented these operators on the GPU for a non-uniform anisotropic scattering media

in Chapter 4. To evaluate the gradient, we need to substitute the source term by

the expression given by Eq. (7.41) in the spherical harmonic and voxel basis. This

quantity can be easily computed from the distribution function that we had com-

puted and stored earlier. Following this, an iterative application of the attenuation

and scattering operators until convergence, and a final application of Eq. (5.16)

yields the gradient of the mean image data [91]. Using the mean image data and its

gradient, the Fisher information, and therefore the detectability, can be evaluated

for any spatial support of the scattering or absorptive signal.

5.3.2 Methods for the specific SKE/BKE task

Our task is the detection of a high-absorption region in an otherwise homogeneous

background. Let the spatial support of the background and the high-absorption
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region be denoted by φ0(r) and φ1(r), respectively. Also, let the absorption coeffi-

cients of the background and high-absorption regions be denoted by µa,0 and µa,1,

respectively. The signal and the background are assumed to have the same scat-

tering coefficient. Let us also denote the difference between µa,0 and µa,1 by ∆µa.

Using Eq. (5.7), the expression for detectability in this case will be given by

d2(µ) = ∆µa
2Fa1,a1, (5.34)

where, using Eq. (5.13), Fa1,a1 is given by

Fa1,a1 =
M
∑

m=1

1

ḡm

(

∂ḡm
∂µa,1

)2

. (5.35)

Using Eq. (5.16), the gradient of the image data with respect to µa,1 is given by

∂ḡm
∂µn

=

(

hm,
∂w

∂µa,1

)

. (5.36)

To evaluate the gradient of the photon distribution with respect to µa,1, in accor-

dance with Eq. (5.30) we execute the RTE with the source term as

Sn = −cmφ1w. (5.37)

Therefore, the mean output image ḡ and the gradient of the mean output image can

both be evaluated using the RTE. To vary the signal depth, we can simply vary the

spatial support of the signal, which is given by φ1(r). The variation of detectability

with other parameters, such as the size and contrast of the signal, and the scattering

coefficient of the background can also be studied using this framework.

Before presenting the observer studies, we would like to mention that the

Neumann-series method is accurate in many scenarios where the conventionally

used diffusion approximation breaks down, such as DOT setups with collimated

light sources [90, 129, 131], optically-thin media [90, 146], media with low-scattering

void-like regions [36,91] and media where the absorption coefficient is similar to the

scattering coefficient [24, 91, 147]. Investigating signal detectability in media where

the diffusion approximation breaks down is an important research problem [161]. In
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our observer studies, we consider experimental setups in which the diffusion approx-

imation breaks down, and study the variation in signal detectability as we vary the

signal and phantom properties. Thus these observer studies present some interesting

insights about signal detectability in DOT, and also evaluates phantom configura-

tions where the diffusion approximation breaks down. However, these studies do

not compare different DOT systems. We would like to treat these studies as a proof

of concept to illustrate the validity of the derived framework.

5.4 Experiments and results

We now demonstrate the application of the derived framework to investigate signal

detectability for a particular test DOT system, as the various properties of the

phantom and the signal are varied. As mentioned earlier, our intent in performing

these observer studies is to validate the proposed framework. Our DOT setup is

as shown in Fig. 5.1, where a collimated 10 mW laser source emits a beam of

NIR light with a transverse circular profile. The beam is incident on the center

of the entrance face of the scattering medium. The scattering medium is a 3-D

phantom of dimensions 2×2×2 cm3, characterized by a reduced scattering coefficient

µs′ = µs(1 − g). The background of the phantom is homogeneous with absorption

and scattering coefficients given by 0.01 cm−1 and 1 cm−1, respectively. Thus, this

is a small-geometry media where the light source is collimated which is a case where

the diffusion approximation breaks down [129, 146]. The experiments are carried

out for non-reentry boundary conditions, so that the refractive index of the medium

is fixed to unity. The value of the anisotropic coefficient g of the media is 0. The

signal is spherical in shape with a radius of 1.5 mm and has the same scattering

coefficient as the background, but a higher absorption coefficient of 0.011 cm−1. The

DOT setup consists of a pixellated detector in the x− y plane, consisting of 20× 20

pixels, and of dimensions 2×2 cm2, which is in contact with the entrance face of the

tissue and measures the reflected intensity. In the Neumann-series method, for all

the experiments, we chose the number of spherical harmonic coefficients such that
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the value of L is 3.

Figure 5.1: The DOT setup for our experiments.

5.4.1 Signal detectability as a function of depth

In the first experiment, the signal is placed approximately in the center of the x− y

plane. The x−y coordinates of the center of the signal are (0.5 mm, 0.5 mm), and its

location is varied along the z dimension. We would expect that since we are using

only the reflected intensity to make inferences about the presence of the signal,

the detectability would decrease as the signal depth increases. The detectability

is computed using the developed software and plotted as a function of the signal

location in Fig. 5.2, and we observe the expected trend.

We then shift the location of the signal to an off-axis position (x, y) =

(5.5 mm, 5.5 mm), and repeat the above experiment. The plot of detectability vs.

signal depth is plotted in Fig. 5.2. As we would expect, when the depth increases,

the signal detectability reduces. Also, we expect that the detectability should be

lower for an off-axis signal compared to an on-axis signal, and the plot shows this

trend.

5.4.2 Signal detectability as a function of the scattering coefficient of the tissue

In the next experiment, we vary the scattering coefficient of the tissue. The signal

has the same scattering coefficient as the background. The object is placed at three
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Figure 5.2: The signal detectability as a function of the depth of the signal for
on-axis and off-axis signal locations.

different on-axis locations at 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm from the reflected face,

respectively. It would be expected that as the scattering coefficient increases, due

to increased scattering, the detectability of the signal will decrease. However, the

process of scattering also contributes to attenuation, and thus, an increase in the

scattering coefficient also causes an increase in the value of the attenuation coefficient

of the signal, which should lead to increased detectability.

We plot the signal detectability as a function of the scattering coefficient for

these three locations of the signal in Fig. 5.3. We find that the plot reflects the

discussed trade-off. When the signal depth is small, scattering has very little ef-

fect on detectability. Thus, a high value of scattering coefficient leads to improved

detectability. However, as the signal depth increases, the effects of increase in scat-

tering tends to outweigh the increase in the attenuation coefficient. At moderate

depth values there are some optimal scattering coefficients at which the detectabil-

ity is maximum. For higher depth values, the scattering effect dominates and an

increase in scattering coefficient leads to an decrease in detectability.
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Figure 5.3: The signal detectability as a function of the scattering coefficient for
different signal depths

5.4.3 Signal detectability as a function of signal size and signal depth

Due to the poor spatial resolution in DOT, it is important to investigate the variation

in detectability as a function of the signal size. To study this variation, in the next

experiment, we vary the radius of the spherical signal from 0.5 to 2 mm, and for

each size, vary the depth from 2.5 mm to 16.5 mm. The result of this experiment

is plotted in Fig. 5.4. As expected, an increase in the size of the signal leads to an

increase in detectability, for all values of signal depth.

5.4.4 Signal detectability as a function of signal size and signal contrast

Another important study in DOT is the variation in detectability as a function of

the signal size and signal contrast [161], where signal contrast refers to the differ-

ence between the absorption coefficients of the signal and the background. We can

perform this observer study using the proposed framework, . In our study, we vary

the absorption coefficient of a spherical signal from 0.011 cm−1 to 0.05 cm−1. Si-

multaneously, the radius of the signal is also increased from 0.5 mm to 2.5 mm.
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Figure 5.4: The signal detectability as a function of the signal size for different signal
depths
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Figure 5.5: The signal detectability as a function of the signal contrast for different
signal sizes

The signal is placed at a depth of 2.5 mm from the exit face of the tissue. From

the results plotted in Fig. 5.5, we observe that as the signal contrast increases, the

detectability also increases, which is an expected result.

5.5 Discussions and conclusions

In this chapter, we have suggested a framework to evaluate signal detectability

in DOT using a SFoM that approximates the performance of the Bayesian ideal

observer and is based on the Fisher information. We have also implemented this
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framework using the Neumann-series RTE to simulate light propagation through

the tissue. The software has been developed on NVIDIA GPUs for computational

efficiency. This framework can be used to evaluate the detectability of an absorptive

or scattering signal in any general DOT setup.

We have also derived an expression to compute the gradient of the mean image

data as a function of the scattering and absorption coefficients. This expression

is required when evaluating the Fisher information, but can also have many other

applications, such as in image reconstruction, or in studying information content of

DOT data with respect to certain estimation tasks. The expression for the gradient

is very useful since it just requires executing the RTE with a different source term.

Moreover, while we have used the Neumann-series form of the RTE to evaluate the

gradient, the form of the gradient is general and can also be computed using any

method to solve the RTE, including the differential methods [170] [18], [24] and the

Monte Carlo methods [135]. Each of these methods have advantages in terms of

computational efficiency for different kind of phantoms, and thus, depending on the

phantom type, the appropriate method can be used.

We have also demonstrated the application of the developed SFoM to some ob-

server studies. In these observer studies, we study signal detectability as a function

of signal depth, signal size, signal contrast, and the scattering coefficient of the tis-

sue. We observe that while signal detectability decreases with an increase in depth,

and increases with an increase in signal contrast and signal size, the relation is not as

straightforward when we vary the scattering coefficient of the tissue. While varying

the scattering coefficient of the tissue, it is observed that for a given signal depth,

there are optimum values of scattering coefficients at which the detectability is max-

imized. These observer studies predict expected trends, and thus help to validate

the proposed framework.

The observer studies that we have performed investigate signal detectability as

a function of the signal and phantom parameters. The studies also evaluate the

performance of a particular DOT system for a certain detection task. Thus, the

proposed methodology can be used to evaluate the performance of various DOT
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systems on different detection tasks. Also, while we have not illustrated through

examples, but the developed framework can be used to compare different DOT

systems for different detection tasks. For example, for a given task and a given

phantom, the detectability for different systems can be computed using the proposed

framework, and using these computed values, the best system on the detection task

can be determined.

This study has been performed for signals with low values of scattering coeffi-

cients. This is because the developed Neumann-series RTE approach is computa-

tionally intensive for media that have very high values of µsH, where H denotes the

length of the tissue [90]. However, with improvement in computational capacity, it

should be possible to perform this study using the Neumann-series RTE with higher

values of scattering and absorption coefficients [91]. We can also use the differential

methods for solving the RTE to perform this study for high-scattering media.

In this chapter, we have investigated the signal detectability for a very sim-

ple SKE/BKE task. However, the framework developed in this chapter is general

and can be used for studying more rigorous detection tasks. Accounting for tissue

variability is an important component of the observer study, and a more detailed

simulation study should rigorously analyze this source of variability by considering

more accurate object models. In this chapter, our objective is to demonstrate that

Fisher information can be used as a SFoM to perform such observer studies, and

to present a derivation to evaluate the gradient of the objective functional that is

required in such a study. Thus, we choose a simple task, and hope that the chap-

ter will motivate further interest in the usage of SFoM and the derived gradient

expression for other observer studies as well as reconstruction and other estimation

tasks.

We have performed our analysis with a Poisson noise model, since this is the

major source of noise in DOT systems, and often masks the other noise sources

[169,171]. However, our analysis can be easily extended to a detector that has noise

sources that have normal and Poisson PDFs. For example, in the DOT setup being

considered, the detector might have significant thermal and readout noise, which can
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be modeled using a normal distribution. Under some assumptions, the combined

effect of both these noise sources can be approximated by another normal PDF [172].

Using the methods that we have developed in Chapter 7, we can compute the first

and second-order statistics to describe such a normal distribution. Also, the Fisher

information for a Gaussian noise model can be easily obtained. Thus, the study in

this chapter can be extended to alternate noise models for the detector.
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CHAPTER 6

JOINT RECONSTRUCTION OF ACTIVITY AND ATTENUATION MAP IN

SPECT IMAGING USING LM EMISSION DATA

6.1 Introduction

The phenomenon of scattering and attenuation affect image quality in single-photon

emission computed tomography (SPECT) [12, 40]. Thus, various techniques have

been devised to perform attenuation and scatter correction in SPECT. However,

most of these techniques require an attenuation map, for which, an additional X-

ray computed tomography (CT) scan must be performed on the patient [11,12,40–

46]. These CT-based-attenuation-correction (CTAC) schemes result in increased

radiation dose, which is a cause of concern for the patients health [48–50]. Recently,

a New England Journal of Medicine article concluded that as many as 1 in 50 cancers

in the USA may be attributable to the radiation from CT studies [50]. Acquiring

the extra CT scan also increases the costs and the acquisition time. Combined

SPECT/CT imaging may also introduce some contamination of emission photons

with transmission photons. There is also a possibility of mis-registration between

the transmission dataset with the emission dataset [51]. Often, these CTAC schemes

are implemented using dual-modality systems [42,43]. Such a dual-modality system

may have a reduced field of view due to use of a fan or cone-beam collimation for

transmission imaging. Designing such a dual-modality system also complicates the

scanner design and the data acquisition and processing protocols [52]. Due to these

reasons, the possibility to perform attenuation and scatter correction without the

need for transmission CT data is important and can have significant and immediate

clinical appeal [12].

Research in transmission-less image reconstruction in SPECT has had a long

history, starting with the pioneering work of Censor et al. [53]. The techniques that
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Figure 6.1: Classification of the current approaches for transmission-less SPECT
image reconstruction

have been proposed since can be divided in two classes, as shown in Fig. 6.1. The

first class of algorithms attempt to estimate the attenuation coefficients directly from

the emission data. These algorithms either try to perform iterative inversion of the

forward mathematical model [53, 55–57], or exploit the consistency conditions that

are based on the forward model [52, 58, 59, 173]. However, these methods are slow,

and mostly use only the data around the photopeak events neglecting the scattered

photons. The techniques have met with only limited success [12]. The second class

of algorithms exploit the fact that attenuation in SPECT is a direct consequence

of Compton scattering, and thus use the the scattered data to reconstruction the

attenuation map. Scattered data are used to highlight the boundaries between the

different tissues [46] to determine a segmented attenuation map, to which predefined

attenuation coefficients are assigned [46, 54]. This method works well when the

activity is widely distributed [60–64], but it has limitations when the activity is

focal [12]. There are also some preliminary studies on estimating the attenuation

map by inverting the models used to correct for scatter [65, 66], but the methods

are still slow.

A major issue with these methods is that they have less information to begin
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with, since either they don’t use the scattered photon data, or if they do, then they

“bin” the data, which leads to information loss. At SPECT imaging energies, the

dominant photon-interaction mechanism within the tissue is Compton scattering.

Thus the scattered-photon data should provide information about the attenuation

map of the tissue. Another way we can avoid loss of information is by acquiring and

processing data in list-mode (LM) format. In this format, for each detected gamma-

ray photon, the measured attributes of the photon such as its energy and position

of interaction with the scintillation crystal, are estimated and recorded. The photon

is not just a count in a detector bin, and therefore, the loss in information due

to the binning process is avoided. An important question then is the possibility to

perform joint reconstruction of the activity and attenuation map using the scattered

and photopeak photon data acquired in LM format. In this chapter, we investigate

this possibility. We begin with deriving a path-based formalism to process scattered

photon data. We then use Fisher information analysis to study the information

content of LM SPECT emission data. We derive the terms of the Fisher information

matrix (FIM) with respect to the activity and attenuation map coefficients. The

inverse of the FIM gives the Cramér-Rao bound (CRB), which is a lower bound on

the variance of any unbiased estimate of the activity and attenuation map coefficients

that can be computed from the LM data. Therefore, it helps us determine if the

LM data contains information to reconstruct the activity and attenuation map.

6.2 Likelihood of observed data and a path-based formalism to analyze scattered-

photon data

In a SPECT imaging system, when the gamma ray emitted from the object interacts

with the scintillator, then using the measured output of the detector, the energy and

position of interaction of the gamma-ray photon with the crystal are estimated and

recorded. Instead of binning this data, which results in large memory requirements

and information loss due to discretization [174,175], we store the attributes of each

event in a LM format [96, 174, 176, 177]. LM storage treats the data as a point in
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continuous measurement space, rather than as a count to a position and energy bin,

and allows us to account for detector noise characteristics [178,179].

To establish the notation, we describe the object f(r) using the set of functions

{λ(r), µ(r)}, where λ(r) and µ(r) are functions that describe the activity and atten-

uation maps, respectively. We discretize the object in a voxel basis intoM voxels, so

the unknown activity and attenuation maps are now a set ofM -dimensional vectors

{λ,µ}. We denote the M unknown elements of the activity and attenuation map,

by {λ1, . . . , λM} and {µ1, . . . , µM}, respectively, where λi is the mean number of

photons emitted from the ith voxel per unit time, and µi is the attenuation coeffi-

cient of the ith voxel. We assume that our system is preset-time so the measurement

time T is fixed, while the number of events J is a random variable. We would like

to mention that our analysis can be easily extended to a preset-count system. We

denote the estimated attributes of the jth detected event, which includes the esti-

mated energy and the estimated position of interaction of the gamma-ray photon

with the scintillation crystal, by the attribute vector Âj. We also denote the true

attribute vector by Aj. Also, we denote the full LM dataset of estimated attributes

as Â = {Âj, j = 1, 2, ...J}. Let us also denote the corresponding LM data of true

attributes by A. The likelihood of the observed data is given by

pr(Â, J |λ,µ) = pr(J |λ,µ)
J
∏

j=1

pr(Âj|λ,µ), (6.1)

where we use the fact that the J detected events are independent of each other.

Taking the logarithm on both sides of the resulting equation, we obtain the log-

likelihood of the observed LM data, which we denote by L(λ,µ|Â, T ) as

L(λ,µ|Â, T ) =
J
∑

j=1

log pr(Âj|λ,µ) + log pr(J |λ,µ). (6.2)

To compute the CRB, we should be able to differentiate the log-likelihood with re-

spect to the activity and attenuation map coefficient values. This requires obtaining

an analytic expression for pr(Âj|λ,µ) and pr(J |λ,µ).
Let us define a parameter β which gives the mean arrival rate of photons on the

detector. Then the number of measured counts J is a Poisson-distributed random
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variable with mean β.

pr(J |λ,µ) = (βT )J exp(−βT )
J !

. (6.3)

We thus have an analytic expression for pr(J |λ,µ). Computing the analytic ex-

pression for pr(Âj|{λ,µ}) is however, much more complicated. To simplify this,

we realize that each LM event is a result of a certain path P that is traveled by

the gamma-ray photon. The concept of the path of the photon is illustrated in

Fig. 6.2. A path P taken by a gamma-ray photon can be defined by a set of vox-

els {k0, k1, . . . kn}, where k0 is the voxel from which the photon is emitted, and

k1, k2, . . . kn denote the voxels in which the photon suffers from scattering. Given

the path of the photon, we can derive expressions for the probability of the LM

event given the path, pr(Âj|P), and the probability of the path itself, Pr(P|λ,µ).
We thus decompose pr(Âj|{λ,µ}) as a mixture model over all possible paths, where

the components of the mixture are the probabilities that a LM event occurs given a

path, and the weight of each component is the probability of the considered path:

pr(Âj|λ,µ) =
∑

P

pr(Âj|P,λ,µ)Pr(P|λ,µ). (6.4)

Since the LM event has already occurred, the probability of the event given the path

is independent of the activity and attenuation map, i.e. pr(Âj|P,λ,µ) = pr(Âj|P),
provided the probability of the path accounts for the emission and attenuation phe-

nomena. In our formalism, we ensure that the probability of the path accounts for

these phenomena. Using Eq. (6.2), we can rewrite the log-likelihood of the data given

the activity and attenuation map in terms of this mixture-model decomposition as

L(λ,µ|Â, T ) =
J
∑

j=1

log
∑

P

pr(Âj|P)Pr(P|λ,µ) + log pr(J |λ,µ). (6.5)

To derive the elements of the FIM, we need to obtain analytic expression for

Pr(P|λ,µ), which is the topic of the next section.
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Figure 6.2: A schematic showing the various paths that a emitted gamma-ray photon
can take.

6.3 Using the RTE to compute the probability of a path

The probability of a path Pr(P|λ,µ, J) can be described in terms of the mean rate

of photon transmission through the considered path:

Pr(P|λ,µ, J) =
Mean rate of photons incident on detector through the considered path

Mean rate of photons incident on detector
.

(6.6)

We use the radiative transport equation (RTE) [90, 91] to derive an expression for

the mean photon transport that occurs along the considered path. This expression

accounts for the processes of emission of radiation from the source, the attenuation

of the radiation as the photon propagates through the path, and the Compton

scattering of the photons in the various voxels in the path. To derive this expression,

we must define a basis to represent the photon distribution function. To represent

the spatial and angular dependence of the photon distribution function, we use the
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spatial and angular voxel basis, respectively. The spatial voxel basis functions are

denoted by φi(r), and are defined as

φi(r) =











1, if r lies inside the ith voxel.

0, otherwise.
(6.7)

An angular voxel is analogous to a spatial voxel, but in the angular space. Let ∆Ω

be a direction vector with a magnitude ∆Ω that is equal to the solid angle that a

path subtends in the space. Let ŝ denote the direction vector in 3-D space, and let

ŝj denote the jth instance of this vector. Then the jth angular 3-D voxel ψj(ŝ) is

defined as below:

ψj(ŝ) =











1, if ŝj +∆Ω/2 < ŝ < ŝj +∆Ω/2.

0, otherwise.
(6.8)

To represent the energy component of the distribution function, we use the delta-

function basis, where the energy dependence is sampled at intervals of ∆E. The

distribution function is represented as

w(r, ŝ, E) =
∑

i,j,m

wijm∆Eφi(r)ψj(ŝ)δ(E − Em), (6.9)

This basis should be consistent with the basis using which we define our paths,

since our objective is to analyze the photon transport along the different paths.

Each path consists of a set of sub-paths: For e.g. the path that we are considering

consists of sub-paths between voxels k0 to k1, k1 to k2, and so on till voxels kn−1 to

kn. We denote a subpath by S, and define each sub-path by two indices, the first

index i indicating the location from which the path starts, and the second index j

indicating the direction vector of this path.

Let us begin with the process of photon emission that occurs from the kth0 voxel.

This emission is isotropic, and therefore, the distribution function for this source is

given by

w(r, ŝ, E) =
λk0
4π

δ(r − rs)δ(E − E0), (6.10)
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where rs is some location within the kth0 voxel and E0 is the energy of the emitted

gamma-ray photon. As the photons travels from the kth0 voxel to the kth1 voxel, they

suffer from attenuation along this path. Considering only the photons that travel

along this sub-path, which we denote by Si0j0 , the distribution function for this

subpath is given by

w(r, ŝ, E) =
λk0
4π

δ(r − rs)δ(E − E0)ψj0(ŝ). (6.11)

Applying the attenuation transform to this distribution function, the distribution

function at location r is obtained to be

w(r, ŝ, E) =
λk0
4πcm

δ(E − E0)ψj0(ŝ)

∫ ∞

l=0

δ(r − rs − ŝl) exp−
[
∫ l

0

dl′µ(r − ŝl′)

]

,

(6.12)

where cm is the speed of light in the medium. The argument of the delta function

within the integral vanishes when r − rs = ŝl, which implies that

l = |r − rs| (6.13)

and

ŝ =
r − rs

|r − rs|
. (6.14)

Substituting Eq. (6.13) in Eq. (6.12), we get

w(r, ŝ, E) =

λk0
4πcm

δ(E − E0)ψj0

(

r − rs

|r − rs|

)

exp

[

−
∫ |r−rs|

0

dl′µ(r − ŝl′)

]

∫ ∞

l=0

dlδ(r − rs − ŝl).

(6.15)

Eq. (6.14) implies that for a given r, w(r, ŝ) exists only in the direction of the

vector joining r and r0. This fact can be mathematically denoted using angular

delta functions. The angular delta functions are defined as [87]

∫

4π

dΩsδ(ŝ− ŝ0)t(ŝ) = t(ŝ0), (6.16)
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where t(ŝ) is a test function in the angular variables and dΩs is the differential solid

angle associated with ŝ. It can be shown that [87]
∫ ∞

l=0

dlδ(r − rs − ŝl) =
1

|r − rs|2
δ

(

ŝ− r − rs

|r − rs|

)

. (6.17)

Inserting this expression into Eq. (6.15), we obtain the expression for the distribution

function at location r to be

w(r, ŝ, E) =

λk0
4πcm|r − rs|2

exp

[

−
∫ |r−rs|

0

dl′µ(r − ŝl′)

]

δ

(

ŝ− r − rs

|r − rs|

)

ψj0

(

r − rs

|r − rs|

)

δ(E − E0).

(6.18)

In the considered path, Compton scattering occurs in some location r within voxel

k1. This operation can be described in terms of the scattering operator K as

[Kw](r, ŝ, E) =
∫

dE ′

∫

4π

dΩ′K(ŝ, ŝ′, E, E ′|r1)w(r, ŝ
′, E ′). (6.19)

The scattering kernel is given by Eq. (2.20), and is repeated here for convenience:

K(ŝ, ŝ′, E, E ′|r) = cmnsc
∂σsc
∂Ω

δ

{

E −
[

1

E ′
+

1

mc2
(1− cos θ)

]−1
}

, (6.20)

where nsc(r) is the density of scatterers and is related to the scattering coefficient

by

µ(r) = nsc(r)σsc, (6.21)

where σsc is the scattering cross section. Also θ is the angle at which the outgoing

photon scatters relative to the incoming photon, so cos θ = ŝ · ŝ′. For the considered
path, we wish to determine the photons that are scattered and travel towards spatial

coordinate r′ inside voxel k2. In this case, the value of θ, which we denote by θ210

is given by

cos θ210 = (ŝ21) · (ŝ10) . (6.22)

where

ŝ21 =
r′ − r

|r′ − r| , (6.23)

ŝ10 =
r − rs

|r − rs|
. (6.24)
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Finally, the differential scattering cross section in Eq. (6.20) is given by the Klein-

Nishina formula given by Eq. (2.19). For notational simplicity, let us define

Kmag(ŝ, ŝ
′, E, r) by

Kmag(ŝ, ŝ
′, E, r) = nsc(r)

∂σsc
∂Ω

∣

∣

∣

∣

cos θ=ŝ·ŝ′
(6.25)

We note that Kmag(ŝ, ŝ
′, E, r) has units of m−1. Substituting the expression for

the distribution function obtained after performing the attenuation operation from

Eq. (6.18) into Eq. (6.19), and using the sifting property of the delta function in

angular coordinates, we obtain the photon distribution function at location r in

direction ŝ to be

w(r, ŝ, E) =

λk0
4πcm|r − rs|2

exp

[

−
∫ |r−rs|

0

dl′µ(r − ŝ10l
′)

]

K (ŝ, ŝ10, E, E0)ψj0(ŝ10). (6.26)

Using the above equation, the photon distribution function along the direction vector

ŝ21 due to the scatter occurring at location r is given by

w(r, ŝ21, E) =

λk0
4πcm|r − rs|2

exp

[

−
∫ |r−rs|

0

dl′µ(r − ŝ10l
′)

]

K (ŝ21, ŝ10, E, E0)ψj0(ŝ10). (6.27)

Integrating over all possible locations within the kth1 voxel, and over all possible

energies, we get the total number of photons traveling in direction ŝ21 (i.e. the

photon radiant intensity along direction ŝ21) from this voxel along this subpath.

Denoting this radiant intensity by Γi0j0(ŝ21), we get

Γi0j0(ŝ21) =

∫

d3r
λk0

4π|r − rs|2
×

exp

[

−
∫ |r−rs|

0

dl′µ(r − ŝ10l
′)

]

Kmag (ŝ21, ŝ10, E, E0)φi1(r)ψj0(ŝ10). (6.28)

Performing a change of variables r − rs = Rŝ10, we can replace r by R2dRdŝ10.
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Since R = |r − rs|, this leads to

Γi0j0(ŝ21) =

∫

dR

∫

dŝ10
λk0
4π

×

exp

[

−
∫ R

0

dl′µ(rs + (R− l′)ŝ10)

]

Kmag (ŝ21, ŝ10, E, E0)φi1(rs +Rŝ10)ψj0(ŝ10).

(6.29)

Assuming that the functions exp
[

−
∫ R

0
dl′µ(rs + (R− l′)ŝ10)

]

and

K (ŝ21, ŝ10, E, E0) do not vary much over the kth1 voxel, we can evaluate them when

r is the center of the kth1 voxel and rs is the center of the kth0 voxel. Denoting the

center of the kth0 and the kth1 voxel by r0 and r1 respectively, and denoting the

direction vector joining r0 and r1 by ŝc10, we obtain

Γi0j0(ŝ21) ≈

λk0
4π

exp

[

−
∫ |r1−r0|

0

dl′µ(r1 − ŝ10l
′)

]

Kmag (ŝ21, ŝc10, E, E0)

∫

dŝ10ψj0(ŝ10)

∫

dRφi1(rs +Rŝ10). (6.30)

The integral over R is equal to the distance traversed by the rs + Rŝ10 vector

within the kth1 voxel, so this distance should vary with ŝ10. However, assuming that

this distance variation is not substantial, we approximate it by the distance that is

covered by the vector r0 + Rŝc10 in the kth1 voxel, which we denote by ∆k1(Si0j0).

Also, ŝ10 varies over a range ∆Ω around ŝ10, so we can perform the integral over

ŝ10, which yields the expression for Γi0j0(ŝ21) to be

Γi0j0(ŝ21) ≈

λk0
4π

exp

[

−
∫ |r1−r0|

0

dl′µ(r1 − ŝ10l
′)

]

Kmag (ŝ21, ŝc10, E, E0)∆k1(Si0j0)∆Ω. (6.31)

Thus, the distribution function at the center of the kth1 voxel is given by

w(r, ŝ, E) =
λk0
4πcm

×

exp

[

−
∫ |r1−r0|

0

dl′µ(r1 − ŝ10l
′)

]

K (ŝ21, ŝc10, E, E0)∆k1(Si0j0)δ(r − r1)ψj1(ŝ21).

(6.32)
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For notational simplicity, we will denote the exponential path integral between the

centers of the voxels kl and km by the function γ(rl, rm), i.e.

γ(rl, rm) =

∫ |r1−rm|

0

dtµ

(

rl − t
r1 − rm

|r1 − rm|

)

. (6.33)

After this scattering operation, the photons along this path suffer from attenuation

as they travel towards voxel k2. This attenuation operation leads to the photon

distribution function at a location r′ inside the kth2 voxel as

w(r′, ŝ, E) =

λk0∆k1(Si0j0)

4πc2m|r − r1|2
exp {−γ(r, r1)− γ(r1, r0)}K (ŝ21, ŝ10, E0, E1)ψj1(ŝ)δ(ŝ− ŝ21).

(6.34)

This series of operations continues until the photons reach the detector. In the

path that we have considered, the last voxel that the photon scatters at is kn and

the angle at which it moves after that is ŝn. Let us denote the coordinates on the

front face of the detector by rd, and the normal to the detector plane by n̂. Then,

the plane of the front face of the detector is given by δ(p − rd · n̂), where p is the

perpendicular distance from the origin to the detector plane. Let the sensitivity

of the collimator to a photon emitted from location r in direction ŝ be denoted

by t(r, ŝ). The mean rate of photons incident on the detector through this path

is given by multiplying the distribution function at the end of this path with the

sensitivity of the collimator, followed by the integration of the distribution function

along angular and spatial coordinates. Thus, the expression for the flux detected

by the relevant detector for the radiation that passes through the path P, which we
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denote by Φ(P) is given by

Φ(P) =

∫

dE

∫

dΩ

∫

d3rdcmw(rd, ŝ, E)δ(p− rd · n̂)t(rn, ŝ)(n̂ · ŝ)

=
λk0
4π

∫

dE

∫

2π

dΩ

∫

d3rdδ(p− rd · n̂) exp{−γ(r0, r1)− . . . γ(rd, rn)}

∆k1(Si0j0) . . .∆kn(Sin−1jn−1
)

|rd − rn|2
Kmag (ŝc21, ŝc10, E1, E0) · · ·

Kmag (ŝn, ŝc,n,n−1, En, En−1) δ (ŝ− ŝn) δ(E − En)t (rn, ŝ) (n̂ · ŝ)ψjn(ŝn),

(6.35)

where ŝn is the unit vector joining rd and rn. Performing a change of variables

by replacing rd − rn by Rŝn, we get d3rd = R2dRdŝn. The |rd − rn|2 term in the

denominator of the above expression cancels the R2 term. The integral over E and

Ω can also be done using the sifting property of the delta function. Performing all

these integrals yields

Φ(P) =

λk0
4π

∫

dR

∫

dŝnδ(p− rn · n̂−Rŝn · n̂) exp{−γ(r0, r1)− . . . γ(rn +Rŝn, rn)}

∆k1(Si0j0) . . .∆kn(Sin−1jn−1
)Kmag (ŝc21, ŝc10, E1, E0) · · ·Kmag (ŝn, ŝc,n,n−1, En, En−1)

t (rn, ŝn) (n̂ · ŝn)ψjn(ŝn). (6.36)

In our analysis, we consider a SPECT system consisting of a parallel-hole collimator.

The parallel-hole collimator allows only a small number of angles around n̂ to pass

through the collimator. If we can approximate n̂ · ŝn ≈ 1, then the integral over R

can be easily performed. Finally, if we set the angular voxels in the object space

to be very small compared to the angular range allowed by the collimator, then the

integration over ŝn can also be performed to yield

Φ(P) =

λk0∆Ω

4π
exp{−γ(r0, r1)− γ(r1, r2)− . . . γ(rd0, rn)}∆k1(Si0j0) . . .∆kn(Sin−1jn−1

)

Kmag (ŝc21, ŝc10, E1, E0) · · ·Kmag (ŝn, ŝc,n,n−1, En, En−1) t (rn, ŝn) , (6.37)
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where rd0 = rn + (p − rn · n̂)ŝn is the coordinate on the detector plane where the

gamma-ray photon is incident. As we observe, the final expression for the probability

of the path Pr(P|λ,µ) is quite large and complicated. To simplify the expression, we

realize that in our analysis, we need only consider the dependence of this expression

on the emission and the attenuation map. Therefore, the quantities that are not

dependent on these parameters in the expression are separately denoted by Λ(P).

Using the RTE, the final expression for Pr(P|λ,µ) can then be written in a simplified

form as

Pr(P|λ,µ) = λ(P)seff(P)

β
, (6.38)

where λ(P) denotes the activity in the starting voxel of the path, seff(P) denotes the

effective sensitivity of the path to the detector, and is given by

seff(P) = Λ(P) exp

[

−
n

∑

m=0

γ(rm, rm+1,µ)

]

n
∏

m=1

µkm , (6.39)

and where the expression for β is given by

β =
∑

P′

λ(P′)seff(P
′). (6.40)

6.4 Evaluating the Fisher information matrix

The expression for the FIM elements is given by

Fij = −
〈

∂2L(λ,µ|Â, J)
∂θi∂θj

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

(6.41)

where θi and θj denote the parameters we intend to estimate, and thus could be the

activity and attenuation map coefficients in any of the voxels of the phantom, and

where L(λ,µ|Â, J) is the log-likelihood of the observed LM data given by Eq. (6.5).

Substituting the expression for Pr(P|λ,µ) from Eq. (6.38) into Eq. (6.5), and further
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using Eq. (6.3), we get

L(λ,µ|Â, J) =
J
∑

j=1

log
[

∑

pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
]

− J log β + J log β + (J) log T − βT − log J !,

(6.42)

and thus the J log β term cancels out. To evaluate the FIM elements, we need

to consider only those terms in the log-likelihood that depend on the activity and

attenuation map coefficient values. To facilitate the rest of the derivation, we can

rewrite the likelihood in the form below:

L(λ,µ|Â, J) =
J
∑

j=1

log
[

∑

pr(Âj|P)seff(P)
]

− Tλ(P)seff(P) + c, (6.43)

where c is a constant that does not depend on the activity or the attenuation map

coefficients, and where we have used Eq. (6.40) to substitute the expression for β.

Differentiating the likelihood with respect to the activity in the qth voxel λq, we get

∂L
∂λq

=
J
∑

j=1

∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
− T

∑

Pq

seff(P), (6.44)

where the summation in the numerator is only over the paths that start from voxel

q, denoted by Pq. Similarly, differentiating the likelihood with respect to the atten-

uation coefficient in the qth voxel, i.e. µq, we obtain

∂L
∂µq

=
J
∑

j=1

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

]

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
−

T
∑

P

λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)

µq

]

, (6.45)

where we have used the expression for seff(P) given by Eq. (6.39) while evaluating

the derivative, and where ζq(P) and ∆q(P) are the number of scatter events occurring

in the qth voxel in the considered path and the distance that the considered path

covers in the qth voxel, respectively. Differentiating Eq. (6.44) with respect to the
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activity in the q′th voxel, λq′ , we get

∂2L
∂λq′∂λq

= −
J
∑

j=1

{∑
Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)}{

∑

Pq′
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)}

{∑P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)}2
. (6.46)

Differentiating Eq. (6.45) with respect to µq′ we get

∂2L
∂µq′∂µq

=

−
J
∑

j=1





{

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

]}

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
×

{

∑

P

pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆′
q(P) +

ζ(P)

µ′
q

]

}

∑

P

pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
]

+
J
∑

j=1

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

− T
∑

P

λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)

µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)

µq′

]

. (6.47)

Similarly, differentiating Eq. (6.44) with respect to µq′ , we get

∂2L
∂µq′∂λq

=

−
J
∑

j=1

{

∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)

}{

∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]}

{

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
}2 +

J
∑

j=1

∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)

[

−∆q′ +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
− T

∑

Pq

seff(P)

[

−∆q′ +
ζ(P)

µq′

]

. (6.48)

Differentiating Eq. (6.45) with respect to λq′ , we find that

∂2L
∂λq′∂µq

=
∂2L

∂µq∂λq′
. (6.49)

To obtain the elements of the FIM for a given value of the activity and attenuation

coefficient, we must average the quantities obtained in Eqs. (6.46)-(6.49) with respect

to the observed LM data at that value of the activity and attenuation coefficient.
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We find that on performing this averaging, the second term in Eq. (6.48) reduces to

〈

J
∑

j=1

∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

〉

(Â,J |λ,µ)

=

〈

J
∑

j=1

〈
∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

∑

P pr(Âj|P)Pr(P|λ,µ)β

〉

(Â|J,λ,µ)

〉

(J |λ,µ)

=

〈

J
∑

j=1

〈
∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

βpr(Âj)|λ,µ

〉

(Â|J,λ,µ)

〉

(J |λ,µ)

,

(6.50)

where in the second step, we have used the definition for seff(P) given by Eq. (6.39)

and in the third step, we have used the definition of the mixture model given by

Eq. (6.4). Now to perform the averaging operation, we realize that pr(Â|J,λ,µ) =
pr(Â1, Â2, . . . ÂJ |λ,µ) = pr(Â1|λ,µ) . . . pr(Âj|λ,µ) . . . pr(ÂJ |λ,µ), since the J LM

events are independent of each other. Thus, pr(Âj|λ,µ) in the denominator cancels

out with the corresponding term in expression for pr(Â|J,λ,µ) in the numerator.

Marginalizing over the rest of the variables reduces the above expression further to

〈

J
∑

j=1

∑

P
λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

β

〉

(J |λ,µ)

=

〈J〉(J |λ,µ)

∑

P
λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]

β
=

T
∑

P

λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)

µq

] [

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)

µq′

]

, (6.51)

where we have used the fact that J is a Poisson-distributed random variable with

mean βT . Using the above equation, we find that on averaging over the observed
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data, the last two terms cancel out in Eq. (6.47). This yields

〈

∂2L
∂µq′∂µq

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

= −
〈

J
∑

j=1

{

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q(P) +
ζ(P)
µq

]}

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
×

{

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
[

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]}

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

. (6.52)

Performing a similar analysis as above, from Eq. (6.48), we can derive that

〈

∂2L
∂µq′∂λq

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

= −
〈

J
∑

j=1

{

∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)

}

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)
{

∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

[

−∆q′(P) +
ζ(P)
µq′

]}

∑

P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

. (6.53)

Using Eq. (6.49), we obtain that

〈

∂2L
∂λq′∂µq

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

=

〈

∂2L
∂µq∂λq′

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

. (6.54)

Finally, using Eq. (6.46), we get

〈

∂2L
∂λq′∂λq

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

=

−
〈

J
∑

j=1

{
∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)}{

∑

Pq′
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)}

{∑P pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P)}2

〉

(A,J |λ,µ)

. (6.55)

Using Eq. (6.41) and Eqs. (6.52)-(6.55), the elements of the FIM with respect to

the activity and attenuation map can be obtained. Since we cannot simplify these

expressions further, we use Monte Carlo integration to evaluate these expressions

using simulated LM data. After we obtain all the elements of the FIM, we can take

the inverse of this matrix to obtain the CRB on the activity and attenuation map

estimates. Thus, using these expressions, we can study the fundamental limits of

information-retrieval capacity from LM SPECT emission data with respect to the

reconstruction task for different kind of phantoms.
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6.5 Expectation-maximization algorithm to reconstruct activity and attenuation

map

6.5.1 The algorithm

Our reconstruction approach is to estimate those values of activity and attenuation

map coefficients that maximizes the probability of the observed LM data, or alter-

natively maximizes the objective functional given by Eq. (6.2). Since the activity

and attenuation maps are high-dimensional vectors, a optimization-based technique

will be considerably slow. However, using the concept of the path defined earlier, we

can derive an EM approach to maximize the objective functional given by Eq. (6.2).

The EM algorithm is an iterative method to obtain estimates of parameters in sta-

tistical models, where the model depends on unobserved latent variables. Using the

path-based formalism defined in Sec. 6.2, each LM event is a result of a certain path

P that is traveled by the gamma-ray photon, which we do not know. Thus, for each

possible path P, we define a hidden random variable zP,j that quantifies whether the

path P was taken for the jth LM event. This hidden variable for the jth LM event

and path P is given by

zP,j =











1, if event j originated in k0 and scattered in k1, . . . , kn in that order.

0, otherwise.

(6.56)

Let us denote all possible paths by the vector Z, and the set of all paths for the

jth LM event by the vector zj. In the EM approach, we treat the variable zP,j as

the unobserved variable corresponding to the jth observed LM event. Our objective

then is to maximize the probability of both the observed and the unobserved data,

i.e. the log-likelihood function L(λ,µ|A, J,Z). Using Eq. (6.3) and (6.56) we can
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derive the expression for this log-likelihood to be

L(λ,µ|Â, J,Z) =
J
∑

j=1

log pr(Âj, zj, J |λ,µ)

=
J
∑

j=1

log pr(Âj, zj|λ,µ, J) + log pr(J |λ,µ)

=
J
∑

j=1

{log pr(Âj|zj,λ,µ, J) + log pr(zj|λ,µ, T )}+ log pr(J |zj,λ,µ)

=
J
∑

j=1

{

log

[

∑

P

pr(Âj|P)Pr(P|zj,λ,µ, J)

]

+ log

[

∑

P

pr(zj|P)Pr(P|λ,µ, J)
]}

+

log pr(J |λ,µ)

=
J
∑

j=1

{

∑

P

zP,j

[

log pr(Âj|P) + log Pr(P|λ,µ, J)
]

}

+ J log(βT )− βT − log J !,

(6.57)

where we have used the definition for zP,j , and the fact that only one of the elements

zP,j is non-zero over all paths {P}. Also, we have used Eq. (6.3) to substitute the

expression for pr(J |λ,µ). In the expectation step, we find the expected value of

the log-likelihood L(λ,µ|A,Z, J), averaged over the hidden variables zj given the

estimated attributesA, measured counts J , and for a fixed {λt,µt}. Conventionally,
this is denoted by Q(λ,µ|λt,µt). Since Eq. (6.57) is linear in zP,j , the averaging is

equivalent to replacing zP,j by its expected value z̄P,j, which is given by

z̄P,j(λ
t,µt) = pr(P|Âj,λ

t,µt)

=
pr(P, Âj|λt,µt)

pr(Âj|λt,µt)

=
pr(Âj|P,λt,µt)Pr(P|λt,µt)
∑

P′ pr(Âj|P′)Pr(P′|λt,µt)
. (6.58)
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Using Eqs. (6.57) and Eq. (6.38), the function Q(λ,µ|λt,µt) can be derived to be

Q(λ,µ|λt,µt) =
J
∑

j=1

{

∑

P

z̄P,j

[

log pr(Âj|P) + log pr(P|λ,µ, J)
]

}

+ J log(βT )+

βT − log J !

=
J
∑

j=1

{

∑

P

z̄P,j

[

log pr(Âj|P) + log λk0 −
n

∑

m=0

γ(km, km+1)+

n−1
∑

m=1

log µkm + log Λ(P)− log β

]}

+ J log β + J log T − βT − log(J !)

=
J
∑

j=1

{

∑

P

z̄P,j

[

log pr(Âj|P) + log λk0 −
n

∑

m=0

γ(km, km+1)+

n−1
∑

m=1

log µkm + log Λ(P)

]}

+ J log T − βT − log(J !). (6.59)

In the maximization step of the EM algorithm, we find those values of (λ,µ) that

maximize the function Q(λ,µ|λt,µt). To find the qth element of the activity map,

we take the derivative of Q(λ,µ|λt,µt), given by Eq. (6.59) with respect to λq.

∂Q(λ,µ|λt,µt)

∂λq
=

J
∑

j=1

∑

n

∑

P

z̄P,j(λ
t,µt)

∂

∂λq
log λ(P)− ∂

∂λq
[βT ] . (6.60)

Substituting the expression for β from Eq. (6.40) into Eq. (6.60), we get

∂Q(λ,µ|λt,µt)

∂λq
=

J
∑

j=1

∑

P

z̄P,j(λ
t,µt)

∂

∂λq
log λ(P)−

T
∂

∂λq

{

∑

P

Λ(P)λ(P) exp

[

−
n

∑

m=0

γ(km, km+1)

]

n−1
∏

m=1

µkm

}

=
J
∑

j=1

∑

Pq

z̄P,j(λ
t,µt)

λq
− T

∑

Pq

Λ(P)

[

exp

{

−
n

∑

m=0

γ(km, km+1)

}]

n−1
∏

m=1

µkm , (6.61)

where δij is the Kronecker delta function. Equating the differentiation to zero gives

the iterative update equation for λq:

λt+1
q =

∑

j

∑

Pq
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt)

T
∑

Pq
seff(P)

, (6.62)
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We now present a physical interpretation of this equation. The summation in

Eq. (6.62) is only over the paths that start from voxel q. Therefore, the sum over

paths in the numerator in the update equation is the probability that the jth LM

event originated from voxel q. Since the j LM events are independent of each other,

therefore, summing up this probabilities over j gives a measure of the number of

times the event from voxel q contributed to the total LM output. The sum in the

denominator in the update equation is the effective sensitivity function for all possi-

ble paths that start from voxel q, and it considers the attenuation that each of these

paths have to suffer. The numerator term when divided by the total measurement

time T gives the mean rate of contribution of the qth voxel to the total output. This

term when further divided by seff(P) accounts for the sensitivity to give a measure

of emission rate occurring from the qth voxel.

Similarly, to find the update equation for the attenuation coefficient in the qth

voxel, we maximize the expected log-likelihood Q(λ,µ|λt,µt) given by Eq. (6.59)

with respect to µq, which leads to:

µt+1
q =

∑

P
[Tλk0seff(P)−

∑

j z̄P,j]ζq(P)
∑

P
[Tλk0seff(P)−

∑

j z̄P,j]∆q(P)
. (6.63)

The maximization step give us an updated value for the activity and the attenuation

map. Using this updated value, we recompute the value of z̄P,j and seff . Using

Eq. (6.58) and Eq. (6.38), we can rewrite the expression for z̄P,j as

z̄P,j =
pr(Âj|P,λt,µt)λ(P)seff(P)
∑

P′ pr(Âj|P′)λ(P′)seff(P′)
. (6.64)

Thus, with the updated values of the activity and attenuation map, the quantities

λ(P) and seff(P) need to be updated. The series of expectation and maximization

steps are repeated unless approximate convergence is achieved, and thus the activity

and attenuation maps can be jointly reconstructed.

6.5.2 Some special cases

In this section, we will simplify the general equation obtained for updating the

emission and attenuation map for two special cases: the first one where the photon
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does not scatter, and the second special case where the photon scatters at most

once.

Zero-attenuation medium

If we assume that the medium has zero attenuation, then there is no scatter of

the photon, i.e. N = 0. In this case, the update equation for λq is obtained by

simplifying Eq. (6.62) and using Eq. (6.39) as

λt+1
q =

∑

j

∑

Pq
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt)

T
∑

Pq
Λ(P)

=

∑

j

∑

Pq
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt)

Tsq
, (6.65)

where sq denotes the effective sensitivity of the system to the qth voxel. This is

the same as the update equation that is obtained under the assumption of a zero-

attenuation medium in Parra et al. [176]. Thus our general expression simplifies to

the well-known specific expression when there is no attenuation.

Discarding scattered photons

Consider a detector that discards all the scattered photons. This is equivalent to

considering only those paths over which no scatter event occurs. In this case, the

update equation for λq is obtained by simplifying Eq. (6.62) and using Eq. (6.39) as

λt+1
q =

∑

j

∑

Pq
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt)

T
∑

Pq
Λ(P) exp{−γ(rq, rd)}

. (6.66)

Photon scatters at most once

In the case where after a photon is emitted and it scatters at most once, either

the photon does not scatter, i.e. n = 0 or it scatters once, i.e. n = 1. The update
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equation for λq is then given by

λt+1
q =

1

T

∑

j

[

∑

Pq,d
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt) +
∑

Pq,k1
z̄P,j(λ

t,µt)
]

∑

Pq,d
[Λ(P) exp{−γ(rq, rd)}] +

∑

Pq,k1
[Λ(P)µk1 exp{−γ(rq, rk1)− γ(rk1 , rd)}]

,

(6.67)

where Pq,d denotes the set of paths that starts from voxel q and reaches the detector

without suffering from any scattering, and Pq,k1 denotes the set of paths that starts

from voxel q and scatter in voxel k1 before reaching the detector. The vector rd

denotes the coordinate of intersection of the path with the detector.

6.5.3 Geometrical interpretation

We now present a physical and geometrical picture for how information regarding

activity and attenuation is obtained using the ML EM method. We are already

aware that for unscattered photons, the position of interaction of the photon with the

scintillator indicates the line from which the photon has been emitted. Essentially

any reconstruction algorithm that considers only photo-peak data uses this line-of-

response information obtained from many photons, to compute the activity map

of the tissue. Now let us consider a photon that, after emission, suffers Compton

scattering only once. Consider also an ideal detector that measures the energy of

this scattered photon perfectly. The position of interaction of the photon indicates

the line along which the photon scatters, and the energy of the photon indicates the

angle at which it scatters. Thus, using these two values, we can define a cone-shaped

surface from which the photon would have been emitted, where the vertex of the

cone is the position at which the photon scatters, as shown in Fig. 6.3. Since we

also do not know the scattering location, we have a family of surface of cones. The

probability that the photon is emitted from these different cone surfaces is different,

depending on the attenuation and activity map of the tissue. Similarly, given a

cone surface, the probability that the photon is emitted from a certain region on

that surface is also different. Using the EM routine, we essentially find the cones,
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Figure 6.3: Geometric interpretation of the MLEM method

and the emission points on the cone surfaces, that have the maximum probability

of occurrence given the observed LM data.

6.6 Accounting for detector statistics

In the general update equations given by Eqs. (6.62) and Eq. (6.63), we have to

compute z̄P which involves determining pr(Âj|P). The estimated attribute vector Âj

differs from the true attribute Aj due to finite detector energy and spatial resolution,

as well as the uncertainty in the estimation process. While obtaining an expression

for pr(Âj|P) itself is complicated, it is easier to evaluate the probabilities pr(Aj|P)
and pr(Âj|Aj). In particular pr(Âj|Aj) can be obtained from the detection and

estimation statistics. Thus, we write pr(Âj|P) as

pr(Âj|P) =
∫

pr(Âj|Aj)pr(Aj|P)dAj. (6.68)

We now describe the procedure to evaluate pr(Aj|P) and pr(Âj|Aj).
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Consider a SPECT imaging system with a scintillation camera, that for each

gamma-ray photon, estimates the position of interaction of the gamma-ray photon

with the detector, and the energy deposited by the gamma-ray photon in the crystal.

The true and estimated value of the position of interaction is denoted by the 3-

D vectors r and r̂, respectively. Similarly, the true and estimated value of the

deposited energy are denoted by E and Ê respectively. Let F denote the FIM

for the estimate of Aj, obtained by considering the likelihood of the observed LM

data. If the estimation of r and E is done using a ML technique, then pr(Âj|Aj)

asymptotically approximates a multivariate normal PDF with the true value Aj as

the mean and the covariance given by the inverse of the Fisher information matrix F ,

where F is obtained from the likelihood of the measured LM attributes conditioned

on the true attributes [87]:

pr(Âj|Aj) =
|F |
(2π)2

exp

[

−(Âj − Aj)
†F (Âj − Aj)

2

]

. (6.69)

In a scintillation camera, for each gamma-ray photon, multiple visible photons are

produced, and for each visible photon, multiple photoelectrons are produced. All

these generated photoelectrons are used to estimate the attribute vector, and there-

fore, the asymptotic properties of ML estimation hold true [178]. Therefore, the

above approximation is valid.

The expression for pr(Aj|P), where Aj = {r, E} can be rewritten as

pr(r, E|P) = pr(r|E,P)pr(E|P). (6.70)

The energy of the photon depends on the path that the photon takes. Each time a

scattering event occurs, the energy of the scattered photon Es is given by

1

Es

=
1

E0

+
1

m0c2
(1− cos θ), (6.71)

where E0 is the energy of the incident photon, m0 is the rest mass energy of the

electron, c is the speed of light and θ is the angle that the photon is scattered in

relative to its incoming direction. As the photon moves through the path P, let the
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energy of the photon after the final scattering event be denoted by EP. Assuming

that the paths are discretized finely enough, we can write

pr(E|P) ≈ δ(E − EP). (6.72)

The expression for pr(r|E,P) is dependent on the kthn voxel, i.e. the voxel where the

final scattering event occurs. It is also dependent on the angle at which the photon

is emitted from the kthn voxel, which can be determined from the knowledge of the

vector rkn − rkn−1
and the value of energies EP and EPn−1

using Eq. (6.71). Let the

unit vectors in the direction rkn − rkn−1
and rkn to the detector face be denoted by

ŝn−1 and ŝn, respectively. The value of ŝn is then given using the equation

cos(ŝn−1.ŝn) = 1−m0c
2

(

1

EPn−1

− 1

EP

)

. (6.73)

Once we know the angle of scattering and the voxel from which the photon is emitted,

we just need to determine whether this photon actually hits the detector at location

r. Let us denote the position at which the photon that follows this path hits the

detector by rd. Thus, we can rewrite Eq. (6.70) as

pr(r, E|P) = δ(E − EP)δ (r − rd) , (6.74)

or alternatively, in vector notation

pr(Aj|P) = δ(Aj − Aj(P)) (6.75)

where Aj(P) = {rd, EP}. Substituting Eq. (6.69) and (6.74) into Eq. (6.68), and

using the sifting property of the delta function, we obtain

pr(Âj|P) =
|F |
(2π)2

exp

[

−(Âj − Aj(P))
†F (Âj − Aj(P))

2

]

. (6.76)

Using this formalism in the CRB computation and the MLEM reconstruction algo-

rithm, the statistics of the detection and estimation process can be modeled.
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Figure 6.4: A schematic of the simulated SPECT system

6.7 Implementation

To study the information content of LM data, and in particular the scattered-photon

data, for the task of estimating the activity and attenuation map, we developed

software to simulate a SPECT imaging system and compute the FIM terms. We also

developed software to implement and evaluate our MLEM reconstruction algorithm.

In this section, we describe the implementation details.

6.7.1 Simulating the SPECT imaging system

The SPECT imaging system we simulate is similar to FastSPECT II [180], but our

system is 2-D imaging system. A schematic of the simulated system is shown in

Fig. 6.4. The simulated system has parallel-hole collimation, and consists of sixteen

Anger cameras spaced uniformly at 22.5◦. Each camera has a scintillation detector

of length 40 mm, and the camera acquires data in LM format. The acquired data

for each gamma-ray interaction consists of the position of interaction of the incident

gamma-ray photon with the scintillator, the energy of the gamma-ray photon, and

the camera index at which the photon is detected. The detector has an energy

resolution of 0.5 keV and a position resolution of 0.5 mm.
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The forward problem, i.e. modeling the gamma-ray photon transport, the

SPECT imaging system, and the LM data acquisition, are simulated using a Monte

Carlo method, that we have developed using Matlab software. The software reads

the SPECT system parameters, and the activity and attenuation maps of the phan-

tom. We then discretize the object space using spatial and angular voxels, and

subsequently, determine the sensitivity of the collimator to photon emission that

occurs at the center of a voxel in the tissue and from a direction along the center of

the angular voxel. In the next step, we compute and store the effective attenuation

coefficient for all possible photon paths between the photon-emission location and

the boundary of the tissue. Assuming a preset-time system, we determine the total

number of photon emissions by sampling from a Poisson distribution with mean

equal to the total activity in the image.

For each photon-emission event, we determine the photon-emission voxel by sam-

pling from a PDF defined by the activity map of the phantom, and then, assuming

isotropic photon emission, determine the photon direction by sampling from a uni-

form angular distribution. Thus, the path of the photon until the first scattering

event is defined. We then compute the distance that the photon would travel along

this path without suffering from any scattering event by sampling a distance value

from an exponential PDF with a mean equal to the reciprocal of the effective atten-

uation coefficient of the photon path. If the value of the distance is more than the

distance that the photon will travel within the tissue, then it implies that the photon

will not suffer from scattering. We determine if the photon is not blocked by the

collimator, and if so, the position of interaction of the photon with the collimator

is determined and stored along with the energy of the photon and the index of the

detector.

If the photon does scatter, then by sampling from a probability distribution

function defined by the Klein-Nishina formula, we determine the scattering angle.

The Klein-Nishina formula is modified and normalized for a 2-D system, so all

the scattering that occurs is assumed to be in plane. Also, since it is difficult

to sample from a PDF corresponding to the Klein-Nishina formula using inverse-
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transform-sampling or other analytic methods, we develop a Monte Carlo scheme

for this purpose. Using the Klein-Nishina formula, we determine the number of

scattering events Nsc(θsc) that occur for each value of the scattering angle θsc, if a

certain number of scattering events were to occur in total. We then create Nsc(θsc)

instances of the scattering angle θsc and insert it into a set. At the end of this

exercise, we have a set with values consisting of different angular values θsc, where

the number of instances of each angular value is determined by the probability of

occurrence of the corresponding angular value. Sampling a value for the angle from

this set with replacement is equivalent to sampling from the PDF defined by the

Klein-Nishina distribution. After determining the scattering angle for the photon,

we then compute the new direction vector and the energy of the photon following

the scattering event. We then determine if the photon is going to scatter a second

time by again sampling from an exponential PDF with a mean equal to the effective

attenuation coefficient between the voxel where scattering occurs and the boundary

voxel corresponding to this path. If the scattering does not occur, then we determine

if the photon is allowed by the collimator. If so, we record its position of interaction

and energy, and the detector index. Thus, at the end of this exercise, we have

a list of photons with their position of interactions, energy values, and detector

indices. However, if a second scattering event occurs, the photon is discarded. This

is done for faster processing of the scattered-photon data, since it is computationally

intensive to analyze photon data that has scattered more than once. In an actual

SPECT system, the discarding of photons that scatter two or more times can be

implemented in a SPECT imaging system by discarding very low energy photons.

An approach that can be used for this purpose is to compute a ML estimate of the

number of scatter events that a detected photon would have suffered. We could

use an EM approach to obtain this ML estimate, where the hidden variable is the

number of scattering events that the photon suffers.
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6.7.2 Computing the FIM terms and implementing the MLEM algorithm

To compute the FIM terms and to implement the MLEM algorithm, we developed

software in C language. The major challenge in developing these software is the

memory requirements of both these implementations. To illustrate these memory

requirements, we first define the Θ(. . .) notation, which is a common notation used

to describe computational complexity or memory requirements of an algorithm. For

some function h(n), we say that the computational complexity or memory require-

ments of the algorithm are Θ(h(n)), if the computational complexity or memory

requirements of the algorithm asymptotically grow as fast as h(n).

The fundamental quantities required while computing the FIM terms or recon-

structing the activity and attenuation maps are the value of pr(Âj|P) for each LM

event and for each possible path, and the value of seff(P) for all paths. The possibil-

ity to pre-compute and store these terms can help design a computationally efficient

software. However, the number of LM events Nlist is generally greater than a million,

while the number of paths approximately scales as N2
voxN

2
ang, where Nvox and Nang

are the number of spatial voxels and angular voxels, respectively. Thus, the memory

requirements of storing pr(Âj|P) are θ(NlistN
2
voxN

2
ang), which easily leads to 100 of

Gigabytes of memory requirement for even simple phantoms. For example, for a

phantom consisting of 8 × 8 spatial voxels, 512 angular voxels, and a million LM

events, the memory required would be 16 TB. This quantity can be stored only on

the secondary memory of the device, which leads to significant secondary-memory

access while executing the software, and thus a slow processing time. We attempted

to use the fact that the matrix pr(Âj|P) is sparse. However, some initial tests showed

that storing the sparse matrix also requires significant memory. Similarly, storing

seff(P) also requires significant amount of memory storage.

Instead of pre-computing and storing these terms, a better strategy is to com-

pute the terms when the requirement arises. However, this can lead to very high

computation time. To achieve a balance, we pre-compute and store only some in-

termediate quantities. One such quantity is the radiological path between any two
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voxels, which is required in the computation of seff(P). This quantity is obtained

using the computationally demanding Siddon’s algorithm [91]. However, storing

this radiological path requires Θ(N2
vox) memory, so we just pre-compute and store

this term. Similarly, when we evaluate the FIM terms for the scattered photons, we

require the quantity ∆q(P)− ζq(P)

µq
for each voxel, as we observe in Eq. (6.52), (6.53)

and (6.63). The quantity ∆q(P) is the distance that the photon travels in the qth

voxel as it traverses a path between two different voxels, and requires Θ(N3
voxN

2
ang)

memory storage. Similarly, ζq(P) denotes the number of times that a scatter event

occurs along a particular path, and storing this term has a memory requirement of

the order of N2
voxN

2
ang. Therefore, storing these terms has a high memory require-

ment. However, we realize that many of these values are just zero along a path.

For example, given a path with a single scattering event, there is only one voxel in

which the scattering event occurs. To exploit this sparsity, instead of storing these

quantities for all possible paths, we store them as a function of the voxel index.

This is done by using a linked-list data structure for each voxel. We first define a

unique identifier for each path, which we term as the path index. For each voxel

index q, we then determine the existence of ∆q(P) or ζq(P) for a path, and if it is

not zero, we add an element to the linked list corresponding to the qth voxel with

the value of the path index and ∆q(P) corresponding to the path. This reduces the

memory requirements substantially, and as we will see later, also helps with easier

computation of the FIM terms and reconstruction of the attenuation map.

The developed software first reads the input system configuration and the ac-

quired LM data. Depending on the energy of the photon, we classify the photons

into two classes: The first class corresponds to the photons that have suffered no

scattering, and the second class consists of photons that scatter once inside the

phantom. We name these two classes as no-scatter and scattered classes. We then

determine the sensitivity of the collimator as a function of the angular and spatial

voxel index, and store this for later usage. Following this, the radiological path for

each path and the linked-list data structure that stores the values of ∆q(P) and
ζq(P)

µq

for each voxel index is computed and stored using the mechanism described above.
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Another term that is required while computing the FIM terms or reconstructing

the activity and attenuation map is
∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P), which appears in the

denominator of Eq. (6.62), (6.63) and Eqs. (6.52)-(6.54). This term is a function of

only the LM event index j, and thus we compute and store this quantity for each LM

event. Since we have classified each LM event into unscattered or scattered event,

when we analyze the unscattered LM events, we consider only those paths that the

unscattered events follow. Likewise, when we consider scattered LM events, we con-

sider only the scattered-photon paths. This reduces the computational requirements

significantly.

Our next task is to evaluate terms of the form
∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P) for the qth

voxel, which appear in the numerator of Eq. (6.55)-(6.53) and Eq. (6.62). This

term corresponds to the paths that start from the qth voxel. Thus, if the qth voxel

has non-zero activity, we consider all possible paths that start from this voxel.

For each considered path, we evaluate seff(P), and if this value is non-zero, we

determine the quantity pr(Âj|P)seff(P) for each event along this path. To evaluate

the FIM terms, we store this quantity as a function of the LM event index and the

voxel index q. Conversely, to reconstruct the activity map, we divide this term by
∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P), add the resultant quantity over all the possible LM events,

and then over all possible paths. The final quantity is a function of the voxel index

q (Eq. (6.62)). These series of operations are still computationally intensive, but the

computational requirements are reduced substantially by some optimizations that

we have implemented. For example, for each LM event, before performing any other

computations, we first check if the detector where the path ends is the same as the

detector index of the LM event. Most LM events for a given path are filtered out

in this step. This step however requires us to know the detector on which a given

path will end, and we compute and store this term when we are determining the

sensitivity of the collimator. We also split up the set of all possible paths starting

from the qth voxel into two sets, the paths that the unscattered and scattered events

follow, respectively. When processing the paths that the unscattered events follow,

we consider only the unscattered events, and likewise, when we analyze the scattered
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paths, we consider only the scattered LM events.

The next important step is to compute terms of the form
∑

P
pr(Âj|P)seff(P)

(

∆q(P)− ζq(P)

µq

)

for each qth voxel. The linked-list data

structure that stores the quantity
(

∆q(P)− ζq(P)

µq

)

for all possible paths that pass

through or suffer from scattering in the qth voxel helps simplify this computation

significantly. For every voxel, we traverse the list, and determine seff(P) only for

those paths that occur in this linked list. If the value of seff(P) exists for a given

path, we traverse all the LM events and determine pr(Âj|P)seff(P)
(

∆q(P)− ζq(P)

µq

)

.

The rest of the procedure is similar to the procedure followed while computing
∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P).

To evaluate the FIM terms with respect to the activity coefficients, in accordance

with Eq. (6.55), for each pair of voxel indices q and q′, and for each LM event index

j, we multiply the terms
∑

Pq
pr(Âj|P)seff(P) and

∑

P′

q
pr(Âj|P)seff(P) which have

been computed and stored in the previous operations as a function of the LM event

index and the voxel index. We then divide the resultant term by the square of

pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P). Finally, we sum up these terms over the LM events, and this

leads to the FIM terms with respect to the activity map. We also compute the FIM

terms with respect to the attenuation map coefficients and the FIM cross terms, by

following a very similar procedure, but in accordance with Eqs. (6.52), (6.53), and

(6.54), respectively. The computed FIM terms are written to an output file, which

is then processed by a Matlab routine that computes the CRB for the activity and

attenuation map estimates.

The reconstruction of the activity and attenuation map is also performed us-

ing the basic quantities computed earlier, as evident from Eq. (6.62), (6.63) and

(6.64). The flowchart of the software to implement the MLEM algorithm is shown

in Fig. 6.5. We start with an initial guess for the activity and attenuation map,

which could be based on prior information about these quantities. In each itera-

tion of the EM algorithm, the values
∑

P
pr(Âj|P)λ(P)seff(P), z̄P,j and seff(P) are

computed in the expectation step. Following this, in the maximization step, the

values of the activity and attenuation map coefficients are updated. This process
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is continued until approximate convergence is achieved. The reconstructed activ-

ity and attenuation maps are subsequently displayed. However, on executing this

software, we realized that using the scattered-photon data accurately, especially for

reconstructing the attenuation map, requires very fine voxelization of the phantom.

This increases the computation time of the software significantly. For example, even

for a simple 8 × 8 spatial voxelization, the time taken for a couple of iterations of

the MLEM algorithm could easily be about a day. Also, as one might expect, this

coarse voxelization is not enough to process the scattered-photon data accurately.

One potential solution for this problem could be to have a very small phantom, but

that would result in very few scattering events, which are not sufficient for the recon-

struction process. Thus, we realized that a faster implementation of the algorithm

on high-performance computing hardware would be required to evaluate the MLEM

algorithm. In the results section, we will present the results obtained using the

software used to evaluate the FIM. These results will shed light on the information

content of LM data, and increase in information provided by the scattered-photon

data.

6.8 Experiments and results

We compute the FIM for different types of phantoms. The results we obtain serve

to simultaneously validate the developed FIM computation methodology, and also

present us with some interesting insights on the information content of LM data.

For each phantom, the LM data are obtained using the simulated SPECT imaging

system. These data are then used to compute the FIM terms and thus determine

the CRB for the activity and attenuation estimates in the different voxels. The CRB

is then used to compute the standard deviation of the activity and attenuation map

estimates for different voxels, which is eventually displayed as a standard-deviation

map corresponding to the different pixels.

The first phantom is of circular shape with constant attenuation value of 0.1 cm−1

and an activity of 0.1 MBq in the voxel approximately at the center, and zero activity
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Figure 6.5: The flowchart of the proposed MLEM algorithm
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.6: (a) The single-voxel phantom. The bright region represents activity,
the gray region represents attenuation, and the dark region is outside the FOV of
the imaging system. (b) The standard deviation of the estimate of the attenuation
coefficients for the different voxels computed using the CRB for the single-voxel
phantom. The standard deviation of the estimate of the attenuation coefficient for
each pixel in the phantom is displayed in this image.

in all other voxels, as shown in Fig. 6.6a. The phantom is discretized into 8 × 8

spatial voxels. The standard-deviation map for the attenuation coefficients is shown

in Fig. 6.6b. We observe that the standard deviation values are not very high,

which implies that it should be possible to reconstruct the attenuation map with

this data. We also find that as we move away from the center of the phantom, the

standard deviation values increase. This is also an expected result since as we move

farther away from the phantom, we have lesser amount of scattered-photon data

that give information about the attenuation map. We repeat this experiment with

another single-voxel phantom, where the activity is at an off-axis location, as shown

in Fig. 6.7a. We again find, from the standard-deviation map shown in Fig. 6.7b,

that the standard deviation value is the least in the non-zero-activity voxel, and as

we move farther away, the value of the standard deviation increases.

After analyzing the single-voxel phantom, where all the activity is localized, we

consider a contrasting scenario with a phantom that has uniform activity through-

out, as shown in Fig. 6.8a. This phantom is also circular and has a constant attenu-

ation coefficient of 0.1 cm−1. The total activity in the phantom is kept as 0.1 MBq,
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.7: (a) The single-voxel phantom with off-center activity. The bright region
represents activity, the gray region represents attenuation, and the dark region is
outside the FOV of the imaging system. (b) The standard deviation of the attenua-
tion coefficients for the different voxels computed using the CRB for the single-voxel
phantom. The standard deviation of the attenuation coefficient for each pixel in the
phantom is displayed in this image.

which is the same as the previous phantom. The standard-deviation map for the

attenuation coefficients is shown in Fig. 6.8b. We find that in this case, the standard

deviation values are lower at the periphery and higher at the center. This is ex-

pected since while the relative amount of scattered-photon data that originate from

all the voxels is quite similar in the uniform phantom, there is more uncertainty

about the photons that are emitted from the center and scatter, given the higher

number of paths that those photons can take.

We also observe the standard deviation values in this case are higher than that

for the single-voxel phantom. This motivates our next experiment where we compare

the information content of LM data for these two phantoms. This experiment also

attempts to study the effect of increasing the activity, and thus the number of scat-

tered photons, on the activity and attenuation map estimates. In this experiment,

we evaluate the CRB of the activity and attenuation map as the total activity is

varied in the uniform and single-voxel phantoms. We plot the mean standard devia-

tion of the attenuation map, which is obtained by averaging the standard deviation

values of all the voxels, as a function of the total activity in Fig. 6.9. We observe that
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Figure 6.8: (a) The uniform phantom. The bright region represents activity, and the
dark region is outside the FOV of the imaging system. (b) The standard deviation
of the attenuation coefficients for the different voxels computed using the CRB for
the uniform phantom. The standard deviation of the attenuation coefficient for each
pixel in the phantom is displayed in this image.

as the activity increases, the mean standard deviation value reduces,which shows

that as the number of scattered photons increases, we have more information about

the attenuation map. We also observe that, for all values of activity, the mean stan-

dard deviation value is consistently higher for the uniform phantom compared to

the single-voxel phantom. This is also an expected result, since with a more local-

ized activity phantom, the scattered photons are all emitted from similar locations.

Therefore, the uncertainty in their emission location is reduced, and the variability

in the attenuation map estimate provided by these photons reduces. This result

also suggests that for different kind of phantoms, the possibility of reconstructing

the attenuation map is different. If we have clinical studies where the activity is

more focal, the SPECT emission data alone could be sufficient to reconstruct the

attenuation map, and we might not require a separate CT scan. However, if the

activity is diffuse, the CT scan might be required to reconstruct the attenuation

map.

Another interesting result is the information content of LM unscattered data to

reconstruct the attenuation map. To evaluate this information content, we just used

the unscattered-photon data to obtain the CRB for the activity and attenuation
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map. For the single-voxel phantom, the standard deviation for the attenuation

coefficients was infinite, indicating that we cannot jointly reconstruct the activity

and attenuation map using just the unscattered-photon data. This result is expected

and can also be verified by performing a simple analytic derivation of the FIM

terms for the photopeak data for a case where the activity is only at the center in

an otherwise uniform attenuation phantom. The FIM terms can be derived using

Eq. (6.52)-(6.54), and it is found that in this case, the determinant of the FIM is

zero, and therefore, the inverse of the FIM does not exist, or alternatively, the CRB

is infinite. However, interestingly, we found that, in case of the uniform photon,

the unscattered data actually gave finite values for the standard deviation of the

attenuation map, as shown in the plot in Fig. 6.9. Of course this standard deviation

is higher than when we use the scattered-photon data along with the photopeak data.

A physical interpretation of this result is the following: The photopeak data for the

single-voxel phantom is symmetric. Therefore, unless the activity in the voxel and

the dimensions of the imaging system and the phantom, which implicitly includes the

length covered by the different gamma-ray photons are known, we cannot estimate

the attenuation coefficient. While we do get an estimate on the activity since we

record the number of counts, but we do not know the length covered by the photons.

In contrast, with a uniform phantom, since the activity is present everywhere, the

length covered by the photons averages out. Thus, the photopeak data provides

information about the attenuation coefficient, even for a noisy measurement.

The above three set of results tell us about the standard deviation of the attenu-

ation map coefficients. From the inverse of the FIM, we can also obtain the standard

deviation of the activity map. We computed this standard deviation over all the

voxels, determined the mean of this standard deviation map, and plotted this as a

function of the activity. The results are as shown in Fig. 6.10. We again observe

that as the activity increases, or equivalently, the number of detected photons in-

creases, the standard deviation on the estimate of the activity reduces, which is an

expected result. Also, the single-voxel phantom has a lower standard deviation as

compared to the uniform phantom. This is also expected, since the relative number
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Figure 6.9: The mean standard deviation of the attenuation coefficient averaged over
the phantom as a function of the total activity in the phantom, for both uniform
and single-voxel phantoms

of photons giving information about the activity in a particular voxel is higher for

the single-voxel phantom.

6.9 Discussions and conclusions

In this chapter, we have studied the problem of joint reconstruction of activity and

attenuation map using only the SPECT emission data acquired in LM format. Our

study attempts to retrieve information from the often-discarded scattered-photon

data in SPECT imaging. We have proposed a path-based formalism to process LM

scattered-photon data. We have then derived analytic expressions for the FIM, and

thus, the CRB of the activity and attenuation map that can be estimated using LM

SPECT emission data. We have used the derived CRB to study the information

content in LM data for different phantoms. The results that we obtain help to

validate the derived FIM expressions, and also present some interesting insights

about the information content of LM data.

The analysis with the derived FIM terms shows that there is a possibility to
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Figure 6.10: The mean standard deviation of the activity coefficients averaged over
the phantom as a function of the total activity in the phantom, for both uniform
and single-voxel phantoms.

perform joint reconstruction of activity and attenuation map using the LM SPECT

emission data. Thus, we have developed a ML scheme to perform this joint re-

construction task, and followed it with developing an EM algorithm to implement

the ML scheme. The EM algorithm considers the path taken by the photon as the

hidden variable and attempts to maximize the likelihood for a combination of the

observed and hidden data. This leads to a set of update equations for the activity

and attenuation coefficients of the different voxels in the phantom. The method, due

to its design, performs simultaneous attenuation and scatter correction. We have

developed software to implement the MLEM algorithm, but for accurate usage of

the scattered-photon data, this software requires very fine object-space discretiza-

tion. This leads to extremely slow execution and very high memory requirements,

and therefore, to evaluate the MLEM algorithm, we will need to design a high-

performance computing solution for this algorithm. We are currently exploring the

use of graphics processing units (GPUs) for the reconstruction task.

We have also developed a theoretical framework to account for the finite en-
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ergy and spatial resolution of the detector. An important task in the future is to

combine this framework with a method that estimates the number of times that

the photon has undergone scattering. Currently, for this process, we use a simple

energy-windowing technique, but that is not ideal. We are considering to use an

ML-based approach for this purpose, where the spectra of the detector and the

PDF of the estimation statistics could be convolved with the spectra of the photons

emitted from the phantom to obtain the likelihood model. To implement this ML

scheme, we are considering to use another EM-based procedure, where the number

of scattering events that the photon suffers is the hidden variable.

Another important future task is to implement the software to compute the CRB

of the activity and attenuation map for a 3-D phantom, and use it to study the in-

formation content with clinical phantoms. The material presented in this chapter

is primarily aimed at presenting the theory to derive the FIM and the MLEM algo-

rithm, and validate the theory by demonstrating that the developed methodology

gives intuitive results for simple 2-D phantoms. By developing appropriate software,

the developed theory can be used to analyze information content of LM data for

3-D phantoms. We can also learn more about the clinical applicability of scattered-

photon data by using this software with more realistic phantoms and clinical data.

In case we find that the scattered-photon data contains information about the at-

tenuation map for the clinical data, then the presented MLEM algorithm can be

developed for the 3-D case.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

7.1 Summary

In this dissertation, we have attempted to design and develop mathematical methods

and software to analyze information content and extract information from scattered

photons in the medical imaging modalities of diffuse optical tomography (DOT) and

single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). We have also shown that

the Neumann-series form of the radiative transport equation (RTE) is a useful tool

to model photon transport in DOT and SPECT. The usage of the Neumann-series

RTE could also be studied to other imaging modalities such as X-ray computed

tomography (CT), positron emission tomography, and other optical imaging modal-

ities. We have also demonstrated that the Fisher information is very useful metric

to analyze information content of acquired image data for both detection and es-

timation tasks. Finally, we have also shown the applications of high-performance

computing in medical imaging, and how they can aid in devising computationally

practical solutions and thus help extend the field of medical imaging and image

science.

In Chapter 3, to model photon transport in uniform scattering media in DOT, we

have developed and implemented the Neumann-series RTE at optical wavelengths

and studied the accuracy, convergence characteristics, practical limitations, and

computational requirements of the method. We have shown that the Neumann-

series RTE method has advantages such as its accuracy in many scenarios where

the diffusion approximation fails. However, when the medium size is large, the com-

putational requirements of the method increase significantly. Following this study,

in Chapter 4, we have further developed software to model light propagation in

completely non-uniform three-dimensional (3-D) media. Since this software is com-
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putationally intensive, we have used a parallel-computing solution to improve the

speed of the software. We have developed this software on NVIDIA graphics process-

ing units (GPUs), which has helped us gain up to two orders of speedup compared

to state-of-the-art but non-GPU implementations. Using this implementation, we

have been able to demonstrate accurate light propagation using the Neumann-series

method for various small-geometry non-uniform three-dimensional scattering me-

dia. In Chapter 5, a framework to evaluate signal detectability in DOT, and study

this detectability as a function of the depth of the signal or other phantom/system

parameters has been presented.

To study the information content of scattered photons in SPECT imaging, in

Chapter 6, we have derived the expressions for the Cramér-Rao bound on the esti-

mate of the activity and the attenuation map in list-mode (LM) SPECT data. We

have also devised techniques to extract information from the LM data in SPECT.

An MLEM algorithm that can perform joint reconstruction of the activity and at-

tenuation map simultaneously using LM data in SPECT has been designed. In the

process of working on these topics, we have made several innovations that we present

in the next section.

7.2 Innovations

This dissertation brings together innovations in the form of mathematical methods

and software for using scattered photons to extract information in medical imaging.

We have, for the first time to our knowledge, investigated the use of the

Neumann-series form of the RTE to model light propagation in tissue at optical

and near-infrared wavelengths. Novel mathematical methods have been developed

to perform this simulation, and the validity, convergence characteristics, and perfor-

mance of this method for usage in DOT has been studied. We have also developed

mathematical methods and software to implement the Neumann-series form of the

RTE for completely non-uniform 3-D media on the GPUs. Following this, we have

also developed a framework to evaluate signal detectability in DOT using a surro-
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gate figure of merit that approximates the performance of the ideal observer. In the

process, we have also proposed a novel method to compute the gradient of the pho-

ton distribution function with respect to the scattering and absorption coefficients.

This expression can help us with various tasks in DOT such as performing image

reconstruction or evaluating DOT systems.

In SPECT imaging, our work is one of the first ones that attempt to extract

information from scattered photons. We have proposed a path-based formalism to

analyze scattered-photon data acquired in LM format. We have also derived a novel

technique to evaluate the Fisher information that can be used to analyze informa-

tion content of LM data. The derived expressions can serve as a vital tool to study

the information content of LM data for other tasks also. We have also designed

a maximum-likelihood expectation-maximization (MLEM) algorithm to jointly re-

construct the activity and attenuation maps using only LM SPECT emission data.

We have implemented these algorithms, and used the derived Fisher information to

determine the CRB of the attenuation map estimates.

We hope that these innovations will be useful contributions to the field of image

science and medical imaging.

7.3 Future work

In the Discussions and conclusion section of Chapters 3-6, we have highlighted future

research directions to pursue with regard to the topics discussed in those chapters.

There are also some other future research activities that stem from the work carried

out in this dissertation. We will now elaborate on those research activities.

7.3.1 Boundary conditions in the Neumann-series form of the RTE

An issue that the Neumann-series method to model photon propagation suffers from

is the absence of accurate boundary conditions. When light propagates through a

tissue, it suffers reflection when there is a refractive-index mismatch. This refractive

index mismatch is especially pronounced when the light exits the tissue to enter into
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the air medium. Due to the reflection occurring at this interface, the photons are

reflected back into the medium, and this process should be accounted for while

solving the RTE. However, the Neumann series as given by Eq. (2.33) does not

account for this process of reflection. In this section, we develop a Neumann-series-

RTE version that accounts for reflection occurring at the tissue surface. In most of

the current RTE implementations, both in the integral and differential forms, the

RTE is solved in the spherical harmonic basis to make the scattering operation easy

to compute [90, 91]. Therefore, we also have to evaluate the reflection operation in

the spherical harmonic basis. Since we are working with the integral form of the

RTE, the effect of reflection should be in the form of an integral transform.

Implementation and validation of the proposed approach can extend the usage

of the Neumann-series RTE to accurately model light propagation in scenarios that

involve reflection at the interface of surfaces with different refractive indices.

Boundary conditions

The refractive index of the biological tissue, which we denote by n, is typically

greater than the refractive index of the outside medium such as air, denoted by

n0. Due to this refractive index mismatch, light is reflected and refracted when

escaping the medium at the tissue-air interface. Let the normal vector to this

tissue-air interface be denoted by the vector n̂. Then the escaping radiance along

the outward direction ŝ, where n̂.ŝ > 0, is partly reflected at the interface with the

reflection coefficient R in a direction ŝ′. The radiance that is reflected back into the

medium can be determined using the relation

wr(ŝ′) = Rw(ŝ)[1−H(n̂ · ŝ′)], (7.1)

where H(x) is the Heaviside step function, which is equal to 1 when x > 0 and 0

otherwise. The direction ŝ′ is given by the law of reflection as

ŝ′ = ŝ− 2n̂(n̂ · ŝ), (7.2)
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and R is the reflectivity coefficient given by Fresnel’s law as

R =

(

n cos β − n0 cosα

n cos β + n0 cosα

)2

. (7.3)

where α and β are the angles of incidence and transmission, given by the law of

reflection and Snell’s law, respectively.

α = arccos(n̂ · ŝ), (7.4)

β = arcsin

(

n sinα

n0

)

.

Let us denote the kernel that implements the boundary conditions by R. From the

analysis above, the form for the boundary kernel can be given by

[Rw](r, ŝ′) =

∫

n̂·ŝ>0

R δ[ŝ′ − ŝ+ 2(n̂ · ŝ)n̂]w(r, ŝ)dΩŝ. (7.5)

where δ(ŝ) is the delta function.

Discretization: Spherical Harmonic Basis

To solve the RTE numerically, we must discretize the angular and spatial coordi-

nates. To discretize the angular coordinates, we use the fact that the scattering

kernel is only a function of ŝ · ŝ′. Therefore, we solve the RTE in a spherical har-

monic basis, since in this basis, the scattering kernel reduces to a simple diagonal

form. Let Y denote the spherical harmonic transformation which maps the distribu-

tion function w(r, ŝ) to its spherical harmonic coefficients Wl,m(r), and let Yl,m(ŝ)

denote the spherical harmonic basis functions. Then, the radiance can be expressed

in the spherical harmonic basis as

Wl,m(r) = Y{w(r, ŝ)} =

∫

4π

Y ∗
l,m(ŝ)w(r, ŝ)dΩ. (7.6)

The scattering and attenuation kernels are discretized in this basis using the ap-

proaches mentioned in Chapter 3, and are denoted by D and A respectively. We

now derive the form of the boundary kernel in this basis.

The boundary kernel involves just a change of directions. The mean refractive

index is assumed to be constant within the medium. Therefore, the boundary kernel
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is independent of the location r. In the spherical harmonic basis, it is given in

matrix form as Bl′m′,lm. To derive the explicit form of the boundary kernel in the

spherical harmonic basis, let us represent the radiance that is reflected back into the

medium for the (i, j, k)th voxel in the normal angular basis by wr(i, j, k, ŝ′) and in

the spherical harmonic basis by W r
l′,m′(i, j, k), respectively. Then using Eq. 7.6, the

relation between the two is given by

W r
lm(i, j, k) =

∫

4π

Y ∗
lm(ŝ

′)wr(i, j, k, ŝ)dΩ. (7.7)

Using Eq. (7.1), Eq. (7.5), and the sifting property of the delta function, we obtain

W r
lm(i, j, k) = R

∫

n̂.ŝ′>0

Y ∗
lm{2n̂(n̂.ŝ′)− ŝ′}w(i, j, k, ŝ′)dΩ′. (7.8)

Replacing w(i, j, k, ŝ) with its spherical harmonic representation, we get

W r
lm(i, j, k) = R

∑

l′m′

Wl′m′(i, j, k)Yl′m′(ŝ′)

∫

n̂.ŝ′>0

Y ∗
lm{ŝ′ − 2n̂(n̂.ŝ′)}dΩ′. (7.9)

After some rearrangement, we obtain the elements of the boundary kernel matrix

as

Blm,l′m′ = R

∫

n̂.ŝ′>0

Yl′m′(ŝ′)Y ∗
lm{2n̂(n̂.ŝ′)− ŝ′}dΩ′. (7.10)

Therefore, the elements of the boundary kernel are obtained in the spherical har-

monic basis.

Incorporating the boundary kernel into the Neumann series

To incorporate the boundary kernel into the Neumann series, we begin with a first

principles treatment of light propagation in tissue. We define the boundary of the

phantom to be a very thin layer just inside the phantom such that in this thin layer,

only the reflection event occurs. As a consequence of the boundary conditions,

there will be reflection at the boundary. Therefore, the boundary then acts as the

source of photon radiation, and the effect it has is given by the expression Rw.

An alternative way to think about the boundary reflection is to consider it like a

scattering operation, except that the scattering phase function is given by the laws
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of reflection. Either of these two interpretations leads to the following form for the

RTE.

w = XE+XRw +XKw. (7.11)

Taking the terms involving the radiance on the left side of the equation, we get the

following:

[I −XR−XK]w = XE. (7.12)

A formal solution of the above equation is given by the Neumann series.

w = [I −XRXK]−1XE

= [I +XR+XK+XRXR+XK XK+XRXK+XKXB + ...]XE.

(7.13)

While we incorporate the reflection kernel in the Neumann series, the expression

is very difficult to evaluate. However, if the Fresnel reflection coefficient R is not

very high, which typically is the case with tissue-air mismatch, then R2 << 1 . A

consequence of this assumption is that we can neglect the terms that contain the

boundary kernel twice. In that case, we can obtain a more simplified expression as

w = XE+XKXE+XRXE+XRXKXE+XKXRXE+XKXKXE+ ...,

(7.14)

or alternatively, using Eq. 2.33, as

w = XRXE+XRXKXE+XKXRXE+ Original Neumann series. (7.15)

Therefore, the Neumann series now has just three extra terms, which can be easily

evaluated and the boundary conditions can be implemented. Each of these three

terms has a physical interpretation. Firstly, XRXE represent the photons that are

reflected at the boundary and subsequently transmitted back into the phantom. The

radiance that is reflected back into the phantom, and subsequently gets scattered

is given by the term XKXRXE. The term, XRXKXE is the radiance that is

scattered in the medium and after subsequently, is reflected back into the medium.

We could also incorporate more terms to account for reflection if the refractive

index mismatch between the tissue and external interface is very high. Finally, the
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Neumann series can be represented in the spherical harmonic basis in the same form

as the angular coordinates basis. It is thus given by

W = ÂBÂξ + ÂBÂDÂξ + ÂDÂBÂξ + Âξ + ÂDÂξ + ÂDÂDÂξ + ... (7.16)

7.3.2 Determining first and second-order statistics of a DOT imaging system de-

tector corrupted by Poisson and Gaussian noise

In the process of modeling an imaging system, the statistics of the detector element

must be characterized accurately. While pursuing our work with the Neumann-series

RTE for optical imaging, we had also setup an experimental DOT imaging system.

This DOT system consists of a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor(CMOS)

detector, and we had to determine the noise characteristics of this detector. To

determine these characteristics, we had to devise a technique to evaluate the first

and second-order statistics of a detector corrupted by both Poisson and Gaussian

noise, specific to our detector. In this section, we describe the method we pursued

for this task. Since often many detectors suffer from the combined effect of Poisson

and Gaussian noise, this technique could be used to determine the noise charac-

teristics of such detectors. We begin with discussing the two noise components in

CMOS detectors, shot noise and electronic noise, which have Poisson and Gaussian

distributions, respectively.

Combined effect of noise sources

Shot noise is a major noise component in photon-sensing detectors. In an electrical

circuit, shot noise is defined as the noise associated with the random arrival of

discrete number of electrons. Since the photoelectric interactions occurring in our

detector are discrete events, the electrons produced in these events result in shot

noise just like any other free electrons do. If the radiation source satisfies the

condition for Poisson statistics, then this noise can be modeled with a Poisson

distribution. This is because the number of photoelectric interactions that occur in

any given time interval are independent of the number of interactions that occur
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in any other time interval and the condition for rarity is satisfied [87]. Let km be

the number of photoelectric interactions in the mth detector element. Let θ be the

radiation source generating these photons. Then

Pr(km|θ) = exp(−k̄m(θ))
(k̄m(θ))

km

km!
. (7.17)

Since Poisson events are all independent, this noise is independent from one pixel

to another.

Electronic noise is a consequence of the thermal motion of electrons in a con-

ductor. A large number of electrons contribute more or less independently to this

noise. Therefore, by the central limit theorem, electronic noise can be described

by a Gaussian distribution. This noise is also called as read-out noise. Let Rm

be the responsivity of the mth detector element in units of volts/photo-electrons.

Suppose this detector element receives km photo-electrons in some exposure time T,

and produces a voltage of gm at the output of the electronic channel. Let us denote

the variance of the electronic noise by σ2
m. The distribution for gm is given by

pr(gm|θ) =
1

√

2πσ2
m

exp

(−(gm − ḡm(θ))
2

2σ2
m

)

. (7.18)

Each detector element in the CMOS array has its individual electronic read-out cir-

cuit. Therefore, the electronic noise of individual detector elements are independent

of one another.

To consider the combined effect of the Poisson and Gaussian noises, consider

the mth detector element, which in a given exposure time T , has km photo-

electronic interactions. It responds to each of these interactions with responsivity R

(volts/photo-electronic interaction) and feeds the result into an electronic readout

channel with noise variance σ2
m (Volts2). As above the output of the electronics

channel is denoted by gm and its probability distribution function(PDF) is given by

pr(gm|θ) =
∞
∑

km=0

pr(gm|km)Pr(km|θ). (7.19)

Using Eqs. (7.18) and (7.17) in the above equation

pr(gm|θ) =
∞
∑

km=0

1
√

2πσ2
m

exp

(−(gm −Rmkm)
2

2σm2

)

exp(−k̄m(θ))
k̄m(θ)

km

km!
. (7.20)
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Therefore, to determine the noise characteristics of the individual camera detector

elements, we have to compute the values of Rm and σm for each detector element.

To determine these values, we evaluate the first and second order moments of gm.

The mean of gm, which we denote by ḡm, can be derived using Eq. (7.20). In the rest

of the mathematical treatment, we drop the dependence on θ for ease of notation.

Therefore, gm is given by

ḡm =

∫

gmpr(gm|θ)dgm

=

∫

gm

∞
∑

km=0

1√
2πσ2

exp

(−(gm −Rmkm)
2

2σm2

)

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

dgm

=
∞
∑

km=0

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

∫

gm
1√
2πσ2

exp

(−(gm −Rmkm)
2

2σm2

)

dgm, (7.21)

where the last form is obtained by interchanging the order of integration and sum-

mation. The term inside the integration is just the mean value of the Gaussian

PDF, and is therefore equal to Rmkm. Therefore, ḡm can be rewritten as,

ḡm =
∞
∑

km=0

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

Rmkm

= R exp(−k̄m)k̄m
∞
∑

km=1

k̄km−1
m

(km − 1)!

= R exp(−k̄m)k̄m exp(k̄m)

= ḡm = Rmk̄m. (7.22)

where the third step follows from the Taylor series expansion for exp(x). The vari-

ance of gm, which we denote by V (gm), is given by

V (gm) =

∫

g2mpr(gm|θ)d(gm)− ḡ2m. (7.23)

Now, using Eq. (7.20), we get
∫

g2mpr(gm|θ) =
∫

g2m

∞
∑

km=1

1√
2πσ2

exp

(−(gm −Rmkm)
2

2σm2

)

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

=
∞
∑

km=0

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

∫

g2m
1√
2πσ2

exp

(−(gm −Rmkm)
2

2σm2

)

, (7.24)
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again by changing the order of summation and integration. Recognizing that the

term inside the integration is the variance of a Gaussian PDF, we can simplify the

above equation as

∫

g2mpr(gm|θ) =
∞
∑

km=0

exp(−k̄m)
k̄kmm
km!

(R2
mk

2
m + σ2

m)

= exp(−k̄m)
{

R2
mk̄

2
m

∞
∑

km=2

k̄km−2
m

(km − 2)!
+R2

mk̄m

∞
∑

km=1

k̄km−1
m

(km − 1)!
+ σ2

m

k̄kmm
km!

}

, (7.25)

By recognizing that the terms inside the summations are Taylor series expansions

for exponential series, we rewrite the above equation as

∫

g2mpr(gm|θ) = exp(−k̄m){R2
m(k̄m)

2 exp(k̄m) +R2
mk̄m exp(k̄m) + σ2

m exp(k̄m)}

= R2
m(k̄m)

2 +R2
mk̄m + σ2

m. (7.26)

Using Eqs. (7.26) and (7.22) in Eq. (7.23), we get

V (gm) = R2
mk̄m + σ2

m. (7.27)

However, in our detector, our measurements are not the voltage values, but the

gray-level (intensity) values of the output image. We now study the conversion of

voltage to gray-level values in the next section.

Conversion of voltage to image gray-level values

While acquiring images using our camera, we noticed that below certain photon

intensities, the gray level values of the pixels of the image being formed were zero.

This indicated that below a certain threshold, all voltages are mapped to zero gray

level value. Let gmin denote this lower threshold voltage value. Also, we found

that after a certain intensity, the camera detector elements got saturated, and the

gray level value attained a maximum. Let gmax denote this upper threshold voltage

value, and lmax denote the highest gray level value. We assume a linear relationship

between the voltage and gray-level values within these thresholds. Thus, if lm were
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the output gray level value on the image corresponding to the mth detector element,

then

lm = lmax

{

gm − gmin

gmax − gmin

}

. (7.28)

To determine the camera noise parameters, we evaluate the mean and variance of

lm in terms of the mean and variance of gm using Eq. 7.28. The mean of lm, which

we denote by l̄m can be easily derived to be equal to

l̄m = lmax

{

ḡm − gmin

gmax − gmin

}

= lmax

{

Rmkm − gmin

gmax − gmin

}

, (7.29)

using Eq. (7.22). The variance of lm, which we denote by V (lm) can also be derived

to be

V (lm) =

{

lmax

gmax − gmin

}2

V (gm)

=

{

lmax

gmax − gmin

}2

{R2
mk̄m + σ2

m}. (7.30)

Measuring noise characteristics of the detector

To completely characterize the shot and thermal noise properties of the camera for a

given km, we need to compute Rm, σm, gmax and gmin. From Eqs. (7.29) and (7.30),

we observe that these parameters for the mth detector element can be computed

if we measure the mean and variance of the gray-level value of the mth pixel. To

determine the latter, we acquire multiple images using our CMOS detector for a fixed

radiant exitance value of the source and a fixed exposure time. We then compute

the mean and variance of the mth gray level pixel. These statistics are dependent on

k̄m, which is proportional to the irradiance on the detector, and the exposure time

on the camera. Therefore, we vary the radiant exitance values of the source and the

exposure time on the camera, and again repeat this experiment. Consequently, we

are able to obtain the mean and variance of the mth gray level pixel for different km

values. Let us acquire K such measurements. For the kth measurement, let the mean
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and variance of the gray level values that we obtain be denoted by V (lmk) and l̄mk.

Using Eqs. (7.30) and (7.29), we get, by eliminating km, for the k
th measurement

V (lmk) = l̄mk(sRm) + s2(gminRm + σ2
m). (7.31)

Writing the above in matrix form, for K measurements,
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 , (7.32)

or equivalently, writing the matrix having the terms V (lm) as Ym, l̄m as Xm and the

third matrix as Λm, we get

Ym = XmΛm. (7.33)

The least squares solution for this equation is given by

Λm = (Xm
TXm)

−1
(XT

mYm). (7.34)

Solving for Λm will give us two values for each pixel, sRm and s2(gminRm+σ2
m). On

analyzing further, we realize that the quantities that are actually of interest to us,

i.e. the quantities that can characterize the camera noise properties completely are

sRm, sgmin and sσm, which we denote by λ1m, λ2 and λ3m respectively. This is due

to the fact that the quantity we are measuring from the camera is the gray level

value and not the voltage, and a rewriting of Eqs. (7.29) and (7.30) shows that

l̄m = sRmk̄m − sgmin (7.35)

V (lm) = (sRm)
2k̄m + (sσm)

2. (7.36)

The first element of Λm gives sRm, i.e. λ1m, while the second element can be rewrit-

ten as λ1mλ2+λ23m. The next task is to obtain the values of λ3m and λ2 where λ2 is

independent of m and therefore, the same for all pixels. Using the derived values,

we can determine the noise properties of the detector. Following this, we need to
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perform experimental validation of this technique. If validated, this technique could

be useful to characterize noise in CMOS and other detectors that suffer from both

Gaussian and Poisson noise.

7.3.3 Image reconstruction in diffuse optical tomography

The recovery of the optical parameters of the tissue from boundary measurements

of light propagation in tissue is a non-linear, ill-posed and ill-conditioned problem.

While the number of unknown coefficients is high, the number of measurements is

relatively limited. Image reconstruction in DOT is also computationally very inten-

sive. There is considerable research in image reconstruction in DOT [15, 181–185].

However, either these reconstruction methods are based on the diffusion approxi-

mation, or if based on differential methods, take considerable amount of time. To

illustrate the computational requirement, a full 3-D image reconstruction of mouse

model for recovering the fluorescent-probe-distribution can take up to several hours

or days of computation time using these methods [24]. A computationally efficient

and accurate DOT reconstruction scheme has the potential to significantly improve

the clinical utility of DOT. The accuracy can be improved by considering more ac-

curate photon propagation models, such as using the RTE instead of the diffusion

approximation. Similarly the computational efficiency can be improved by using

more efficient reconstruction algorithms as well as developing these algorithms on

high-performance computing systems such as graphics processing units (GPUs). In

this dissertation, we have developed a Neumann-series RTE based photon propa-

gation model, and also implemented it on GPUs. An important future-research

direction is to investigate the use of the developed Neumann-series RTE to perform

image reconstruction in DOT.

We have devised a gradient-based scheme that utilizes the Neumann-series

method developed in Chapter 3 and 4, along with the technique to evaluate the

gradient of the photon distribution function, as presented in Chapter 5, to perform

image reconstruction in DOT using a gradient-based method. Since the DOT image

reconstruction problem is considerably ill-posed,this necessitates incorporating prior
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information into the inverse problem formulation in order to solve the reconstruction

problem. In our method, we assume the presence of a prior that gives us information

about the tissue type for each region in the tissue, i.e. the anatomical information.

This anatomical information can be obtained using an alternative imaging modality

like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-Ray CT or ultrasound. Several research

groups have reported development of such multi-modality imaging systems. These

include a concurrent X-ray tomosynthesis DOT system developed at Massachusetts

General Hospital [156], a MRI-DOT system developed at University of Pennsylva-

nia [157], University of California at Irvine [158] and Dartmouth College [186] and

an ultrasound DOT system developed at University of Connecticut [159]. The main

motivation behind designing these systems is that DOT offers unique functional

information (such as tissue oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin concentrations), while high

resolution anatomical imaging modalities provide complementary information for

disease diagnosis and understanding with superior localization and spatial resolu-

tion. Therefore, using these systems, a priori information about the anatomical

structure of the tissue can be obtained. This a priori anatomical information can

be used as either a “soft” or a “hard” prior. When used as a soft prior, the in-

formation is used as part of the penalty term in the minimization functional that

we are trying to solve. In our research, we instead use this anatomical information

as a hard prior, similar to the ideas presented in Dehghani et al. [15] and Custo et

al. [187]. Each voxel in the tissue is labeled with its tissue type based on the a priori

anatomical information. Therefore, the task is reduced to finding the absorption and

scattering coefficients of the different tissue types in the patient. The advantage of

using this hard prior is that the total number of unknowns is reduced dramatically.

A drawback of this scheme is that the stability of the algorithm is highly dependent

on the accuracy of the a priori information. Another possible disadvantage using

this method is that the spatial resolution is limited by the other modality in the

imaging system. However, as stated earlier, in these multimodality imaging systems,

the non-DOT imaging modality typically has a better spatial resolution than DOT

itself. Therefore, the loss of spatial resolution is not really an issue.
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The objective functional

Let us denote the noisy data acquired by the DOT imaging system by the image

vector g. Using the a priori information about the tissue map as a hard prior,

we can define the anatomical support for all the regions. Thus, we first write the

coefficient function, which we denote by µ(r), in terms of spatial basis functions

φn(r), where the nth basis function corresponds to the anatomical support for the

nth tissue type. The coefficient function could be the scattering or the absorption

coefficient function. The representation of the coefficient function is the same as

Eq. (7.37), and is repeated for convenience below:

µ(r) =
N
∑

n=1

µnφn(r). (7.37)

Also, assuming that there are N separate tissue types, let us denote the N -

dimensional vector of the absorption coefficients by µa and the vector of scattering

coefficients by µs. For notational simplicity, let us denote µ = {µa,µs}. Let us

denote the true noiseless mean image data that is obtained for a certain value of µ

by ḡ(µ).

In DOT, the dynamic range of the measured light intensities is often very large,

so scaling of the data might be required to ensure numerical stability of the opti-

mization algorithm. Transformation of the variables in the solution space may also

be performed to obtain right preconditioning [188]. We follow a similar approach

as in Tarvainen et al. to scale the solution and the data spaces. We first scale the

variables in solution space by using the following transformation:

µ̃n = log
µn

µ̄n

(7.38)

where µ̄n is the mean value of the absorption and scattering values of the initial

guess in the reconstruction. This scaling has various effects such as normalizing

the values of the scattering and absorption coefficients, making the solution space

“dimensionless”, and also ensuring positivity since we have a logarithmic transfor-

mation. The scaling of the measured light intensities is done by a simple logarithmic

transformation, which is commonly used in DOT [188].
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Using a least-squares approach to perform the reconstruction, we define our

objective functional to be

Φ(µ) = || log(g)− log(ḡ(µ̃))||2 (7.39)

Our task is to find that value of the vector µ that minimizes this objective functional.

Algorithm to minimize the objective functional

We use a gradient-based approach to minimize the objective functional. Taking the

gradient of Φ(µ) with respect to a certain coefficient µn leads to

∂Φ(µ)

∂µn

= −2
M
∑

m=1

log gm − log ḡm(µ̃)

ḡm(µ̃)

∂ḡm(µ̃)

∂µn

(7.40)

Thus, we are required to determine the gradient of the mean image data with respect

to the scattering/absorption coefficient µn. We know from Eq. (5.16) that this

quantity can be obtained by taking the inner product of the detector sensitivity to

the mth pixel and the derivative of the photon distribution function with respect

to µn. We have also seen in Sec. 5.3 that the derivative of the photon distribution

function with respect to µn can be evaluated by executing the RTE with a different

source term, given by Eq. (7.41), and repeated here for convenience:

Sn = −cφnw + ǫφnK1w. (7.41)

Thus, for every tissue type, this gradient is computed once. Using the gradient,

we can update the values of the scattering and absorption coefficient of that tissue

type. This process can then be repeated for all the tissue types.

Implementation, Experiments, Results and Future research directions

A flowchart of the scheme we developed to implement the reconstruction algorithm

is shown in Fig. 7.1. We implemented this scheme on a system consisting of four

NVIDIA Tesla C2050 GPU cards and used it to reconstruct optical properties of the

tissue from transmitted intensity measurements as measured by the camera at the
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Figure 7.1: Flowchart of our reconstruction algorithm

exit face in the DOT setup shown in Fig. 3.3. Since for large tissues, the diffusion

approximation is accurate, we focused on reconstructing small tissue samples.

Preliminary studies using the developed scheme showed that even the task of

estimating the absorption and scattering coefficient for a uniform phantom is fairly

complicated. This is due to the significant difference between the magnitude of

the scattering and the absorption coefficients, and the fact that in the RTE, the

absorption coefficient always appears along with the scattering coefficient. Since the

scattering coefficient is about two orders of magnitude higher than the scattering

coefficient, we find that the algorithm is unstable. The strategy to normalize the

scattering and absorption coefficients is also not very helpful.

To describe the problem better, we present a surface map of the objective func-

tional for different values of scattering and absorption coefficients as shown in
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Figure 7.2: The surface map of the objective functional as a function of the scattering
and absorption coefficients

Fig. 7.2. This surface map was created for a uniform phantom with absorption

and scattering coefficients equal to 0.01 cm−1 and 1 cm−1, respectively. We observe

that as the scattering coefficient varies, there is a significant variation in the value of

the objective functional, but very little variation occurs as the absorption coefficient

varies. To further illustrate the issue, we plot the change in the objective func-

tional as the absorption coefficient varies for different fixed values of the scattering

coefficient in Fig. 7.3. We find that when the scattering coefficient has the right

value of 1 cm−1, there is a minima in the objective functional for the true value of

the absorption coefficient. However, when the scattering coefficient is not the right

value, we do not see the same behavior. Thus, if we are at the wrong value of the

scattering coefficient, the objective functional does not guide us towards the right

value of the absorption coefficient. This makes the reconstruction problem even

more challenging.

Arridge et al. [170] have shown that when we use only intensity measurements

and the diffusion approximation to simulate light propagation, there is no unique

solution for the scattering and absorption coefficients, and they cannot be separately
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Figure 7.3: Variation in the objective functional as the absorption coefficient varies,
for different fixed values of the scattering coefficient

evaluated. Perhaps we might also be facing a similar issue, and thus a good next

step would be to incorporate phase data in the reconstruction algorithm. This phase

data can be obtained by imaging with sources at different modulation frequencies.

Other future-research directions are to use the reflected intensity data, as well as

the photon intensity measured at the other surfaces apart from just the exit face of

the tissue.
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APPENDIX A

SIMULATING SILICON PHOTOMULTIPLIER RESPONSE TO

SCINTILLATION LIGHT

A.1 Introduction

Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs) are emerging as photon-sensing devices in many

applications due to their several attractive features such as low operating voltage,

small size, extremely-high gain, immunity to magnetic fields, fast turn-on and turn-

off times, stability, compactness and robustness [189–197]. They are being stud-

ied for use in many applications to detect scintillation light, such as in positron

emission tomography (PET) systems [67–72], multi-modality PET and magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) systems [73,74], single photon emission computed tomog-

raphy (SPECT) systems [75], and high-energy physics systems [81, 198–200]. Due

to this wide usage, many tasks have emerged that require relating the SiPM out-

put to scintillation light. These tasks include optimizing the design of SiPM-based

detector for a particular application, estimating difficult-to-measure SiPM param-

eters, determining event time for time of flight (TOF) PET systems, determining

the interaction-location of a gamma-ray photon with the scintillation crystal in a

nuclear imaging system, performing corrections on measurements of energy spectra,

studying statistics of scintillation light, predicting scintillation-detector performance

such as energy resolution, evaluating imaging systems that use SiPMs, and calibrat-

ing SiPM-based detectors [3, 77, 199, 201]. However, the relationship between SiPM

output and scintillation light is very complex. The performance of a SiPM-based

detector is significantly affected by the inherent non-proportionality of the SiPM

response. SiPMs suffer from non-linear effects, parameter variation due to varying

overvoltage, and noise phenomena such as optical crosstalk, afterpulsing, and dark

counts [76]. Scintillation light pulses are inhomogeneous-intensity processes and can
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have a long decay time and/or high light yield. As a result, the behavior of the SiPM

varies within the duration of the scintillation pulse itself, further complicating this

relationship [77]. To deal with this complexity, models that relate the measured

electronic signal with the input optical signal are required.

There has been research to model SiPM response using both analytical and

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation approaches. Van Dam et al. [3] have developed a

completely analytical model that simulates SiPM response based on the physical

and functional principles that are generally applicable to scintillation light pulses.

Although analytical models are useful, it is very difficult to account for all pro-

cesses that occur in the SiPM, such as variation of SiPM parameters with over-

voltage, effect of output voltage, deadtime, and dark counts, using them. More-

over, it is complicated to obtain an accurate analytic expression for the variance of

the SiPM output. Computation of the variance is very useful in many tasks that

include, for example, determining the energy resolution of these devices or deter-

mining the interaction-location of a gamma-ray photon in a nuclear-imaging system

using maximum-likelihood methods [202]. Due to these reasons, MC simulation

approaches are an important alternative to determine the SiPM response and the

variance in the SiPM output.

A SiPM consists of an array of Geiger-mode avalanche photodiodes (GM-APDs),

also known as microcells [3]. Circuit-simulation studies have attempted to exclu-

sively study the electronic response of an individual microcell [78,79]. These studies

have been extended for SiPMs [203, 204], but they primarily address sources that

emit fast-light pulses, e.g. light emitted from a fast laser source. Thus, these studies

do not consider many effects that arise when the light pulse is of similar duration to

the recovery time of the SiPM. To simulate the SiPM output to constant-intensity

light, MC models have been developed [205], but these models do not consider the

variation in light intensity and device response with time, as is required for modeling

SiPM response to scintillation light. MC models to simulate SiPM response to scin-

tillation light have also been designed [77, 80–83]. However, most of these models

focus on simulating some specific aspects of the SiPM response, or specific input
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scintillation-light characteristics and thus, they do not model all the relevant SiPM

phenomena. Moreover, in these models, the effect of the different SiPM-circuit el-

ements on the single-photoelectron response and the voltage-drop across the SiPM

microcell is not explicitly considered. Therefore, the electrical characteristics of the

SiPM are not modeled very accurately.

A simulation of SiPM response to scintillation light that includes all relevant

processes should satisfy many criteria, such as SiPM-state change on occurrence

of an avalanche, stochastic nature of afterpulsing, optical crosstalk and dark count

processes, voltage drop across the readout circuit, and the variation in the dif-

ferent SiPM parameters, namely the gain, internal quantum efficiency (QE), dark

count rate, optical crosstalk and afterpulsing probability, within the duration of the

scintillation pulse. The model should also account for the electrical characteristics

of the SiPM circuit and simulate the transient response of the output due to an

avalanche accurately. This is required to accurately determine the probability of a

photon triggering an avalanche and the magnitude of output charge due to such an

avalanche. Finally the dependence of the various SiPM parameters on temperature

and phenomena like the dead time of microcells following an avalanche should also

be considered.

Considering the above-mentioned criteria, to simulate the SiPM response in a

computationally-efficient manner, we treat the problem as a combined discrete-time

discrete-event process [206, 207]. We first develop techniques to perform accurate

simulations of the phenomena of SiPM electrical response, optical crosstalk, after-

pulsing, effects due to the readout circuit, variation in SiPM parameters within the

duration of the scintillation pulse, and the dead time. We also derive a novel an-

alytic expression for the single-photoelectron response and voltage-drop across the

SiPM circuit elements when an avalanche occurs. These expressions determine the

effect of all the circuit elements in the SiPM at any instant of time and thus also

help us simulate SiPM-parameter variation accurately. The simulation mechanism

then integrates all these methods using the discrete-time discrete-event framework.

Thus, the software simulates SiPM phenomena that were not completely considered
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in the previous models.

In the sections to follow, we elaborate further on the simulation. We first discuss

the various phenomena that contribute to the SiPM response to a scintillation light

pulse and, in the process, derive the expression for the single-photoelectron response

of the SiPM.

A.2 SiPM response to scintillation light pulse

A.2.1 SiPM circuit response

Consider a gamma-ray with energy E that interacts within a scintillator, with light

yield Y (expressed in optical photons per unit deposited energy), and deposits its

energy at the interaction point. Consequently a scintillation pulse is produced,

which is typically an inhomogeneous intensity Poisson process [208]. A fraction f

of the scintillation photons is absorbed in the active volume of the SiPM, where f

denotes the photon-collection efficiency of the SiPM.

A schematic of the SiPM and its readout circuit are shown in Fig. A.1. A SiPM

is composed of about 102−105 microcells, each of which are reverse biased at voltage

Vbias and in series with a quenching resistor Rq. Each microcell is biased above the

breakdown voltage by an amount Vob, also referred to as overvoltage. When no

current is flowing across the SiPM, then the initial overvoltage, which we denote by

Vob0 is

Vob0 = Vbias − Vbr, (A.1)

where Vbr is the breakdown voltage of the microcell. However, when current flow

occurs through the SiPM, then Vob across the microcell decreases due to the voltage

drop across the quenching resistance and the readout-circuit resistance.

When a photon is incident on one of the microcells of the SiPM, then it might

create an electron-hole pair in the microcell, which might then trigger an avalanche.

The process of creating an electron-hole pair and triggering an avalanche have a

joint probability ǫ, which is defined as the internal QE of a single microcell [3]. The

probability of triggering an avalanche varies as an exponentially saturating function
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Figure A.1: Schematic of a SiPM and its readout circuit.

with overvoltage Vob [76, 81, 209]. The SiPM-detector photon-detection efficiency

(PDE) is defined as the product of the internal QE ǫ and the photon-collection

efficiency f.

The triggering of the avalanche results in microplasma current that rises swiftly

with nanosecond or sub-nanosecond rise time τmr , to a value in the milliampere

range [77,210,211]. This leads to current flow in the circuit, which causes a voltage-

drop Vq across the quenching resistance Rq as shown in Fig. A.1. Due to this voltage

drop, the voltage and microplasma current across the GM-APD reduce exponentially

to their asymptotic-steady-state values, with a decay time τmd. As the voltage across

the diode reduces to Vbr, the intensity of the microplasma current becomes very low,

the number of carriers that traverse the avalanche region becomes very small, and

eventually the avalanche is quenched. Therefore, this decay time τmd is also referred

to as the quenching time constant and is given by [203,210]

τmd = Cd
RdRq

Rd +Rq

, (A.2)

where Rd and Cd are the reverse-biased diode resistance and capacitance respec-

tively. For the Hamamatsu MPPCs, Cd ∼ 100 fF, Rq ∼ 100 kΩ, and Rd ∼ 1 kΩ [203]

so that τmd ∼ 100 ps. If another photon arrives within this time duration, then it

does not trigger an avalanche. Thus, τmd corresponds to the deadtime of the micro-

cell due to the avalanche being in progress [211].
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The GM-APD can be modeled as a voltage source [78, 203, 210] or as a current

source [77, 204, 211]. In our analysis, we model the GM-APD as a current source

Id(t) in parallel with a diode capacitance Cd, as shown in Fig. A.2. Modeling

the GM-APD as a current source helps to model the rise time of the microplasma

current accurately. The current source models the total charge delivered by the

microcell during a single avalanche event. We define the gain G of the SiPM as the

expectation value of the number of output charge carriers due to a single fired cell

at the given overvoltage. Then, the total charge due to a single avalanche event

is Ge, where e denotes the charge of an electron. As discussed, the delivery of

this charge consists of a combination of exponentially-rising and decaying pulses.

Without loss of generality, assume that the avalanche is triggered at time t = 0.

Then the expression for Id(t) is given by

Id(t) =
Ge

τmd − τmr

[

exp

( −t
τmd

)

− exp

(−t
τmr

)]

u(t), (A.3)

where u(t) is the unit step function. It can be verified that this expression is correctly

normalized and satisfies the initial- and final-value conditions, i.e. at t = 0 and at

t = ∞, Id(t) = 0.

After the avalanche is quenched, the capacitance Cd recharges, leading to the

recovery of the diode. If any photon strikes the diode during this recovery phase, it

can be detected. However due to the voltage-drop across Rq, Vob is less than Vob0.

Due to this reduction in Vob, as discussed earlier, the internal QE of the microcell

is reduced, leading to a smaller probability of the photon triggering an avalanche.

The gain G of the microcell is also linearly dependent on Vob as [3]

G =
(Cd + Cq)Vob

e
. (A.4)

Therefore, due to the reduction in Vob, the output charge produced due to an

avalanche when the diode is in its recovery phase is also reduced. As we discuss

later, the reduction in Vob also affects other SiPM parameters.

The above-described electrical process occurs in all the microcells when scintilla-

tion photons are incident on them. The current pulses generated from the individual
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microcells add up and are measured by the readout circuit of the SiPM. The voltage-

drop across any resistance in the readout circuit decreases the value of Vob across all

the microcells. This voltage drop Vs can occur in the shunt resistance Rs, as shown

in the SiPM-circuit diagram in Fig. A.1. Generally there is an amplifier in parallel

to the shunt resistance, but due to its high input impedance, its effect on the equiv-

alent resistance is negligible. The voltage-drop can also be at the input resistance

of a preamplifier and/or the resistance of filter circuitry at the power-supply lines

in the readout circuit. Depending on the number of fired cells and the value of the

series resistance, the reduction in Vob could be large. This effect is significant when

the light levels are high, for example, at the peak of a scintillation pulse. Also,

the effect is more pronounced when the light pulse is of the same order of mag-

nitude as the SiPM-output pulse duration. Due to the relatively long duration of

most scintillation pulses, many scintillation detectors using SiPMs are affected by

it [3, 81].

To summarize, the overvoltage across a microcell Vob reduces due to the voltage-

drops across the quenching resistance Rq and the shunt resistance Rs. Depending on

the magnitude of Vob, many microcell parameters are affected. It is thus important

to derive accurate expressions for the voltage-drops across Rq and Rs, in order to

determine Vob accurately at any time following an avalanche. These expressions are

also critical to determine the transient output response of the SiPM. To compute

these voltage drops, we first derive the analytic expression for the current through Rs

when only a single microcell fires. We refer to this output as the single-photoelectron

response. We then derive the expression for the current through the quenching

resistance of the microcell that has fired.

The equivalent circuit of the SiPM when only a single microcell fires, with the

fired GM-APD being modeled as a current source, is shown in Fig. A.2 [204, 211].

The quenching resistance and capacitance are denoted by Rq and Cq respectively.

The reverse-biased diode capacitance is denoted by Cd. The equivalent reverse-

biased diode capacitance, quenching resistance and quenching capacitance due to

the unfired microcells connected in parallel is given by the circuit elements C ′
d =
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(Ncells − 1)Cd, R
′
q = Rq/Ncells − 1 and C ′

q = (Ncells − 1)Cq, respectively, where

Ncells denotes the number of microcells in the SiPM. There is also a small parasitic

capacitance parallel to each microcell that accounts for the parasitics between the

substrate of the device and the contact of the quenching resistor [204]. The combined

contribution of all these parasitics is given by the stray capacitance Cg.

Figure A.2: The equivalent circuit of the SiPM, where the GM-APD is modeled as
a current source

Using Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws to analyze this circuit, and trans-

forming the equations to Fourier-domain, we obtain the expression for the single-

photoelectron response current Is(t) across the shunt resistance Rs. The microcell-

circuit analysis, shown in Appendix A, yields the expression for Is(t) as

Is(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dω
Id(ω)exp(jωt)(1 + jωτ2)

1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)
, (A.5)

where we have defined the following time constants for ease of notation:

τ1 = Rq(Cq + Cd), (A.6a)

τ2 = RqCq, (A.6b)

τ3 = RsNcellsCd, (A.6c)

τ4 = RsCg, (A.6d)

and where Id(ω) is the Fourier transform of the diode current, and from Eq. (A.3),

is derived to be

Id(ω) =
Ge

(1 + jωτmd)(1 + jωτmr)
. (A.7)
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The integral of Eq. (A.5) is evaluated using contour-integration methods. The

derivation is detailed in Appendix B. The final expression for the output current

Is(t) is

Is(t) =

Ge

[

a1 exp

( −t
τcd1

)

+ a2 exp

( −t
τcd2

)

+ a3 exp

( −t
τmd

)

+a4 exp

(−t
τmr

)]

, (A.8)

where the constants a1 − a4 are defined as below:

a1 =
τcd1(τcd1 − τ2)

(τcd1 − τcd2)(τcd1 − τmd)(τcd1 − τmr)
, (A.9a)

a2 =
τcd2(τcd2 − τ2)

(τcd2 − τcd1)(τcd2 − τmd)(τcd2 − τmr)
, (A.9b)

a3 =
τmd(τmd − τ2)

(τmd − τcd1)(τmd − τcd2)(τmd − τmr)
, (A.9c)

a4 =
τmr(τmr − τ2)

(τmr − τcd1)(τmr − τmd)(τmr − τcd2)
, (A.9d)

where τcd1 and τcd2 are the roots of the quadratic expression in the denominator of

Eq. (A.5). These roots are given by

τcd1, τcd2 =
τ1 + τ3 + τ4

2
(A.10)

±
√

(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)2 − 4(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)

2
.

The time constants τcd1 and τcd2 are for the exponential-decay due to the microcell-

circuit elements. We thus have an analytic expression for the single-photoelectron

response. We validate that the derived expression is properly normalized by inte-

grating this current from time t = 0 to ∞, to obtain the total output charge that

flows through the shunt resistance. Since all of the charge emitted by the GM-APD

flows through the shunt resistance, this value should be equal to Ge, and we verify

this. The expression for Is(t) also satisfies the initial- and final-value conditions,

namely Is(t) = 0 at t = 0 and t = ∞. We note that for typical SiPM-circuit

parameter values, it can be shown that τcd1 ≈ Rq(Cq + Cd). This expression is a
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common approximation for the time constant of the exponential decay due to the

microcell-circuit elements [77].

The current across the quenching resistance Rq, denoted by Iq(t), is similarly

derived as detailed in Appendix C. The expression for Iq(t) is given by

Iq(t) =

Ge

{[

b1 exp

(−t
τ1

)

+ b2 exp

( −t
τmd

)

+ b3 exp

(−t
τmr

)]

+
τ3

Ncells

[

b4 exp

( −t
τcd1

)

+ b5 exp

( −t
τcd2

)

+b6 exp

( −t
τmd

)

+ b7 exp

(−t
τmr

)

+ b8 exp

(−t
τ1

)]}

, (A.11)

where the constants b1 − b8 are defined as,

b1 =
τ1

(τ1 − τmr)(τ1 − τmd)
, (A.12a)

b2 =
τmd

(τmd − τmr)(τmd − τ1)
, (A.12b)

b3 =
τmr

(τmr − τ1)(τmr − τmd)
, (A.12c)

b4 =
τcd1(τcd1 − τ2)

(τcd1 − τcd2)(τcd1 − τ1)(τcd1 − τmd)(τcd1 − τmr)
, (A.12d)

b5 =
τcd2(τcd2 − τ2)

(τcd2 − τcd1)(τcd2 − τ1)(τcd2 − τmd)(τcd2 − τmr)
, (A.12e)

b6 =
τmd(τmd − τ2)

(τmd − τcd1)(τmd − τ1)(τmd − τcd2)(τmd − τmr)
, (A.12f)

b7 =
τmr(τmr − τ2)

(τmr − τcd1)(τmr − τ1)(τmr − τmd)(τmr − τcd2)
, (A.12g)

b8 =
τ1(τ1 − τ2)

(τ1 − τcd1)(τ1 − τcd2)(τ1 − τmd)(τ1 − τmr)
. (A.12h)

The expression for Iq(t) also satisfies the initial- and final-value conditions. In

the results section, we further validate the above-derived expressions using circuit-

simulation techniques. We note that for typical values of the above-defined time

constants in an SiPM, the expression for Iq(t) can be approximated as:

Iq(t) ≈
Ge

τ1
exp

(−t
τ1

)

, (A.13)
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which is a commonly-used approximation for the current across the quenching re-

sistance [3,81]. To determine the net output charge from the SiPM, we can add the

output from individual microcells as long as we consider the effect of the voltage-

drop across the readout-circuit resistance on the overvoltages across the triggered

microcells [203].

A.2.2 Afterpulsing

We define afterpulsing as the number of additional triggers in the same cell per

original avalanche [3]. The probability distribution of the number of afterpulses

originating from a single avalanche can be described by a Poisson distribution with

mean N̄ap [3] at Vob = Vob0. We denote the time between the triggering of the

avalanche causing the afterpulse and the triggering of the afterpulse itself by ∆t. For

each trapped charge carrier that initiates an additional avalanche, the probability

distribution of ∆t , which we denote by λap(∆t), can be described as a sum of

multiple exponentials with time constants ranging from to 10−8 to 10−5 seconds [212,

213]. It has been shown that we need to consider at least two of these exponentials

to model the afterpulse phenomenon accurately [76, 212,213], so that

λap(∆t) =
n̄apf

τapf
exp

(−∆t

τapf

)

+
n̄aps

τaps
exp

(−∆t

τaps

)

, (A.14)

where τapf and τaps denote the time constants of the fast and slow components of

the afterpulse, while n̄apf and n̄aps correspond to the average number of fast and

slow afterpulses, respectively, so that their sum is equal to N̄ap. The probabili-

ties of the short and long afterpulses are almost equal to each other [81]. The

number of afterpulse events due to an avalanche is proportional to the amount of

charge produced in the avalanche, which is dependent on the overvoltage. Therefore,

the probability of afterpulsing is dependent on the overvoltage [3, 81, 213]. It has

been observed experimentally that for the Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-11-050C, the

probability of afterpulsing depends on the overvoltage quadratically, and the time

constants and the amplitude of the short component of the afterpulse decrease with

temperature [81, 213].
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A.2.3 Optical crosstalk

During an avalanche, there can be emission of optical photons that may reach other

cells and trigger additional avalanches. Consequently, two or more pixels can fire

almost simultaneously, on the time scale of 1 ns [81]. This process is known as optical

crosstalk [213]. Since this is a rare binomial process, the probability distribution of

the number of crosstalk events due to a given avalanche is described by a Poisson

distribution with mean N̄oct. We note that our definition of N̄oct includes only the

primary crosstalks that occur from an original avalanche, and not the secondary

crosstalks caused due to the primary crosstalks. Since the number of optical cross-

talk events is proportional to the amount of charge produced due to the avalanche,

which in turn is proportional to the over-voltage, therefore, the probability of optical

crosstalk events varies with overvoltage [3,200]. For the Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-

11-050C, it has been observed that the probability of number of optical crosstalk

events varies with overvoltage quadratically [81, 200,213].

A.2.4 Dark counts

Ideally an SiPM should produce no response in dark conditions. However, in

practice, the seed carriers can be generated not only by optical excitations, but

also by other mechanisms, such as the thermal generation of carriers due to the

generation-recombination processes within the semiconductor and tunneling effects

[214]. These charged carriers can then enter the Geiger multiplication region and

trigger avalanches that are referred to as dark counts. Let rdc denote the total dark

count rate of the SiPM and ∆tmeas denote the total measurement time. Then the

number of dark counts are described by a Poisson distribution with mean N̄dc at

Vob0 such that

N̄dc = rdc∆tmeas. (A.15)

The dark count rate rdc varies linearly with overvoltage [81, 200]. The temperature

dependence is exponential [81].
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A.3 Simulation of SiPM response

As we discussed, the SiPM parameters are all dependent on overvoltage across the

microcell, which in turn, depends on the voltage across the quenching and read-

out resistances. The triggering of an avalanche is an asynchronous event. After

an avalanche event occurs in a microcell, the voltage-drop across the quenching

resistance varies considerably due to the high value of this resistance. This volt-

age drop has a significant effect on the SiPM microcell parameters. To model the

asynchronous-avalanche-event accurately, we simulate the triggering of an avalanche

as a discrete-event process. Conversely, the readout resistance value is typically

much smaller in comparison to the quenching resistance. Therefore, the voltage-

drop across the readout resistance is not as significant and immediate as the voltage-

variation across the quenching resistance. Moreover, this voltage drop is also depen-

dent on the avalanches that occur in all the microcells. Modeling the voltage-drop

variation across the readout circuit as a coarsely-sampled discrete-time process is

therefore computationally fast and relatively accurate. Due to the dual nature

of simulation mechanisms involved, we model the SiPM working as a combined

discrete-time discrete-event process.

A flow chart of the simulation code for a single trial of the MC simulation is

shown in Fig. A.3. Also, the various time notations that we use while explaining the

simulation mechanism are shown in Fig. A.4. The simulation starts with reading the

input parameters: The measured and fixed parameters of the SiPM, experimental-

setup parameters, and the timestamps of all the scintillation photons. Depending on

the scintillator decay time, multiple non-uniform-duration time steps are generated

in a way so that the number of photons in all the time steps is approximately

uniform. We denote the time at which the the mth time step starts by Tm.

For each photon incident on the SiPM, we first determine the time step it belongs

to. This is followed by determining the microcell that it hits by sampling the

spatial distribution of the incident light. Since the size of the SiPM is small, we

assume a uniform spatial distribution of the photons on the SiPM, but if there
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is non-uniform spatial distribution, our model can easily account for that. Next,

considering the internal QE of the SiPM at Vob0 and via binomial sampling, we

determine if the incident photon can cause an avalanche. This results in a list of

“potential” photon-triggered avalanches. Similarly, considering the dark current

rate rdc at Vob0, potential dark count events are determined and added to the list

of potential avalanches. One of the main data structures in our software, thus, is

the list of potential avalanches. This data structure consists of four elements: The

time-stamp of the potential avalanche, the type of avalanche it could be, i.e. photon-

, dark count-, afterpulse- or optical crosstalk-triggered, the microcell index of the

potential avalanche and the amount of charge that the triggering of this potential

avalanche would eventually cause. Another main data structure in our simulation

code is the microcell data structure. This data structure consists of two elements:

the list of the timestamps of the avalanches that have occurred in a given microcell

during a given time step, along with the amount of charge that the triggering of the

avalanche caused. Any potential avalanche in this list that is separated in time from

the previous potential avalanche by a value less than the dead time of the detector

τmd (Eq. (A.2)) is removed.

At this stage in our simulation, we have the list of potential photon- or dark

count-triggered avalanches. For the kth potential avalanche initiated at time tk, we

know its microcell index, which we denote by ik. Let us assume that this avalanche

belongs to the mth time step. Using Eq. (A.11), we determine the current flow at

time tk through the quenching resistance due to all the previous avalanches that

have occurred in the ithk microcell. We thus compute the voltage-drop across the

quenching resistance of the ithk microcell at time tk due to all the previous avalanches

in this microcell. We denote this voltage drop by V ik
q (tk). The effective overvoltage

across the ithk microcell at time tk, which we denote by V ik
ob (tk), is then computed by

subtracting the sum of diode-breakdown voltage Vbr, voltage drop across quenching

resistance at time tk , V ik
q (tk), and the voltage drop across the readout circuit

resistance at the beginning of the mth timestep, Vs(Tm), from the bias voltage Vbias.

Since V ik
ob (tk) affects the gain, internal QE, dark count probability and other SiPM
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parameters of the ithk microcell, we recompute these SiPM parameters based on

the relation between these parameters and the overvoltage. We then check if the

potential photon- or dark count-triggered avalanche can actually occur, given the

updated values of internal QE and dark count probability, respectively. This is done

by determining the ratio of the updated parameter value at overvoltage V ik
ob (tk) and

the parameter value at the overvoltage Vob0, followed by performing a binomial

sampling with this ratio as the probability of occurrence of the potential avalanche.

If the potential avalanche occurs, then using the recomputed-gain value, the charge

parameter in the data structure corresponding to this avalanche is updated.

Next, we determine if this kth triggered avalanche can cause afterpulsing events.

Afterpulsing is an inhomogeneous-intensity Poisson point process, with intensity

function λap(∆t) (Eq. (A.14)). Therefore, we first sample a number Nap from a

Poisson distribution with the updated-mean N̄ap(Vob). We then sample Nap time

values from a distribution corresponding to the normalized version of λap(∆t), using

which the occurrence-time of the afterpulsing events can be determined to be tk+∆t.

Depending on their time of occurrence, the afterpulsing events are inserted into the

list of potential avalanches. Any afterpulsing events that occur within the dead time

interval in the considered microcell are removed.

We then determine if this avalanche can trigger an optical crosstalk by sampling

Noct from a Poisson distribution with the updated-mean N̄oct(Vob). It is assumed

that only the neighboring microcells are affected by this crosstalk [76, 81, 205, 215],

and that the photon emission is isotropic so that each of the four neighboring micro-

cells have a uniform probability of being triggered by the optical crosstalk. Optical

crosstalk is considered to occur about 1 ns after the original avalanche [81]. All the

optical crosstalk events are also added to the list of potential avalanches. Using this

framework, we can model afterpulsing and crosstalk causing secondary crosstalk or

afterpulsing events up to any order.

The process is repeated for all the avalanches in the list in the given time step.

After all the potential avalanches in the mth time-step have been analyzed, at the

time corresponding to the end of the time-step, i.e. Tm+1, the current flow through
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Rs due to all the avalanches that have occurred in the mth and all previous time-

steps are computed using Eq. (A.8). Using this, the voltage-drop across Rs at time

Tm+1 is determined. As a result, at the beginning of the next time step, the voltage

drop across Rs is known. Following this, all the potential avalanches in the next

time step are considered. This process is continued for all the time steps until the

measurement time expires. At the end of a single trial of this MC simulation, we

have the list of all the triggered avalanches, along with their time-stamps and the

amount of charge flow due to them. Using this information, we can determine the

total output charge through the SiPM, or if required, determine the output waveform

using Eq. (A.8). Also this simulation can be run for multiple trials to determine

the mean output of the SiPM, and the variance in the output .

For each simulation trial, we require the different measured parameters of the

SiPM, such as the electrical-circuit parameters, the gain, internal QE, and the af-

terpulsing and crosstalk probabilities. These parameters can be determined from

experiments as mentioned in [3, 76, 81, 203]. However, these values are not pre-

cise and have measurement uncertainties. To model this uncertainty, we assume

that the measurement errors are normally distributed with zero mean and variances

given by the variances of the experimentally-determined values. We have assumed

a zero-mean normal distribution for the measurement error since it is the most

commonly-used model to characterize such errors. However, an alternative distri-

bution could also be easily incorporated. The sampled value of the error is added

to the mean of the experimentally-determined value and thus, the SiPM parameter

is determined for the simulation trial.

As mentioned earlier, we simulate the SiPM as a discrete-time process to account

for the variation in voltage across the readout-circuit resistance during one scintilla-

tion pulse. To ensure that the simulation is stable with respect to the number of time

steps, we divide the total measurement-time duration in a way so that the number

of photons in the different time steps are similar. We keep the number of time steps

as an input parameter to the simulation so that it could be optimally set by the end

user. This parameter should be kept reasonable so that the continuous variation in
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Figure A.3: Flowchart of our simulation technique
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Figure A.4: The various time-based notations used in our flowchart. The figure
provides only a rough representation of the time scales involved.

output voltage is modeled accurately and efficiently. An optimum number of time

steps can be obtained for a given configuration by determining the number of time

steps at which the SiPM output converges. Our scheme of non-uniform division of

measurement time should help the convergence occur within a lesser number of time

steps, thus improving the computational efficiency of the software.

There are some dependencies between the SiPM parameters and factors such

as overvoltage and temperature, which do not have an analytical form. However

often the SiPM end-user could have experimental data that can describe these de-

pendencies. In the presence of such experimental data, to simulate the correspond-

ing dependency, we implement a lookup-table approach. The end-user inputs the

paired-measurement values, i.e. the value of the factor causing the SiPM-parameter

variation, and the corresponding SiPM parameter value. Using the measurements

in this table and a splines-based interpolation technique , the value of the SiPM

parameter is computed for the required value of the factor.

Finally, we also provide an interface in the software that allows the effects of

different phenomena in the SiPM to be turned off if desired. The interface helps to
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study the effect of different phenomena individually, measure certain SiPM param-

eters, design front-end electronics for SiPM-based detectors and perform sensitivity

analysis. The simulation framework has been implemented using Matlab software

(Mathworks, Natick, Mass).

A.4 Experiments and results

A.4.1 Validating the single-photoelectron response

In Sec. A.2.1, we verified that the derived expressions for the single-photoelectron

response (Eq. (A.8), and the current through the quenching resistor (Eq. (A.11))

satisfied the initial- and final-value conditions and were correctly normalized. To

further validate these analytic expressions, we simulate the equivalent circuit of

the microcell of the SiPM (Fig. A.2) using LTSpice IV [216]. LTSpice IV is a

schematic-driven circuit-simulation program originally based on Berkeley SPICE

3F4/5. The microcell of the Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-33-050C device is simulated

using LTSpice IV. Based on test measurements, we estimated the circuit parameters

for the microcell of this device, with the values given in Table A.1. The table also

lists the other parameter values that we use in the simulation.

The current output through the shunt resistance Rs is simulated and compared

to the output obtained using Eq. (A.8). The result is shown in Fig. A.5. Similarly,

the current through the quenching resistance, Rq, simulated using LTSpice IV is

compared to that obtained using Eq. (A.11), and the result is shown in Fig. A.6.

We observe that, for both the single-photoelectron response and the current through

the quenching resistance, the analytic and simulated outputs perfectly match each

other. This further confirms the correctness of the derived expressions.
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Table A.1: Estimated microcell-circuit-element values for Hamamatsu MPPC
S10362-33-050C and the other simulation parameters

Parameter Cq Cd Cg Rq Rs Vob0 τmd τmr

Value 23 fF 77 fF 28 pF 140 kΩ 15 Ω 1.33 V 100 ps 10 ps
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Figure A.5: The single-photoelectron response of a SiPM determined using our
analytic expression compared with that simulated using LTSpice.

A.4.2 Validating the MC model

Simulation Setup

To verify the accuracy of our MC model to simulate SiPM response to scintillation

light, we considered different test cases. The simulation setup for these test cases is

similar to the experimental setup in Van Dam et al. [3]. In this experimental setup,

several isotopes such as I-125, Am-241, Hg-203, Na-22, Cs-137, Y-88, and Co-60,

are used which emit gamma-ray photons at ten different energies between 27.3 and

1836 keV. The gamma-ray photons are incident on two LaBr3:5%Ce scintillators

that are optically coupled to their respective Hamamatsu MPPC S10362-33-050C
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Figure A.6: The current across the quenching resistance of the SiPM when only one
microcell has fired, determined using our analytic expression and compared with
that simulated using LTSpice.

SiPMs using a Silicon encapsulation gel. The various measured parameters for the

two SiPMs are enlisted in Table A.2. The scintillation photons from the scintillators

are incident on their respective SiPM, and each SiPM produces an output charge.

This output is expressed in terms of the single-photon-avalanche response parameter

χ [3], which gives a measure of the mean number of equivalent microcells that fire

per photon-triggered avalanche. Let Nph denote the number of scintillation photons

emitted by the scintillator. As mentioned earlier, ǫf is the detector PDE, so that

ǫfNph is the mean number of photon-triggered avalanches. Also, let N̄f,eq denote

the mean output charge from the SiPM in terms of the equivalent number of fired

cells, which is defined as the total output charge divided by the charge due to single

fired microcell. Then the parameter χ is defined as

χ =
N̄f,eq

ǫfNph

. (A.16)

Since χ is the ratio of the mean number of fired cells per photon-triggered avalanche,

the value of χ is an effective indicator of SiPM saturation. In theory, the value of

χ should be one as long as the device operates in the pure linear regime and we do
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not consider the effect of afterpulse and crosstalk. However, when SiPM saturation

occurs, the value of χ will be less than one. Afterpulse, crosstalk, and dark current

can cause the value of χ to be greater than one when there are no saturation effects.

SiPM parameter values and other simulation parameters

To determine the SiPM parameters in each trial of the MC simulation, we use

the mean and standard deviation values determined experimentally in Van Dam et

al. [3], which are listed in Table A.2. For the sake of consistency, in each trial, the

time constant τ1 is computed from the values of G, Rq and Vob0 using the relation

τ1 =
GeRq

Vob0
. (A.17)

This relation can be derived using Eq. (A.4) and (A.6a). Also, for the various

capacitances in the SiPM microcell circuit, we use the values listed in Table A.1.

The value of the shunt resistance is kept as 15 Ω.

The detector PDE ǫf is difficult to measure directly since it depends on the

detector geometry, the scintillator, the use of reflecting materials etc. Therefore,

to determine the detector PDE ǫf , we use the experimental output that is least

influenced by saturation, i.e. the measurement at 27.3 keV. This experimental

output is obtained from Van Dam et al. [3]. The value of ǫf is chosen so as to match

the modeled and measured response at 27.3 keV. Using this method, we obtain the

detector PDE values for Detectors 1 and 2 to be 0.157 and 0.172, respectively.

With regards to SiPM-parameter variation with overvoltage, we assume that the

value of gain, and dark count rate decrease with decreasing overvoltage linearly, and

the values of N̄ap and N̄oct decrease with decreasing-overvoltage quadratically [76,81].

The variation in detector PDE with overvoltage is modeled using the experimental

measurements obtained to study this variation in Retiére et al. [81]. Finally, the

measurement time is kept as 500 ns.
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Comparison with experimental output

We first compare the response predicted from the MC model to actual experimental

output. We simulate the experimental setup as described in Sec. A.4.2 and obtain

the response of the two SiPMs for different isotopes, which correspond to the dif-

ferent number of emitted photons. The actual experimental output for this setup is

obtained from Van Dam et al. [3].

In Fig. A.7, the results from our simulation are plotted along with the experi-

mental output. The error bars denote the variance in the single-photon-avalanche

response of the simulated output. We notice that the simulated results are close

to the experimental output. There is some discrepancy between the two results

that can be due to error in some of the measured parameters, especially the gain

G. Computing G involves measuring the small signals resulting from only a few

photons. Because of this and the high capacitance of the 3mm× 3mm Hamamatsu

S10362-033C, noise causes the determination of G to be difficult. The consequences

of an error in measuring G are significant, since apart from introducing error in the

charge due to an avalanche, it also causes an error in the computed values of voltages

across quenching and readout resistances. This in turn affects the computed over-

voltage across the microcell, which leads to incorrect computation of the PDE and

afterpulsing and crosstalk probabilities during the recovery phase of the microcell.

Another possible source of discrepancy is that to determine the detector PDE, the

model is fitted to the measurements at low gamma-ray energies. The photons at

low energy values, however, are absorbed in the top few-tenths mm and can have a

different detector PDE than the high-energy gamma-ray photons that are absorbed

throughout the crystal. This depth-of-interaction effect can result in the detector

PDE being different for different energy of gamma-ray photons. Also, to evaluate

the dependency of the various SiPM parameters on overvoltage for the SiPMs in this

experiment [3], we used the expressions that were obtained from other experimental

setups [76,81] . However, the relationships between the SiPM parameters and over-

voltage might vary for different SiPMs, leading to another source of error. In fact,
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Table A.2: Measured SiPM parameter values for the two Hamamatsu S10362-33-
050C devices. All uncertainties quoted are 95% confidence intervals, based either
on fits or on estimated measurement uncertainties. Source [3].

Detector Vob0(V ) Rq(kΩ) G(105) N̄ap

Detector 1 1.26 ± 0.05 145.3 ± 0.5 8.3± 0.5 0.124± 0.005

Detector 2 1.39 ± 0.05 140.4 ± 0.5 7.9± 0.5 0.132± 0.005

Detector τap(ns) rdc(MHz) N̄oct

Detector 1 25± 8 5.6± 0.1 0.140± 0.005

Detector 2 26± 8 5.1± 0.1 0.132± 0.005

we observed that when we do not model the decrease in PDE with overvoltage, the

experimental and MC outputs match very well. There are also some other reasons

for the discrepancies in the measured SiPM parameters, which are mentioned in

detail in Van Dam et al. [3], and due to these errors, some amount of discrepancy

between the MC and experimental output can be expected. Thus, the comparison

with experimental results is more of a best-effort task to validate the MC model,

and so we perform more experiments that constrain the data, to validate the model.

In the simulation experiments that follow, the setup is the same as the exper-

imental setup, with the exception that only one scintillator-SiPM detector pair is

considered. The considered SiPM detector has parameters as listed for Detector 1

in Table A.2.

Comparison with known cases

We compare the model output with cases for which the single-photon-avalanche

response is known theoretically and a priori. The first case where the SiPM response

is known a priori is when the source is an almost instantaneous light pulse (decay

time = 1 fs), with no afterpulsing and optical crosstalk effects in the SiPM. The

value of χ for this case is well known mathematically and is given by a simplified
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Figure A.7: The predicted-SiPM output, expressed in terms of single-photon-
avalanche response, as a function of the emitted photons from the scintillator, com-
pared with the experimental output obtained from Van Dam et al. [3]. The error
bars denote the standard deviation of the single-photon-avalanche response in our
MC-model output. Note that although we use our MC model to predict the output
at only those points at which the experimental output is known, the MC model can
be used to predict the output for any number of scintillation photons.

exponential model [217]:

χ =
Ncells

ǫfNph

[

1− exp

(

−ǫfNph

Ncells

)]

. (A.18)

As we observe in Fig. A.8, the output from our simulation matches very well with

the above-known mathematical model. This result demonstrates the validity of the

model in a case where saturation is predominant.

The second case where the SiPM response is known a priori is for a scintillator

with a decay time much longer than the time duration of any of the transient

effects in the SiPM. In this case, the SiPM microcells fully recover before being

triggered by another scintillation photon. However, since afterpulsing occurs within

a small duration in the same cell in which the photon-triggered avalanche occurs,

the afterpulsing event is still affected due to the non-recovery of the microcell. If

we neglect the effect due to afterpulsing, then the SiPM output is not affected due
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to saturation effects, or alternatively, the output is linear to the avalanche-causing

effects. Considering the occurrence of optical crosstalk up to any order, the SiPM

output is then given by an infinite geometrical series. The final expression for the

SiPM output is derived in terms of the equivalent number of fired cells as

N̄f,eq =
ǫfN̄ph + rdc∆tmeas

1− N̄oct

(A.19)

Consequently, the value of χ is obtained using Eq. (A.16) as

χ =
1

1− N̄oct

(

1 +
rdc∆tmeas

ǫfN̄ph

)

(A.20)

To validate this case, a scintillator with a decay time τd = 10 µs is considered as the

light source in the simulation setup, and the afterpulsing phenomena is turned off

in the simulation. We observe in Fig. A.8 that the value of χ obtained from the MC

model matches well with the expected-theoretical response. We also note that the

single-avalanche-response is not a constant, due to the dark current, which, at low

photon counts, is comparable to the total number of photon-triggered avalanches.

Therefore, the term rdc∆tmeas

ǫfN̄ph
in the expression for χ becomes significant, and the

single-avalanche-response depends on the value of N̄ph. This result demonstrates

the validity of the MC model in an extreme case where the SiPM is operating in a

completely linear regime.

Effect of different SiPM phenomena

To further validate the model, we study the effect of some specific phenomena in

the SiPM and observe if the predicted output is expected.

Varying readout circuit resistance In this experiment, we study the SiPM

response as the readout-circuit resistance value is varied from 1 Ω to 500 Ω. We

observe, from the results shown in Fig. A.9 that as the readout-circuit resistance

increases, the value of χ reduces. This is expected since an increase in the output

resistance leads to an increase in the output voltage-drop across the readout circuit,

which in turn leads to a decrease in the overvoltage across the microcells. Thus the
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Figure A.8: Evaluating the MC model in cases where the single-avalanche-photon-
response is known theoretically and a priori

SiPM gain and detector PDE are reduced for the photons arriving in the recovery

phase. Moreover, the recovery time of the SiPM, which depends on the value of Rs

(Eqs. (A.6c) and (A.6d)) also increases, thus leading to increase in SiPM saturation,

and thus a decrease in the value of χ parameter.

Varying overvoltage In the second experiment, we study the SiPM response as

the externally applied initial over-voltage Vob0 is varied. The results are presented

in Fig. A.10, and we observe that as Vob0 increases, the single-photon-avalanche

response becomes smaller, thus indicating that the SiPM saturation is higher for

higher overvoltages. This is expected since as the over-voltage increases, the detector

PDE, dark current rate, and the afterpulsing and crosstalk probability increase. This

leads to a higher number of triggered avalanches, due to which saturation effects

increase. Moreover, at higher overvoltage, the gain is higher, and this also leads to

more saturation.
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Turning off certain SiPM phenomena In this experiment, we turn off certain

SiPM phenomena in the simulation. This can be easily done using a flag that is

provided as a user interface to the simulation. We first turn off the afterpulsing and

optical crosstalk processes. We observe that the predicted-SiPM output reduces in

this case, and this reduction is more pronounced at low-photon counts, as shown in

Fig. A.11. Also, at low photon counts, the predicted value of χ is equal to unity

in the absence of crosstalk and afterpulse. In another experiment, we turn off the

variation in detector PDE due to variation in overvoltage. We observe, from the

result shown in Fig. A.11, that the SiPM output increases. All these results are

expected and help validate the model further.

Sensitivity Analysis In this experiment, we study the sensitivity of the SiPM

output to the measured detector PDE value. We choose three detector PDE values,

0.125, 0.15 and 0.175, and obtain the SiPM output for each of these detector PDE

values using the MC model. The value and χ is plotted as a function of the number

of emitted photons in Fig. A.12. The standard deviation of χ is also plotted since it

indicates the precision of the predicted MC output itself, which is required in this

analysis. We observe that, as expected, an increase in the detector PDE leads to

increased saturation. Sensitivity analysis such as these are very helpful since they

can help a user determine the effect of error in any measured SiPM parameter. They

can also indicate whether the coarse estimation of a SiPM parameter is sufficient to

compute SiPM response in comparison to an accurate estimation. This is helpful if

an end-user is considering whether to use an approximate value for a certain SiPM

parameter, or instead design an experimental setup and measure the parameter

accurately.

Predicting response to different scintillators

We use the MC model to predict the SiPM response to four different scintillators,

viz. LaBr3:5%Ce, LYSO, NaI:Tl, and BGO, irradiated with gamma-ray photons

of energy 511 keV, as used in PET. Each of these scintillators has different decay
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Figure A.9: Effect of varying the readout-circuit resistance on the SiPM output
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Figure A.10: Effect of varying the overvoltage on the SiPM output

times and different light yields [218, 219], as listed in Table A.3, and thus this

experiment evaluates the performance of our model for different decay times. Since

the detector PDE, ǫf , depends on factors such as detector geometry, the use of
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Figure A.11: Effect of neglecting two SiPM phenomena, the PDE variation with
overvoltage, and the optical crosstalk (OCT) and afterpulsing (AP) effects, on the
predicted-SiPM output.
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Figure A.12: Effect of varying the detector PDE on the SiPM output. The error
bars denote the standard deviation in the value of χ.

reflecting materials, etc., the response is computed as a function of the detector

PDE.
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The SiPM response is plotted as a function of detector PDE and the results

are as shown in Fig. A.13. We observe that for the slow and low-light-yield BGO

scintillator, saturation is not really a significant issue. For NaI:Tl and LYSO, which

have higher light yield and smaller decay time than BGO, saturation effects are more

pronounced and the value of χ is less than unity when the detector PDE is high.

LaBr3:5%Ce, which is the fastest and highest-light-yield among the four scintillators

is affected most by saturation.

We also observe that the value of χ for BGO is higher at lower detector PDE

values than at the higher detector PDE values. This is due to the higher relative

contribution of dark current at low detector PDE values to the total output charge.

We also note that at low detector PDE value, the value of χ is higher for low-

light-yield scintillators such as BGO and LYSO as compared to the high-light-yield

scintillators such as LaBr3:5%Ce and NaI:Tl. This is because computing the value

of χ requires a division by ǫfN̄ph, as seen from Eq. (A.16). This term is smaller

for low-light-yield scintillators, due to which the relative contribution of the dark

current term (Eq. (A.15)) to the value of χ, i.e. rdc∆tmeas

ǫfN̄ph
, becomes significant. Thus,

all the observations are expected, further validating the model.
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Figure A.13: Predicting the response to different scintillators using the MC model
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A.4.3 Computational time requirements

To evaluate the computational time requirements of the developed software, and to

study the dependency of the output on the number of timesteps in the simulation,

we conduct two sets of experiments on a system consisting of two quad-core Intel

Xeon 2.26 GHz processors running 64 bit Linux. In the first experiment, we have

the same general simulation setup as described at the beginning of Sec. A.4.2 with

a LaBr3:5%Ce crystal and an SiPM detector with the same parameters as Detector

1 in Table A.2. The experiment is run with four different values for the number of

timesteps, the values being i.e. 1, 10, 20, and 25, respectively. The SiPM output

with 25 timesteps is considered to be to true output since on increasing the number

of timesteps further, the SiPM output changes negligibly. Using this output as

the true value, the absolute value of the error in the output when 1, 10 and 20

timesteps are considered, are evaluated and plotted as a function of the number

of scintillation photons in Fig. A.14a. We observe that on increasing the number

of timesteps from 1 to 10, the error in the output reduces significantly. A further

increase in the number of timesteps causes a minor decrease in the error. Thus

we observed the convergence of the simulation output as the number of timesteps

increases. In Fig. A.14b, the computational time required by the software for 1,

10 and 20 timesteps is plotted as a function of the number of scintillation photons.

We observe that as the number of incident photons increases, the computation time

increases almost linearly. Also, increasing the number of timesteps does not have

any significant effect on the computational time requirements of the software.

In the second experiment, we have the simulation setup as in Sec. A.4.2. The

computational time required by one trial of the MC simulation, when the detector

PDE value is 0.2, and with 20 time steps, is listed in Table A.3. As expected, for

a low-light-yield scintillator such as BGO, the time required is lower than the time

required for a high yield scintillator such as LaBr3:5%Ce.
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Table A.3: Properties and computational-time requirements for the different scin-
tillators

Quantity LaBr3:5%Ce LYSO NaI:Tl BGO

Decay time (ns) 16 41 250 300

Light Yield (ph/keV) 70 27 53 6.3

Computational time (sec) 20 9.2 17.4 3.2
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Figure A.14: (a) The error in the SiPM output as the number of timesteps is varied,
plotted against the number of incident photons. (b)The computational time required
by the software for one MC trial, for different number of timesteps, as the number
of incident photons increases.

A.5 Conclusions

We have developed a discrete-time discrete-event MC simulation framework to model

the response of the SiPM to scintillation light. The model considers all the rele-

vant processes that occur within a SiPM. The model response is compared with

experimental data obtained from two Hamamatsu S10362-33-050C SiPMs coupled

to LaBr3:5%Ce crystals, and with some cases where the SiPM response is known

a priori. The model is also used to study the effect of varying overvoltage and
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shunt resistance on the SiPM response, perform sensitivity analysis, predict the

SiPM response to different scintillators, and study the different SiPM phenomena

individually, and their effect on the total output. The MC model can also be used

to determine the variance in the computed SiPM output. We have also shown that

the model can help in determining difficult-to-measure SiPM parameters such as

the detector PDE. Due to all these novel capabilities, the model provides us with a

efficient tool to analyze and simulate SiPM behavior comprehensively, and thus aid

in the various tasks that require relating SiPM output to scintillation light.

We have also derived an analytic expression for the single-photoelectron response,

and the current across the quenching resistance of the SiPM microcell. The ex-

pressions have been validated by comparing them with output obtained using the

LTSpice IV circuit-simulation software. The expressions are critical to accurately

simulate the different phenomena in the SiPM and to understand the behavior of

SiPMs. Also, the values of the current and voltage-drop across the quenching re-

sistance cannot even be measured experimentally [203]. Thus, the presence of an

analytic expression for these quantities is very useful. While a circuit-simulation

software can be used to obtain these current and voltage drops, since these software

are essentially discrete time, they can suffer from interpolation effects when required

to find the output at a specific time. On the contrary, the analytic expression can

determine the exact value of these voltage drops at any continuous time value ac-

curately. Apart from that, an analytic expression is often easier to implement in

a simulation than integrating a circuit-simulation software. Moreover, the expres-

sions are useful for studying the electrical characteristics and the pulse shapes of

the SiPM. These, in turn, are necessary for the optimization of their use for differ-

ent applications, in particular for the design of front-end electronics for SiPM-based

detectors [204,220]. In fact, since the expressions are analytic, the optimization pro-

cedures can be implemented on numerical-computing software like Matlab, instead

of using circuit-simulation software, as is currently the case [204]. The presence of

an analytic expression for an optimization task is very advantageous, since different

calculus-based methods can easily be applied on the analytic expressions. Finally,
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the analytic expression can also be used to simulate the transient response of the

SiPM. This is especially useful in PET systems where the SiPM is used to gather

timing information.

We will make the source code of our software available via the corresponding

author to anyone interested. Thus, an SiPM end-user will be able to fine tune

this code for their own specific application. Similarly, if a new advance is made

in the field of SiPM science or technology, then the scientist or designer will be

be able to modify our code to include the new development, and study the SiPM

response. Finally, with regards to the process of generating scintillation light, we

have kept our software package general. The software requires the time stamps of

all the photons that are incident on the SiPM, and this list can be obtained using

simulation-software like Geant [221], SCOUT [222] or any specific software that a

system designer has designed for their own particular system.

A.6 Appendix A: SiPM circuit analysis

In this appendix, we analyze the SiPM circuit and derive the expression for I0(t),

as mentioned in Eq. (A.8). Consider the equivalent SiPM circuit shown in Fig. A.2.

Applying the Kirchhoff’s voltage law across the different paths between G2 − G1,

we obtain the following equations:

Vbias − Vd(t)− Vq(t)− Vs(t) = 0 (A.21a)

Vbias − V1(t)− V2(t)− Vs(t) = 0 (A.21b)

Vbias − Vg(t)− Vs(t) = 0 (A.21c)
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Using Kirchhoff’s current law at nodes A, B and C, respectively, we obtain

Id(t) + Cd
dVd(t)

dt
+ (Ncells − 1)Cd

dV1(t)

dt
+

Cg
dVg(t)

dt
=
Vs(t)

Rs

(A.22a)

Id(t) + Cd
dVd(t)

dt
=
Vq(t)

Rq

+ Cq
dVq(t)

dt
(A.22b)

Cd
dV1(t)

dt
=
V2(t)

Rq

+ Cq
dV2(t)

dt
(A.22c)

Transforming Eqs. (A.21a)-(A.22c) to Fourier domain, with the notationF{V (t)} =

V (ω) yields

Vbiasδ(ω)− Vd(ω)− Vs(ω) = Vq(ω) (A.23a)

Vbiasδ(ω)− V1(ω)− Vs(ω) = V2(ω) (A.23b)

Vbiasδ(ω)− Vg(ω)− Vs(ω) = 0 (A.23c)

Id(ω) + jωCdVd(ω) + jω(Ncells − 1)CdV1(ω)+

jωCgVg(ω) =
Vs(ω)

Rs

(A.23d)

Id(ω) + jωCdVd(ω) =
Vq(ω)

Rq

+ jωCqVq(ω) (A.23e)

jωCdV1(ω) =
V2(ω)

Rq

+ jωCqV2(ω) (A.23f)

Substituting the expression for V2(ω) from Eq. (A.23b) into Eq. (A.23f), and after

some rearranging of terms, we obtain
[

jω(Cd + Cq) +
1

Rq

]

V1(ω) =

[

1

Rq

+ jωCq

]

[Vbiasδ(ω)− Vs(ω)] (A.24)

Similarly, substituting the expression for Vq(ω) from Eq. (A.23a) into Eq. (A.23e)

yields

Id(ω) +

[

jω(Cd + Cq) +
1

Rq

]

Vd(ω) =

[

1

Rq

+ jωCq

]

[Vbiasδ(ω)− Vs(ω)] (A.25)
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Using Eqs. (A.23c), (A.24) and (A.25) in Eq. (A.23d), we solve for Vs(ω) in terms

of Id(ω), which yields

Vs(ω) =
Id(ω)Rs(1 + jωτ2)

1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)
+

Vbiasδ(ω)jω
τ3(1 + jωτ1) + τ4(1 + jωτ1)

1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)
(A.26)

where we have used Eqs. (A.6a)-(A.6d) for ease of notation. We take the inverse

Fourier transform on both sides of the above equation. Due to the sifting property of

the δ(ω) function, the terms involving Vbias disappear on performing the integration

over ω. Therefore, we obtain

Vs(t) =
Rs

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dω
Id(ω) exp(jωt)(1 + jωτ2)

(1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)
. (A.27)

Finally, using Ohm’s law, Is(t) = Vs(t)/Rs, and thus the expression for Is(t) is

obtained (Eq. (A.8)).

A.7 Appendix B: Contour integration to evaluate the single-photoelectron response

In this appendix, we solve the integral in Eq. (A.8) using contour integration. To

evaluate the single-photoelectron response Is(t), we have to evaluate the expression

given by Eq. (A.5), repeated here for convenience:

Is(t) =
1

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dω
Id(ω)exp(jωt)(1 + jωτ2)

1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)
, (A.28)

where Id(ω) is the Fourier transform of the diode current. Since the denominator

of the integrand in Eq. (A.28) is a quadratic expression, the roots of this expression

are easily computed by evaluating the discriminant of the quadratic expression. Let

us denote these roots by τcd1 and τcd2. Then, using Eq. (A.7) to substitute the

expression for Id(ω) in the above equation, we obtain the expression for Is(t) as

Is(t) =
Ge

2π

∫ ∞

−∞

dω

exp(jωt)(1 + jωτ2)

(1 + jωτcd1)(1 + jωτcd2)(1 + jωτmr)(1 + jωτmd)
. (A.29)
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The above equation can further be rewritten as

Is(t) =
Ge

2πτcd1τcd2τmdτmr

∫ ∞

−∞

dω

exp(jωt)(1 + jωτ2)

(ω − j
τcd1

)(ω − j
τcd2

)(ω − j
τmd

)(ω − j
τmr

)
(A.30)

To solve this equation using contour-integration method, the variable ω is replaced

by the complex variable z. We define the integrand to be the function f(z) so that

f(z) =
exp(jzt)(1 + jzτ2)

(z − j
τcd1

)(z − j
τcd2

)(z − j
τmd

)(z − j
τmd

)
(A.31)

Our task then is to evaluate the integral,

Is(t) =
Ge

2πτcd1τcd2τmdτmr

∫ ∞

−∞

f(z)dz (A.32)

As shown in Fig. A.15, the poles of the integrand f(z) lie on the imaginary axis in

the upper half of the complex plane. Typically for a SiPM, τcd1 > τcd2 > τmd > τmr.

Since t > 0, to evaluate this integral using contour-integration, we consider a contour

C in the upper half of the complex plane, as shown in Fig. A.15 and evaluate f(z)

along this contour. This contour consists of two parts, C1 and C2. While C1 is along

the real line from the complex point (−R, 0) to the complex point (R, 0), C2 is along

the upper half of a semicircle of radius R centered at the origin. To determine Is(t),

we consider the case where R → ∞. Using Jordan’s lemma [126], we can show that

as R → ∞, the value of the integral over the contour C2 is zero. Therefore
∫

C

dz f(z) =

∫

C1

dz
exp(jzt)(1 + jzτ2)

(z − j
τcd1

)(z − j
τcd2

)(z − j
τmd

)(z − j
τmd

)
. (A.33)

The left hand side of the above equation, i.e.
∫

C
dz f(z), is evaluated using the

residue theorem. To illustrate briefly, the poles of f(z) are at j/τcd1, j/τcd2, j/τmd

and j/τmr. We therefore evaluate the residues at each of these poles. For example,

the residue at z = j
τcd1

is given by

Resz= j

τcd1

= limz→ j

τcd1

(

z − j

τcd1

)

f(z) =

j exp(− t
τcd1

)(1− τ2
τcd1

)

( 1
τcd1

− 1
τcd2

)( 1
τcd1

− 1
τmd

)( 1
τcd1

− 1
τmr

)
. (A.34)
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Figure A.15: The contour over which we perform the integration to evaluate Is(t).

Using the residue theorem [126]

∫

C

f(z)dz = 2πj
[

Resz= j

τcd1

f(z) +Resz= j

τcd2

f(z)+

Resz= j

τmd

f(z) +Resz= j

τmr

f(z)
]

(A.35)

From Eqs. (A.29)-(A.35), we obtain the expression for Is(t) (Eq. (A.8)).

A.8 Appendix C: Current across quenching resistor

In this appendix, we obtain the expression for the current across the quenching

resistance due a single avalanche, given by Eq. (A.11). Using the expression for

Vd(ω) from Eq. (A.25) in Eq. (A.23a), we obtain the expression for Vq(ω) as

Vq(ω) =
Id(ω)Rq

1 + jωτ1
− Vs(ω)

jωRqCd

1 + jωτ1
+ Vbiasδ(ω)

jωRqCd

1 + jωτ1
, (A.36)
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Substituting the expression for Vs(ω) from Eq. (A.26) into the above equation and

performing an inverse Fourier transform, we obtain

Vq(t) = Rq

∫

dω
Id(ω) exp(jωt)

1 + jωτ1
−Rs×

∫

dω
Id(ω)(1 + jωτ2)jωRqCd exp(jωt)

[1 + jωτ1][1 + jω(τ1 + τ3 + τ4)− ω2(τ1τ4 + τ2τ3)]
, (A.37)

where the terms containing Vbias disappear on invoking the the shifting property of

the δ function. The denominator in the above integrand has the same quadratic

expression as the integrand in Eq. (A.28). Therefore, we replace the quadratic

expression by the (1 + jωτcd1)(1 + jωτcd2). Also replacing the expression for Id(ω)

from Eq. (A.7) in Eq. (A.37), and using Ohm’s law to determine Iq(t) yields

Iq(t) =
Ge

2π

∫

dω
exp(jωt)

(1 + jωτ1)(1 + jωτmd)(1 + jωτmr)

− RsGe

2π

∫

dω×

jωRqCd(1 + jωτ2) exp(jωt)

(1 + jωτ1)(1 + jωτmd)(1 + jωτmr)(1 + jωτcd1)(1 + jωτcd2)
. (A.38)

The above equation is solved using contour integration. The derivation is similar

to the derivation in Appendix B. This yields the expression for Iq(t), given by

Eq. (A.11).
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APPENDIX B

ANALYTIC METHODS FOR LIST-MODE RECONSTRUCTION

B.1 Introduction

List-mode (LM) acquisition and processing of data is gaining wide popularity for

photon-counting imaging systems [84–86,223]. A major advantage with LM acquisi-

tion is that they do not suffer from information loss due to binning unlike the more

conventional binned storage and processing of data. However, while LM data con-

tain more information, in the absence of efficient information-retrieval algorithms,

this extra information is not of much use. To retrieve this extra information from

LM data, often the first step is to design methods to reconstruct the object from

the LM data. Algorithms have been developed to reconstruct the object from LM

data [84–86], but these methods reconstruct discrete representations of the object.

The objects in imaging are functions defined on a continuous domain, and recon-

structing a discrete representation of the object leads to information loss. A more

appropriate methodology is to reconstruct the object as a function defined on a

continuous domain. Our specific interest is in performing this object reconstruction

for single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging systems, but

we will keep the problem general.

Interestingly, much literature on reconstruction in SPECT is based on a

continuous-continuous (CC) formulation of the SPECT imaging system [87]. These

analytic algorithms, such as the well-known analytical filtered-backprojection (FBP)

algorithm, reconstruct the object function. However, most SPECT imaging systems

bin the data, and therefore, the reconstruction methods developed for CC systems

are modified to instead work with discrete image data, and reconstruct discrete

object representations [87–89]. In this context, LM acquisition presents us with an-

other advantage: It yields data that is defined on a continuous domain, and thus fits
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the CC formulation of the SPECT imaging system. The primary objective of this

work is to design analytic algorithms that can exploit this advantage to reconstruct

object functions from LM data defined on a continuous domain. We first, under

various idealized assumptions, frame the imaging process and LM acquisition as a

linear integral transform that maps the object function to mean LM data. The goal

then is to find another integral transform which can recover the object function from

the noise-free LM data. This integral transform can be applied on real noisy data

and the object function can be reconstructed.

There are many motivations to design analytic reconstruction algorithms. An-

alytic algorithms can leverage the true potential of LM data by exploiting the CC

nature of LM acquisition, and avoid information loss that occurs otherwise in al-

gorithms that reconstruct discrete object representations. Another advantage of

analytic algorithms is that they offer a method to compare information-retrieval

techniques without being affected by the limitations of simulation studies, such

as discretization requirement and floating-point issues. Analytical algorithms also

offer insights on the information content and information-retrieval capacity from

the data, which can help improve the design of the imaging system and the algo-

rithm. There are also computational and economic advantages to using analytic ap-

proaches [87]. For example, although nonlinear iterative reconstruction algorithms

can account for factors such as noise, they require significantly higher computa-

tion compared to the one-step analytic methods. While there have been advances

in computational capacities, especially with the development of parallel computing

architectures [91], the ability of imaging systems to acquire data at even higher

resolutions has also increased considerably, placing more burden on the computa-

tional resources. Moreover, the non-linear iterative algorithms do not reconstruct

the object functions. Various assessment schemes can compare analytic algorithms

with other reconstruction approaches, but these assessment schemes also require

development of the analytic method.

We begin with deriving a general framework to reconstruct the object in any

imaging system that acquires LM data, and then apply this framework to specific
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imaging systems.

B.2 General reconstruction approach

We assume that the object being imaged is a scalar-valued function of spatial posi-

tion r, where r is a vector with s components lying in R
s. We will denote the object

by the function f(r) and assume that the object function lies in the Hilbert space

L2(R
s). This object is viewed over a measurement time τ by some photon-counting

imaging system, which detects the photons and then, for each detected photon, es-

timates attributes such as direction, energy, and the position of interaction of the

photon with the detector. For the jth event, these estimated attributes are grouped

into a q-dimensional (q-D) vector Âj. The LM data can be described using the

point process u(Â) given by

u(Â) =
J
∑

j=1

δ(Â− Âj), (B.1)

where δ(. . .) denotes the Dirac delta function. Taking the mean of this point process

gives [223]

ū(Â|f , τ) =
∫

Sf

dsr τpr(Â|r)s(r)f(r), (B.2)

where s(r) denotes the sensitivity of the detector to activity occurring at location

r and Sf denotes the support of the functions in object space. Eq. (B.2) can be

written in operator form as

ū(Â|f , τ) = [Lf ](Â). (B.3)

where L denotes the linear LM imaging operator. The kernel for the operator L is

given by

l(Â, r) = τpr(Â|r)s(r). (B.4)

In LM acquisition, the function ū(Â|f , τ) lies in L2(R
q−t)×E

t, where Et denotes the

t-D Eucledian space, and where q > t. Thus, the operator L maps from the set of

functions f(r) that lie in L2(R
s) to the set of functions that lie in L2(R

q−t)×E
t. If
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ū(Â|f , τ) lies in L2(R
q), i.e. if t = 0, and if q ≥ s, then it is possible that the operator

L has no null space. This is quite different from binned-data acquisition, where we

map from the set of functions lying in L2(R
s) to vectors in the E

q, a mapping that

definitely has null space. Even if ū(Â|f , τ) lies in L2(R
q−t) × E

t where q > t, the

operator L should have a smaller null space compared to a system in which data

are binned. Since the operator L might have no null space or a reduced null space,

LM acquisition provides an avenue to reconstruct the object with less information

loss compared to binned-data acquisition.

To derive the reconstruction technique, we determine the expression for the pseu-

doinverse of the LM operator, which requires performing a singular value decompo-

sition (SVD) of the L operator. Let us denote the singular values and the singular

vectors of L in object and data space by µi,wi, and vi, respectively. The pseudoin-

verse of the L operator, which we denote by L+, can be represented as

L+ =
R
∑

i=1

1√
µi

wiv
†
i . (B.5)

Our reconstruction approach is to apply this pseudoinverse on the noisy acquired

image data:

f̂(r) = [L+u](r). (B.6)

The reconstruction in the noise-free case is given by f̂nfree(r) = [L+ū](r). We can

verify that Eq. (B.6) will lead to this solution in a mean sense, i.e. 〈f̂(r)〉u|f =

f̂nfree(r), where 〈· · · 〉 denotes the mean of the quantity inside the parenthesis. How-

ever, the approach might suffer from some noise-related issues, so some kind of

regularization in SVD space, also known as apodization [87], might be required.

However, in this chapter, we will be mainly concerned with determining the pseu-

doinverse of the L operator to perform the reconstruction.

To compute the SVD of L, we must determine the expression for L†L, where L†

denotes the adjoint of L. We can derive the expression for the L† operator to be

[L†ū](r) =

∫

Su

dqÂ pr(Â|r)s(r)ū(Â) (B.7)
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where Su denotes the image support. Using Eqs. (B.4) and (B.7), we can derive the

the expression for the L†L operator is given by

[

L†Lf
]

(r′) =

τ 2
∫

Su

dqÂ

∫

Sf

dpr s(r)s(r′)pr(Â|r′)pr(Â|r)f(r). (B.8)

Thus, the kernel for L†L operator, which we denote by k(r, r′), is given by

k(r′, r) = τ 2
∫

Su

dqÂ s(r)s(r′)pr(Â|r)pr(Â|r′), (B.9)

where Su denotes the image support. The above treatment demonstrates the general

method to derive the kernel of the L†L operator for any imaging system. We now

investigate whether, for specific imaging systems, we can perform the SVD of the

L operator. However, before we discuss specific imaging systems, we would like to

present another framework to perform the object function reconstruction using LM

data. An issue with the approach suggested using Eq. (B.6) is the inconsistency

in data space arising due to noise. To illustrate this point, let us assume that the

operator L has no null space. In that case, the left inverse of L exists, but L† could

have a null space, due to which there is a set of consistency conditions that the

acquired data vector has to satisfy. Due to noise and other measurement errors, not

all the data vectors will satisfy these consistency conditions, and thus this approach

might not be suitable. However, it can be shown that if we could process the data

u(Â) by an operator B, where B is given by

B =
[

LL†
]+

(B.10)

then the solution for L is given by [87]

f = L†Bū = L†
[

LL†
]+
ū (B.11)

Now using the identity given by Eq. 1.149 in [87], we can show that this solution is

equivalent to

f = L+u (B.12)
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It will be an interesting study to compare the solution obtained for noisy data using

Eq. (B.11) to the solutions obtained directly using Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6). However, in

this chapter, we focus on deriving expressions to perform the reconstruction using

the latter approach. We now consider some specific imaging systems for further

analysis.

B.3 A system with Gaussian point spread function

Let us consider a simple imaging system that satisfies similar assumptions as made

in Caucci et al. [223]. The system consists of a 2-D object f(r) imaged to a 2-D

detector. The LM attributes acquired are the x and y coordinates of the detection.

Thus Â is a 2-D vector, which we henceforth denote by R̂. The optics of the imaging

system and the detector is assumed to be linear and shift invariant (LSIV), and

characterized by Gaussian point spread functions (PSFs). With these assumptions,

we can obtain that R̂ conditioned on r is normally distributed:

pr(R̂|r) = 1

2πσ2
exp

[

−(R̂− r)2

2σ2

]

, (B.13)

where σ2 is the sum of the variances due to the optics of the imaging system and

the detector. We also assume that s(r) is equal to unity for all r. Using Eqs. (B.4)

and (B.13), we find that

l(R̂, r) =
τ

2πσ2
exp

[

−(R̂− r)2

2σ2

]

, (B.14)

and thus L resembles a convolution operator. The eigen vectors of L are the complex

exponentials

φρ0
(r) = exp(2πiρ0 · r) (B.15)

The corresponding eigen values are given by

λρ0
= [F l](ρ0) = τ exp(−2π2σ2|ρ0|2) (B.16)

The singular vectors and singular values of L†L are the complex exponentials φρ0
(r)

and |λρ0
|2, respectively. We can show that

[L†Lφρ0
](r) = |λρ0

|2φρ0
(r). (B.17)
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Therefore, the object space singular functions, which we denote by wρ(r), are equal

to φρ(r). The corresponding singular value for these singular vectors are

√
µρ = |λρ| = τ exp(−2π2σ2ρ2). (B.18)

where ρ denotes the magnitude of the ρ vector. The singular functions in image

space are given by

vρ(R̂) =
1

√
µρ

[Lwρ](R̂) = exp(2πiρ.R̂). (B.19)

Therefore, the SVD of the operator L is

L =

∫

d2ρ λρvρw
†
ρ

=

∫

d2ρ exp(−2π2σ2ρ2) exp{−2πiρ · (r − R̂)}. (B.20)

and the pseudoinverse of L is given by

L+ =
1

τ

∫

d2ρ exp(2π2σ2ρ2) exp{2πiρ · (r − R̂)}. (B.21)

Using this approach, the object can be reconstructed from LM data acquired using

a LSIV imaging system with Gaussian PSF. We would like to mention that when

working with real noisy data, this reconstruction technique will amplify the noise at

high frequencies due to the Gaussian nature of the transfer function of the imaging

system, and thus, some apodization will be required to compensate for the noise

effects.

B.4 Tomographic imaging system

Consider a tomographic 2-D SPECT imaging system in the x-y plane. The SPECT

imaging system consists of a parallel-hole collimator with bores on a regular grid,

followed by a 1-D detector. The system rotates about the z axis to acquire data

at multiple angles θ, where θ denotes the angle that the detector makes with the

x-axis. Let us assume that the parallel-hole collimator accepts photons only normal

to the detector surface. Also, let us ignore attenuation in this analysis. In each
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LM event, the coordinate of the position of interaction of the gamma ray photon

with the scintillation crystal is estimated and recorded. We denote the estimated

position of interaction by p̂, and its corresponding true value by p. The angular

orientation of the detector θ is also recorded. To derive the expression for the L
operator for this system, we have to determine the expression for pr(p̂, θ|r). Then

using marginal probabilities, pr(p̂, θ|r) can be written as

pr(p̂, θ|r) = pr(θ|r)
∫

dp pr(p̂|p, θ, r)pr(p|θ, r). (B.22)

The probability of the position of interaction p given a particular value of the detec-

tor angle θ and object location r is simply the delta function δ(p−r · n̂θ), where n̂θ

is the normal to the detector face when the detector is aligned at an angle θ. Thus

pr(p|θ, r) = δ(p− r · n̂θ) (B.23)

Let us assume that p̂ was estimated using a maximum-likelihood (ML) scheme,

where all the scintillation photons were used to estimate the attribute. Then using

the asymptotic properties of ML estimates, it can be shown that pr(p̂|p) is normally

distributed with the mean given by the true value p and the variance σ2
p given by

the Cramer Rao Lower Bound for the estimate on p [223]:

pr(p̂|p, θ, r) = 1√
2πσp

exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

]

. (B.24)

Under the assumption that s(r) is unity for all values of r, using Eqs. (B.4), (B.22)-

(B.24), we can obtain the kernel of the LM operator L to be

l(p̂, θ, r) = τpr(θ|r) 1√
2πσp

exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

]

. (B.25)

Having derived the general form for the kernel of the LM operator, we now analyze

the possibility of the pseudoinverse of the LM operator for some specific cases.

B.4.1 Infinite angular sampling and infinite object support

Consider that the SPECT imaging system has an infinite object support and infinite

angular sampling. Due to the isotropic emission of photons, for this system

pr(θ|r) = 1

2π
. (B.26)
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Inserting this expression into Eq. (B.25), the kernel of the LM operator is given by

l(p̂, θ, r) =
τ

2π

1√
2πσp

exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

]

. (B.27)

Therefore, using Eq. (B.9), the kernel k(r′, r) for the L†L operator is given by

k(r′, r) =
[ τ

2π

]2 1

2πσ2
p

∫

dp̂

∫

dθ

exp

[

−(p̂− r′ · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

− (p̂− r · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

]

(B.28)

We perform a change of variables by replacing p− r · n̂θ by q. Simplifying further,

we obtain

k(r′, r) =
[ τ

2π

]2 1

2πσ2
p

∫

dθ exp

[

{−(r − r′) · n̂θ}2
8σ2

p

]

×

∫

dq exp






−

{

q − (r−r′)·n̂θ

2

}2

σ2
p






(B.29)

The integral over q can be evaluated. This leads to the final expression for k(r′, r)

to be

k(r′, r) =
[ τ

2π

]2 1

2
√
πσp

∫

dθ exp

[

−{(r − r′) · n̂θ}2
8σ2

p

]

(B.30)

We note that k(r′, r) is a function of r − r′ and therefore, the eigenanalysis of the

L†L operator can be performed via Fourier analysis. The eigenvectors of L†L are

the complex exponentials given by

w(ρ0)(r) = exp(2πiρ0 · r). (B.31)

The corresponding eigen values for this eigen vector are determined by computing

the Fourier transform of the convolution kernel (Eq. (B.30)). Denoting the Fourier

transform at frequency ρ by K(ρ), we obtain

K(ρ) =
[ τ

2π

]2 1

2
√
πσp

∫

dθ

∫

∞

d2r

[

−{r · n̂θ}2
4σ2

p

]

×

exp(−2πiρ · r). (B.32)
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Expressing the vectors r and ρ in terms of the basis vectors n̂θ and n̂⊥,θ as r =

r1(θ)n̂θ + r2(θ)n̂⊥,θ and ρ = ρ1(θ)n̂θ + ρ2(θ)n̂⊥,θ we can rewrite the above equation

as

K(ρ)

=
[ τ

2π

]2 1

2
√
πσp

∫

dθ

∫

dr1(θ) exp

[

−r
2
1(θ)

4σ2
p

]

×

exp(−2πiρ1(θ)r1(θ))

∫

dr2(θ) exp(−2πiρ2(θ)r2(θ))

=
[ τ

2π

]2
∫

dθ exp(−4π2σ2
pρ

2
1(θ))δ(ρ2(θ)). (B.33)

The function δ(ρ2(θ)) exists only when ρ2(θ), which is the component of ρ in the

direction perpendicular to n̂θ, is zero, i.e. when ρ is parallel to n̂θ. In this case,

ρ = ρn̂θ. We can perform the integration over θ to yield

K(ρ) =
1

ρ

[ τ

2π

]2

exp(−4π2σ2
pρ

2). (B.34)

where we have used the fact that ρ′2(θ) = ρ when nθ is parallel to ρ. the singular

vectors for the L operator in data space can be derived to be

v(p̂, θ) =
1

√

K(ρ)
[Lw](p̂, θ)

= exp(2π2σ2
pρ

2)
√
ρ

∫

d2r
1√
2πσ

exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂θ)
2

2σ2
p

]

(B.35)

where we have used Eq. (B.27) to evaluate [Lw](p̂, θ). Again expressing the vectors r

and ρ in terms of the basis vectors n̂θ and n̂⊥,θ as previously, and further simplifying

the resultant expression, we get the expression for v(p̂, θ) as

v(p̂, θ) =
√
ρ exp(−2πip̂ρ1(θ))δ(ρ2(θ)) (B.36)
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Thus, the pseudoinverse of the L operator is given in terms of the singular vectors

for L as

L+ =
2π

τ

∫

d2ρ exp(2πiρ · r)ρ exp(2π2σ2
pρ

2)×

exp(2πip̂ρ1(θ))δ(ρ2(θ))

=
2π

τ

∫

dρ1(θ) exp(2πiρ1(θ)r1(θ)) exp(2πip̂ρ1(θ))
∫

dρ2(θ)ρ exp(2π
2σ2

pρ
2)δ(ρ2(θ))

=
2π

τ

∫

dρ1(θ)ρ1 exp[2πiρ1(θ)(r1(θ) + p̂)] exp(2π2σ2
pρ

2
1) (B.37)

Using Eq. (B.6), the reconstructed object f̂(r) is given

f̂(r) =
2π

τ

∫

dθ

∫

dp̂

∫

dρ1(θ)ρ1(θ)×

exp[2πiρ1(θ)(r1(θ) + p̂)] exp(2π2σ2
pρ

2
1)u(p̂, θ) (B.38)

B.4.2 Finite angular sampling and infinite object support

We now consider a more conventional SPECT system that acquires data at multiple

angles θj, where the index j varies from 1 to J . For this system, each LM event

consists of the position estimate p̂ and the detector angle index j. Thus this system

maps from a set of functions that lie in the space L2(R
2) to a set of functions that

lie in the space L2(R)×E, and the LM operator for this system has the kernel given

by l(p̂, j, r). To determine the expression for this kernel, we consider the general

expression given by Eq. (B.25). The expression for Pr(θ|r) in this case is equal to

1
J
. Thus the expression for the kernel of the LM operator is given by

l(p̂, j, r) =
τ√

2πσpJ
exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂j)
2

2σ2
p

]

, (B.39)
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where n̂j denotes the normal to the detector surface, when the detector is aligned

at angle θj. The kernel for the L†L is given by

k(r′, r) =

[

τ√
2πσJ

]2 J
∑

j=1

∫

dp̂ exp

[

−(p̂− r′ · n̂j)
2

2σ2
p

]

exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂j)
2

2σ2
p

]

(B.40)

Replacing p̂− r · n̂j by q, and performing a similar analysis as in Sec. B.4.1 yields

k(r′, r) =
[ τ

J

]2 1

2
√
πσp

J
∑

j=1

exp(
{−(r − r′) · n̂j}2

4σ2
p

(B.41)

We again note that L†L resembles a convolution operator, so its eigenvectors are

the complex exponentials. The eigenvalues corresponding to these eigenvectors are

determined by taking the Fourier transform of the convolution kernel in Eq. (B.41).

These eigenvalues are given by

K(ρ) =
[ τ

J

]2 1

2
√
πσp

J
∑

j=1

∫

∞

d2r exp
−(r · n̂j)

2

4σ2
p

(B.42)

Expressing r and ρ in terms of the basis vectors n̂j and n̂⊥,j as previously, we get

K(ρ) =
[ τ

J

]2
J
∑

j=1

exp(−4π2σ2
p(ρ · n̂j)

2)δ(ρ · n̂⊥,j) (B.43)

Due to the delta function, the sum over j exists only when ρ is parallel to n̂j.

The delta function complicates further analysis. For example, to find the singular

vectors in data space or to determine the expression for L†, we must divide by

the square root of the eigenvalues K(ρ), which requires taking the square root of

the delta function. We can avoid this issue when determining the singular vectors

in data space by obtaining the SVD representation of L and then using that to

compute the data space singular vectors. However, the issue cannot be avoided

when computing the pseudoinverse. Thus, it seems unlikely that the pseudoinverse

of L can be determined for this case. A physical interpretation of the absence of

the pseudoinverse is the following: The finite angular sampling leads to a set of null
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functions. Also, the infinite support leads to an infinite number of solutions when ρ

is parallel to n̂j, and thus the absence of the pseudo-inverse. Having a finite support

for the object might cause this problem to disappear. We consider this case now.

B.4.3 Finite support and finite angular sampling

Following a similar treatment that led to Eq. (B.39) but constraining the object

support Sf to be finite, we obtain the transformation from the object to the image

space as:

ū(p̂, j) =
τ

J

1√
2πσp

∫

Sf

d2r exp

[

−(p̂− r · n̂j)
2

2σ2
p

]

f(r). (B.44)

Fourier analysis of the L†L operator is not useful in this case due to the finite object

support. However, if the detector and the collimator are aligned at equally spaced

angles, then this system has a discrete rotational symmetry. This property can be

used to obtain the singular vectors, and thus determine the pseudoinverse operator

of this system. The basic idea behind the approach is to evaluate the singular vectors

of the system for one particular detector orientation, and then use this rotational

symmetry to determine the singular vectors of the complete system. For this system,

rotating the detector and collimator by θj is equivalent to rotating the object by

−θj. Let Tj be a functional transform corresponding to the geometric rotation Rj.

Then

Tjt(r) = t(R−1
j r), (B.45)

for an arbitrary function t(r). Let us now denote the LM operator at detector

orientation of θ = 0, by L0, and at θ = θj by Lj. Also, let us denote the complete

system matrix, which includes the LM operators at all the angles, by L. Then, we

can show that [87]

Lj = L0T †
j . (B.46)

Therefore, the adjoint of the Lj operator is given by

L†
j = TjL†

0. (B.47)
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The adjoint is a back-projection operation that smears the 1-D projection data

acquired by the detector back into the 2-D space described by the object support.

Therefore, performing the backprojection operation for the data acquired at all

the angles amounts to summing up all the backprojections. This leads to an easy

representation for the backprojection operator:

L† =
∑

j

L†
j =

∑

j

TjL†
0. (B.48)

The expression for the L†L operator is then given by

L†L =
∑

j

L†
jLj =

∑

j

TjL†
0L0T †

j . (B.49)

Therefore, we observe that the L†L operator can be expressed in terms of the L0

operator. The L0 operator can also be thought of as the planar imaging system

operator. Currently, we are investigating that given this relation, how the singular

vectors of L0 and L operator are related. We can show that when p̂ = p, i.e. we

estimate the true value of the position of interaction, the singular vectors, and thus

the pseudoinverse of the L operator can be found by following a similar approach as

in Davison et al. [224]. However, we need to perform further investigation to derive

the reconstruction approach when we account for estimation statistics.

B.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have investigated the problem of reconstructing object func-

tions from LM data. We have first suggested a general framework to perform this

reconstruction, and then applied this framework to an LSIV imaging system with

Gaussian PSF, and to SPECT imaging systems. We have presented the reconstruc-

tion solution for a SPECT system with infinite object support and infinite angular

sampling. We have also shown that for finite angular sampling but infinite support,

the reconstruction cannot be performed using the proposed framework. Finally, we

have considered a SPECT system with finite support and finite angular sampling,
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and shown that for this system, the tomographic LM operator is related to the pla-

nar LM operator. We are currently investigating the use of this property to perform

the reconstruction for this system. As one of the first investigations on analytic

LM reconstruction, we have begun with problems in 2-D tomography, but we are

also interested in developing these approaches for 3-D tomography, where this work

will be very useful. We are also interested in using the developed reconstruction

methods to compare systems that acquire LM data to systems that instead bin the

data, by evaluating these systems based on objective measures of image quality.

These studies will highlight the usefulness of the information that is not lost due to

binning of data in LM acquisition.
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